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1. Introduction to the research unit
History, localisation, research area
Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) is a joint research unit established as an agreement between Institut d’Optique –
Graduate School and CNRS (Centre national de la Recherche scientifique). Such research units are named « unités
mixtes de recherche » or UMR. LCF is UMR8501 and has been most recently renewed as such on 1 January 2010.
During the AERES evaluation campaign 2013-2014 (called vague E), LCF is under review for possible renewal for
the period 1 January 2015 – 31 December 2019. The evaluation will be conducted on the basis of this report, its two
companion .xls spreadsheets listing data on finances and personnel, and a set of nine annexes concerning the
personnel, the organization chart, various organization rules, and the production in terms of research, interaction with
the environment, and research support actions.
This document itself is organized as per the instructions of AERES as a general description in this first section,
followed in section 2 by the activity report on the realization of the seven component research groups, then in section
3 with a report on the interaction between research conducted at LCF and higher education tasks fulfilled by its
members. Finally, section 4 concludes with perspectives for the next five years.
The reporting period is 1 January 2008 – 30 June 2013.
Institut d’Optique was established around 1920 with the triple mission to deliver teaching in the general field of
Optics, conduct research at the forefront of Optics, and interact with the economic sector on optical measurements
and more generally on innovation. Its first General Director, Charles Fabry, was at the same time a Physics Professor
at the Sorbonne and immediately established a research laboratory following essentially academic criteria (although
he would still conduct the more upstream part of his research at his Sorbonne laboratory). When CNRS was first
created, in several steps, in the years preceding the Second World War, Institut d’Optique was one of the laboratories
receiving support, in particular for the development of optical techniques and instrumentation. Theoretical work and
material science research followed shortly thereafter, and when the concept of a “laboratoire associé au CNRS” was
first established in 1966, research at Institut d’Optique was immediately granted that status, which was renewed since
then and evolved to that of an UMR in 1998. The name of the founding director was added at that time, and in 2006
Institut d’Optique added to its name the subtitle “graduate school” as an indication that it conducts research and
offers education at the graduate level – the second and third level of the Bologna system, which in France essentially
correspond to the “diplôme d’ingénieur” and master level, and to the doctoral level, respectively. Throughout all
these years, support to research has always been provided to LCF by its two founding organizations Institut
d’Optique – Graduate School (IOGS) and CNRS, including under the appointment of a fair number of positions of
university professors, research scientists, research engineers, technicians, and research support staff. Added
resources, both to cover experimental costs and equipment and to cover some of the salaries, was obtained from
grants, a tendency that has been increasing in the last few years.
During the reporting period, LCF was mainly located at Palaiseau, at the headquarters building of IOGS, which
was built in 2006. Parts of the research activities, including the technical support groups, moved in 2010, when an
additional wing was completed. One activity, XUV and Optical Surfaces research, is currently still hosted at the
former headquarters building at Orsay, some 4 km from the Palaiseau building, because of lacking funds to build its
clean room there. The funds are now available and it is expected to move to Palaiseau late in 2014.
LCF conducts research in Optics in the broad sense. Because of the large diversity of research domains in
Optics, it is in fact organized in a number of fairly independent research groups, each covering a well-defined part of
Optics research. As explained in the next subsection, during the reporting period, LCF was organized in six, and later
seven research groups, and support units providing service to the research groups. The subsequent subsections cover
the laboratory organization and daily operation, the financial aspects, and they give an overview of the service
support units with LCF.

Scientific policy, organisation
Research groups comprising five to ten permanent staff members (faculty or research faculty) appear to be an
appropriate size for productive work, good coordination, and international visibility in the general field cover by
LCF. A number of doctoral students roughly equal to the number of permanent staff and one or several post-doctoral
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fellows are part of the groups as well. Groups consist of scientists who are fully knowledgeable in their field, in
particular when they are making decisions collectively, and therefore enjoy a large degree of autonomy in their
scientific decisions, including when seeking support from research funding agencies for their research projects and
establishing partnerships with academic or industrial research organisations. The scientific policy of LCF is therefore
to cover Optics research in a broad sense and organise itself into groups enjoying a strong autonomy to work on
identified subjects. Given the variety of subfields in Optics, those groups can only sample part of the whole domain.
A necessary condition for that policy to work is to be able to let the organisation into group evolve over time by
discussion within the laboratory and by constantly following the trends in Optics as a whole and at its interfaces. As
will be seen, the capacity for the laboratory to adapt its group structure has been illustrated during this reviewing
period.
The starting date of the current IOGS/CNRS UMR agreement for CNRS is 1 January 2010, two years after the
beginning of the reporting period (1 January 2008) to allow for the time needed for reporting to AERES, for the
AERES review process, and for the IOGS/CNRS negotiation of the new agreement. At that date, the organization of
LCF into groups, was as follows:
 “Atom Optics”. Head: Alain Aspect, with two internal teams
 “Quantum Atom Optics and Nanomanipulation of Atoms”, Christof Westbrook
 “Coherent Atom Sources and Atom Interferometry”, Philippe Bouyer
 “Quantum Optics”, Philippe Grangier
 “Nanophotonics and Electromagnetism”, with three heads: Henri Benisty, Jean-Jacques Greffet, Philippe
Lalanne
 “Nonlinear Materials and Applications”, Gilles Pauliat
 “Lasers and Biophotonics”, Patrick Georges, with two internal teams
 “Solid State Lasers and Applications”, Patrick Georges
 “Materials, Components and Systems for Biophotonics”, Michael Canva
 “Optical Systems and Components”, Pierre Chavel, with three internal teams
 “XUV Optics”, Franck Delmotte
 “Optical Surfaces”, Raymond Mercier
 “Imaging Systems and Physics of Images”, Jean Taboury.
In 2009, Antoine Browaeys received an ERC Starting grant. Shortly thereafter, in compliance with the rule that
ERC laureates should be supported, in particular to develop autonomy, two internal teams were created inside the
“Quantum Optics” group, “Photons”, headed by Philippe Grangier, and “Atoms”, headed by Antoine Browaeys.
In 2010, Christian Chardonnet became the Director of LCF.
In 2011, Philippe Bouyer and Philippe Lalanne left to take part in the creation of the new IOGS/CNRS UMR in
Bordeaux.
Also in 2011, scientists who had been working in two of the groups, “Atom Optics” and “Lasers and
Biophotonics”, on developing biophotonic instrumentation and methods in cooperation with research groups in
medical and biology laboratories, joined forces to create the “Biophotonics” group with Michael Canva as the head.
Biophotonics had been identified as a subject for transverse discussions within LCF for several years and the creation
of this group was in that respect a fruitful consequence of coordination at the level of the whole laboratory.
In 2012, Jean Taboury and Alain Aspect retired. François Goudail became the head of the “Imaging Systems
and Physics of Images” team. Christoph Westbrook, together with Laurent Sanchez-Palencia, a 2012 ERC starting
grant recipient, became the heads of the Atom Optics group. Alain Aspect remains active as an emeritus directeur de
recherche at CNRS, the Augustin Fresnel Chair Professor at Institut d’Optique and a Professor at Ecole
polytechnique.
Early in 2013, Christian Chardonnet left LCF and Pierre Chavel took over as the Director of LCF.
At the end of this reporting period, the organization of LCF into groups, which is the one used in the following
sections of this report, is therefore as follows
 “Atom Optics”, with two heads: Christoph Westbrook and Laurent Sanchez Palencia, with three internal teams
 “Quantum Atom Optics and Nanomanipulation of Atoms”, Christoph Westbrook
 “Coherent Atom Sources and Atom Interferometry”
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 “Theory of quantum Atom Gases”, Laurent Sanchez-Palencia
“Quantum Optics”, Philippe Grangier, with two internal teams
 “Photons”, Philippe Grangier
 “Atoms”, Antoine Browaeys
“Nanophotonics and Electromagnetism”, with two heads: Henri Benisty and Jean-Jacques Greffet
“Nonlinear Materials and Applications”, Gilles Pauliat
“Biophotonics”, Michael Canva, with three internal teams:
 “Single Molecule Biophotonics”, Nathalie Westbrook
 “Plasmonics”, Michael Canva
 “Imaging Systems”, Arnaud Dubois
“Lasers”, Patrick Georges
“Optical Systems and Components”, Pierre Chavel, with three internal teams
 “XUV Optics”, Franck Delmotte
 “Optical Surfaces”, Raymond Mercier
 “Imaging Systems and Physics of Images”, François Goudail.

Activity profile
As per the AERES instructions, the repartition of activities of the research units and its components is indicated here
Unit / group

Academic research

Interaction with the
environment

Support activities

Training through
research

40
12
8
40
Global
40
12
8
40
Atom Optics
40
12
8
40
Quantum Optics
Nanophotonics and
40
12
8
40
Electromagnetism
Nonlinear Materials
40
12
8
40
and Applications
Biophotonics
40
12
8
40
Lasers
40
12
8
40
Optical
Systems
40
12
8
40
and Components
Note: how to fill the above table was discussed at meetings of the Laboratory Council and the heads of research
groups and teams. It was felt that distinguishing between “academic research” and “training through research” was
fairly arbitrary, because all our research is conducted by the academic staff in close cooperation with the doctoral
students whom they advise. In addition, while some research groups interact more with the academic community at
large and some others with industrial research partners, they all contribute to the interaction with the environment,
and all serve their share in terms of research support activity. It was therefore felt arbitrary to introduce a distinction
between groups at this stage, and estimates of percentages were adopted globally for LCF as a whole.

Organisation and operation of LCF

The LCF staff
This table is provided for the convenience of the reader of the next table and in the following sections.
Professeur des universités
Professor (university faculty position)*
Maître de conférences
Assistant/Associate Professor (university faculty position)*
Directeur de recherche
Research Professor (CNRS position).
Chargé de recherche
Assistant/Associate Research Professor, upper rank (CNRS position).
Ingénieur de recherche
Research engineer (university or CNRS position).
Ingénieur d’étude
Associate research engineer (university or CNRS).
Assistant ingénieur
Assistant research engineer (university or CNRS).
Technicien
Research technician (university or CNRS).
Adjoint technique
adjunct technician (university or CNRS)
Assistant temporaire d’enseignement et short term teaching assistant (usually just after PhD)
de recherche
*
Except when otherwise indicated, faculty positions at LCF are from
Université Paris Sud 11 with teaching duties at Institut d’Optique
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As can be seen from the table below, the staff count at LCF has been fairly stable overall during the reporting period.
Category
January 2001 July 2004 January 2008 June 2013
Professeur
3
6
8
8
Directeur de recherche
10
10
11
8
Maître de conferences
13
13
15
18
Chargé de recherche
8
9
12
12
Ingénieurs, techniciens (with a permanent position)
52
44
43
44
Doctoral students, post-doctoral fellows, visitors
48
42
59
58
Total
134
124
148
148
In spite of that overall stability, a number of changes occurred. The following colleagues on permanent
positions left LCF:
 Alain Aide, assistant ingénieur (CNRS), retired, 2008
 Denis Joyeux, directeur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2008
 Marie-Françoise Ravet, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2008
 Sophie Guédon, assistante ingénieur (CNRS), moved to another position at CNRS, 2008
 Jean-Michel Desvignes, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2008
 Gisèle Roger, ingénieur d’études (CNRS), retired, 2008
 Nicole Abrial, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2008
 Gérard Roger, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2008
 Michel Alain, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2009
 Danielle Hoffeurt, technicien (CNRS), retired, 2009
 Michel Lamare, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2009
 Pierre Fournet, ingénieur d’études (CNRS), retired, 2009
 Jean-Claude Rodier, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2009
 Carole Arnaud, chargée de recherche (CNRS), left for a different profession, 2009
 Gérald Roosen, directeur de recherche (CNRS), retired 2009
 Françoise Bridou, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2010
 Christiane Vergilino, technicienne (CNRS), retired, 2010
 Marine Laroche, chargée de recherche (CNRS), left for industrial research, 2010
 Cyril Cambournac, chargé de recherche (CNRS), left for another position, 2010
 Jean-Paul Hugonin, maître de conferences (Université Paris 6), retired 2010. He is still active on a voluntary
basis.
 Philippe Bouyer, directeur de recherche (CNRS), left for LP2N, the IOGS/CNRS UMR in Bordeaux, 2011
 Philippe Lalanne, directeur de recherche (CNRS), left for LP2N, the IOGS/CNRS UMR in Bordeaux, 2011
 Jean-Yves Clotaire, assistant ingénieur (CNRS), retired, 2011
 Catherine Salou, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), moved to another laboratory, 2011
 Gilles Colas, ingénieur d’études (CNRS), retired, 2012
 Alain Bellemain, ingénier de recherche (CNRS), retired, 2012
 Alain Aspect, directeur de recherche (CNRS), retired from 2012. He is still active in LCF as an emeritus
scientist and professor.
 Jean-Louis Meyzonnette, professeur (IOGS), retired, 2012
 Jean Taboury, professeur (IOGS), retired, 2012











The following colleagues joined research at LCF on permanent positions
Florence Nogrette, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), was recruited, 2008
André Guilbaud, ingénieur d’études (CNRS), joined from another laboratory, 2008
Jean-Jacques Greffet, professeur (IOGS), joined from Ecole Centrale, 2008
Marine Laroche, chargée de recherche (CNRS), was recruited, 2008
François Marquier, maître de conférences (IOGS) joined from Ecole Centrale, 2008
Jean-Louis Meyzonnette, professeur (IOGS), who formally was not part of LCF, joined in 2009
Laurence Franchiset, ingénieur d’études (CNRS), was recruited, 2009
Alexei Ourjoumtsev, chargé de recherche (IOGS), was recruited, 2009
Isabelle Soury, ingénieur d’études (IOGS), was recruited, 2008
Mickaël Ribeiro-Pereira, adjoint technique (IOGS), was recruited, 2009
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Gilbert Lucas, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), was recruited, 2009. He was formerly an ingénieur d’études in
another laboratory
Sylvie Janicot, ingénieur d’études (CNRS), joined from another laboratory, 2010
Nathalie François, technicienne (CNRS), joined from another laboratory, 2010
Jocelyne le Guen, adjoint technique (IOGS), was recruited, 2010
Evgueni Meltchakov, ingénieur de recherche (IOGS), was recruited, 2010
David Clément, maître de conférences (IOGS), was recruited with a CNRS supported chair, 2010
Anne-Lyse Coutrot, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), was recruited, 2011
Philippe Ben-Abdallah, directeur de recherche (CNRS), joined from another laboratory, 2011
Kenza Cherkaoui, ingénieur de recherche (IOGS), was recruited, 2011
Ioana Doyen-Moldovan, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), was recruited, 2012
Michel Parise, technicien (CNRS), joined from another laboratory, 2012
Carmen Zèques, ingénieur d’études (CNRS), was recruited, 2012
Matthieu Boffety, maître de conférences (IOGS), was recruited, 2012
Caroline Kulczar, professeur (IOGS), was recruited, 2012
Henri-François Raynaud, maître de conferences (Université Paris 13), joined for his research activity, 2012
Thierry Lahaye, chargé de recherche (CNRS), joined from another laboratory, 2012
Fabrice Cartier, adjoint technique (IOGS), was recruited, 2012
Marc Cheneau, chargé de recherche (CNRS), was recruited, 2013.

In addition, Christophe Sauvan, chargé de recherche (CNRS), joined LP2N for a short period and moved back
to LCF. Nathalie Boulay-Laurent, ingénieur de recherche (CNRS), was recruited in 2012 and left after a few months
for another position at CNRS.




Among the 12 new faculty and research faculty members who joined
6 came from other laboratories (with the same rank)
4 were recruited and had never worked at LCF before
2 were former doctoral students at LCF who were recruited after a post-doctoral period abroad.

Financial data
LCF is supported to a large extent by the two partner institutions that created it as an UMR, IOGS and CNRS. Both
provide permanent salaries at comparable levels to a total of some 6 million euros per year. IOGS hosts LCF on its
premises and provides the infrastructure, maintenance and administration. However, only part of the infrastructure,
maintenance and administration costs, which together amount to nearly 1 million euros, are born by IOGS and
overhead has to be charged from the contracts and grants secured by the research groups.
All scientific expenses and non-permanent staff salaries (mostly doctoral students and post-doctoral fellows)
must be obtained from research contracts and grants. The annual flow of contracts and grants is on the order of 4
million euros and has been fairly stable during the reporting period. The main sources of contracts and grants are
 The EU Framework Programme, for 29%
 The French national Research Agency ANR, for 23%
Other significant sources of funding include Délégation générale pour l’Armement (a defense related agency), CNES
(the national Center for Space Research), the Ministry of higher Education and Research for various kinds of
doctoral student salaries, and the territorial governments of Région Ile de France and Département de l’Essonne.
Furthermore, in recent years, there has been a strong trend by the government to introduce new sources of contract
funding under so-called “réseaux thématiques de recherché avancée” (RTRA) and “initiative d’excellence”, which
include “laboratoires d’excellence” (Labex) and “équipements d’excellence” (Equipex). Those funds are mostly
made available to laboratories after proposal evaluation by suitable committees through a “fédération de cooperation
scientifique” where all research and higher education institutions active on a given territory are present. One
intention of those measures is to increase collaborations with local research partners. LCF has benefited significantly
from the RTRA “Triangle de la Physique” and more recently from Labex PALM (Physique: Atomes, Lumière,
Molécules) and Equipex (MORPHOSCOPE, on XUV imaging for biological applications, ATTOLAB for
attosecond science, and CILEX – “Centre interdisciplinaire Lumière extreme”).
Most of those sources of funding are made available to consortia of laboratories. Research laboratories from
industry are allowed and often encouraged to participate and can receive funds. LCF has collaborated in such
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consortia with over 30 industrial institutions during the reporting period, and about 15% of its contract funds were
obtained within consortia where industry was present. Industry itself funds some 5% of the total contract budget.

Life at LCF
Seminars

As has been said, scientific activity at LCF is organized into fairly independent research groups. Nevertheless, some
scientific activities are common to LCF as a whole. Seminars are typically organized most of the Thursdays after
lunch time: speakers include prominent visitors, but also the LCF doctoral students, who are asked to present at least
one seminar during their thesis preparation, typically at mid time. The Thursday after lunch agenda is always fairly
busy and typically cannot accommodate all presentation by visiting colleagues.
The IOGS facilities at Palaiseau are appropriate to host workshops and small scientific meetings. In many cases,
those are organized by LCF scientists. Also, the recently established Student Chapter on Optics in Paris (SCOP),
supported by EOS, SFO, OSA and SPIE, organizes some of its events at Institut d’Optique. An OSA Chapter IONS
meeting was hosted in 2011.
Leadership, internal committees and assemblies

Two advisory committees have been established to follow the life of the laboratory and meet on a regular basis:
 The laboratory council (conseil de laboratoire), consisting of a combination of elected staff members from the
different categories of personnel and members appointed by the director. It has a statutory role and follow rules
that are attached in appendix 5. It meets typically five to six times a year to discuss every aspect of the
laboratory life and is legally requested to examine the laboratory budget and the initial and final phases of the
recruitments (“profil de poste”, “titularisation”).
 The meeting of the heads of groups and teams has been established informally in 2010 as a body which meets
four or five times per year and discuss scientific issues, open positions, investments, major new contracts and
changes in the scientific organization of the laboratory and its environment.
Technical and administrative support units

While research work is typically done in the research groups, an essential and much appreciated part of the work is
research support work done by support units, which are all on high demand from the research groups. They are listed
here along with their staff members as of June 2012. Two categories will be distinguished:
 research support units internal to the laboratory, which are all devoted to technical and scientific activities,
 research support units that are common to the whole IOGS, including its two UMR, LCF and LP2N (Bordeaux),
which therefore devote part of their time to LCF and part of their time to IOGS as a whole or to LP2N. Those
offer typically management functions, but also computer services, documentation, communication, and
maintenance.
Only staff members on permanent positions as of 30 June 2013 are listed.
Research support units internal to the laboratory

For many years already, engineering support services in mechanical design, mechanics, optical system design,
polishing and optical metrology have been organised centrally at LCF. Until recently, a number of engineers and
technicians were appointed to working in the research groups. That mode of operation has proved effective, with the
exception that it does not grant to each group a perfectly fair part of the engineering support resources available. The
vast majority of the latter engineers and technicians, however, have retired in the last few years. There is therefore
both a need and an opportunity to organise engineering support within LCF as a common department, ideally under a
appointed coordinator. Instrumentation, nanotechnology, electronics, and scientific computing were therefore
established as research support units working for the whole laboratory Ideally, engineers and technicians should be
assigned tasks within a given group for periods of time ranging from weeks to years, and spend the appropriate
fraction of their time with that group, but not be formally members of that group. The right hand column of the
organisational chart (appendix 4) reflects the current situation. In the group reports, engineering support service
members who have spent a large fraction of their time in the particular group are mentioned.
Nanofabrication technology



Anne-Lyse Coutrot, ingénieur de recherche, CNRS
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Buntha Ea-Kim, ingénieur d’études, IOGS
Arnaud Jérôme, assistant-ingénieur, CNRS
LCF has access to four facilities with together quite a considerable variety of equipment:
the extreme UV multilayer deposition activity has been equipped for nearly fifteen years with good proper
facilities in a small dedicated clean room, maintained by one technician of the XUV team. The facility is still
at the old building of IOGS at bâtiment 503 on the Orsay campus but is expected to be moved to Palaiseau
late in 2014.
 The TRT – Ecole Polytechnique – IOGS joint technology facility has been in operation for three years now.
The main contribution in equipment of IOGS as a founding partner is a NanoBeam ® e-beam lithography
facility.
 National facilities exist both at Laboratoire de Photonique et Nanostructures (LPN), Marcoussis – some 10
km from LCF, and at Minerve, a facility on the Orsay campus of Université Paris-Sud 11 that rests upon the
skills available at Institut d’Electronique Fondamentale.


With three engineers currently active full time on nanofabrication technology, good service is available to
optimally use and maintain the high technology equipment available. Faculty members and doctoral students who
would like to use the facilities receive proper training. However, at this stage, a full time faculty member devoting
his research to technological processes is still missing.
Optic shop



Christian Beurthe, technicien, CNRS

Staff has decreased from three to one member. Fortunately recruitment late in 2013 is expected, but still, the
size of the team will remain critical. The LCF optical shop has been active since the beginning of IOGS many
decades ago. As commercial offer for off-the-shelf components developed and technical staff at IOGS decreased, it
evolved from a general production facility to a specialized polishing unit consisting of three glass polishers. In
addition to occasional counselling to the groups, these colleagues provide mostly high-end optical shop services.
Typically, production includes plane and spherical surfaces of size up to 120 mm and very high shape and surface
accuracy. The devices fabricated by the optical shop at LCF for selected projects such as a Fourier Transform
spectrometer operating in the wavelength range of 50 to 140 nm would not be available from the international market
at costs that LCF could afford (even on grants) and those projects could not possibly be envisaged.
Mechanical design and fabrication





Person in charge: André Guilbaud, ingénieur d’études, CNRS
Michel Parise, technicien, CNRS
Patrick Roth, adjoint technique, IOGS

Three engineers and technicians offer fast access to mechanical services for small operations, draftsman skills
to design complex instruments, a centralized shop for mechanical fabrication, and services to optimally assign the
mechanical fabrication tasks to internal production and to subcontracting. Approximately 70% of the fabrication is
subcontracted.
Electronics




Frédéric Moron, technicien, CNRS, currently mostly with group Optique Atomique
André Villing, ingénieur de recherche, CNRS, currently mostly with group Optique Atomique

While sharing some resources in equipment and consumables, the electronics engineers and technicians are
mostly assigned to specific groups where they spend most of their time, but they are available to the requests from
other groups for part of their time. They deserve to be recognized for some remarkable specific achievements in
instrumentation, which are listed in the group reports.
Instrumentation





Ioana Doyen-Moldovan, ingénieur de recherche, CNRS (lasers, design of new instruments)
Sylvie Janicot, ingénieur d’études, CNRS (lasers)
Florence Nogrette, ingénieur de recherche, CNRS (vacuum, interferometry, opto-mechanics)

Instrumentation is the most recently established technical research support unit. While the help of those
engineers is critically important in support to the projects of the various group, a smooth way to assign the
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instrumentation engineers to the groups for given periods of time will need to be established. Ioana Doyen-Modovan
is also part-time in charge of industrial partnership contacts.
Optical design and modelling



Mondher Besbes, ingénieur de recherche, CNRS

Mondher Besbes contributes research on algorithms in conjunction with several groups but mostly in
nanophotonics. He is also the coordinator of access to computing clusters and an advisor for computing methods to
all groups.
Research support units common to the whole IOGS

Annie Montagnac, ingénieur de recherche, CNRS, heads globally those research support units.
Financial affairs, accounting and personnel:













Abdelaaziz Aboulahyane, technicien, CNRS
Jocelyne Armand, assistant-ingénieur, IOGS
Christine Avignon-Vérité, assistant-ingénieur, IOGS
Nathalie Baudry, technicienne, CNRS
Ghislaine Canale, adjoint technique, IOGS
Audrey Chedorge, assistant-ingénieur, IOGS
Nicole Estèves-Mangeon, adjoint technique, CNRS
Nathalie François, technicienne, CNRS
Isabelle Soury, ingénieur d’études, CNRS
Ghislaine Théneau, agent technique, IOGS
Carmen Zèques, ingénieur d’études, CNRS









Marie-Hélène Bellart, adjointe technique, IOGS
Christine Bruneau, technicienne, IOGS
Jean-Luc Cadoré, assistant ingénieur, CNRS
Fabrice Cartier, adjoint technique, IOGS
Jocelyne le Guen-Moizan, adjointe technique, IOGS
Graça Martins, technicienne, IOGS
Jacky Robin, ingénieur d’études, IOGS, head of safety and maintenance




Head: Marie-Laure Edwards, assistant-ingénieur, CNRS
Fatima Pereira, agent technique, IOGS





Head: Gilbert Lucas, ingénieur de recherche, CNRS
Laurent Leclercq, assistant-ingénieur, CNRS
Mickaël Ribeiro-Pereira, adjoint technique, IOGS




Kenza Cherkaoui, ingénieur de recherche, IOGS, head of communication
Laurence Franchiset, assistante ingénieur, CNRS

Service intérieur:

Library:

Computer services

Communication

Executive summary
An executive summary listing what we, the members of LCF, consider to be our most noteworthy achievements
during the reporting period is appended as appendix 1 (document S2-1-3-UR-presentationsynthetique_LCF_vf2.pdf).
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2. Production
The following pages list the activity reports of the seven research groups, their scientific achievements, their
contribution to the reputation and academic activity, their interaction with the social, economic and cultural
environment, including a mention of their research perspectives for the years to come. Each report consists of six
pages preceded by the list of the members of the group during the reporting period.
After those separate sub-chapters devoted to the seven groups, parts 3 and 4 of the report, about the interaction
with education activities and about the research strategy, conclude this document.

ATOM OPTICS
OPTIQUE ATOMIQUE
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ICE
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Atom Chips
Helium
Theory
Disordered 2D Gases
Helium
Theory
ICE
Disordered 2D Gases

1. SCIENTIFIC REPORT
The Atom Optics group was started in 1991 by Alain Aspect with the idea of developing analogies between
"traditional" optics and the manipulation of atoms using electromagnetic fields. This endeavor had been stimulated in
particular by the advent of atom cooling techniques which enabled the realization of long coherence lengths for the
spatial degrees of freedom of an atomic ensemble. Many major breakthroughs in the 1990's concerned experiments
exploiting the wave nature of the atoms. The demonstration of Bose-Einstein condensation in 1995 provided in some
sense the ultimate coherent atom source and researchers throughout the world participated in the study of coherent
effects: measurements of interference and coherence properties, observations of wave mixing etc. After the year
2000, two new directions have emerged in the field, which are now at the center of our activities. On the one hand,
we can now study what might be called "quantum atom optics", a field in which quantum fluctuations and
entanglement play an essential role. On the other hand, we have seen a flowering of another application of ultracold
atoms, the development of analogies to condensed-matter physics, especially those involving many-body, low
temperature and disorder physics.
In the past 5 years, the Atom Optics group has been developing experimental and theoretical activities in both these
areas. Broadly speaking, these activities are logical extensions of the work described in the activity report in 2008.
As we describe below, the specific subjects we have been working on have slightly evolved, in part due to some
changes in the personnel of the group.
As a “directeur de recherche émérite” since 2012, Alain Aspect is still an active member of the group and a chair
holder at Ecole polytechnique and at Institut d’Optique. As of January 2011, Philippe Bouyer, one of the senior
members of the group, has become the director of the LP2N, the new lab of Institut d'Optique in Bordeaux. Philippe
was involved in, and indeed initiated several of the activities in the group. Some of these activities, especially those
associated with the study of disordered potentials, involve permanent researchers of the LCF, and the setups continue
to operate in Palaiseau with the continued collaboration of P. Bouyer. Other activities especially those related to
interferometry, the BIARO and ICE experiments, have moved to the LP2N. In other developments, the biophysics
project (N. Westbrook and K. Perronet) left the group and joined the newly created Biophotonics group of the LCF
in September 2011. Their activities are described elsewhere. The group has recruited two new researchers between
2008 and 2013, David Clément and Marc Cheneau. David Clément has initiated a new activity on optical lattices.
Marc Cheneau, who joined the group in January 2013 has joined the quantum optics with metastable helium project.
The theory team, created in 2006, has further developed and established itself as an autonomous activity. It has
reached a reasonable size (1 permanent, 2 post-docs, 3 PhDs) and has received a significant impetus via an ERCStarting grant. Part of its activity is in collaboration with experiments and the close contact between experimentalists
and theorists within the same group is highly beneficial. In addition, the staffing of the theoretical team has allowed
the development of complementary approaches, combining analytics and large-scale numerics. We have been able to
recruit 3 post-docs with backgrounds in condensed matter, which has been a real asset for bridging the gap between
atomic and condensed-matter physics. An example is the development of a new line of research using Quantum
Monte Carlo simulations.
The large size of the group and its relatively narrow scientific scope has many benefits. An invaluable exchange of
ideas takes place in weekly group meeting as well as during informal discussions. It is also essential that we share
experimental knowhow and equipment. This synergy is increased by the presence of an electronics shop, staffed by
Fréderic Moron and André Villing, which is able to design and build many devices which are not available
commercially. Finally the group tends, whenever possible, to pool its funding, or at least to coordinate expenditures.
This goes both for equipment and for personnel. This organization often allows us to quickly launch new operations,
which might otherwise require a considerable time to acquire outside funding.
A. Quantum Atom Optics

A.1 Quantum atom optics with metastable helium
Metastable helium (helium atoms in the 23S1 state, vacuum lifetime 8000 s, hereafter denoted He*) is metastable
against collisional loss processes (especially Penning ionization) when fully polarized. In this situation the behavior
of a condensed gas of He* closely resembles that of other species such as Rb. Its chief interest lies in the fact that its
metastable character lends it to detection by purely electronic means such as by micro-channel plates (MCP's). These
MCP's coupled to position sensitive anodes, permit the detection of individual atoms in three dimensions. The
counting capability provides an excellent tool for quantum atom optics: quantum correlations and atom statistics are
accessible in this system, and such measurements form the basis of the scientific results. An example of the
capabilities of the detector is in the figure below. It shows the reconstruction of an atomic 4 wave mixing process, in
which 3 condensates collide and produce a fourth one.
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3 dimeensional imagge of a cloud of helium atoms falling
on a position seensitive MCP
P detector. Each
E
dot
repressents a singlee atom. The iimage shows a 4 wave
mixingg process in w
which 3 conddensates (rightt, left and
bottom
m) collide to pproduce a fourrth one (top). T
The image
also shhows a spheriical halo of scaattered atoms..
In adddition to the 4 condensatess in the figure,, there is also a spherical haalo of atoms reesulting from spontaneous
scatteringg in random dirrections. Becaause of its nonn-linear naturee, 4 wave mixiing is a processs which can produce
p
nonclassical sstates of the dee Brogile wavve field – especially in the m
modes which aare populated bby spontaneouus scattering.
In the expperiments, thee group has deemonstrated thhat the atoms on the halo aare correlated with a partneer having the
opposite m
momentum, aand that their nnumber differrence is sub-P
Poissonian (Jasskula PRL 20010). We havee shown that
this "num
mber squeezingg" correspondss to a violationn of the classiccal Cauchy-Scchwartz inequaality. In additiion, the team
has been exploring othher methods oof atom pair production. IIt is possible to use an opttical lattice too reduce the
available modes for thee spontaneous scattering eveents, and thuss achieve a larrge and tunablle population iin the paired
modes. Future plans innclude the deemonstration oof the entangglement of theese modes. Finally the teaam has been
metric downcoonversion of
investigatting the produuction of pairred excitationns in the phoonon regime vvia the param
phonons ((Jaskula PRL 2012). In an aalternative inteerpretation off the effect, onne can consideer it the acousttic analog of
the "dynamical Casimirr effect"1, an eeffect well knoown but difficuult to observe for the electroomagnetic fielld.
A
A.2 The The "BIARo" Experiment
The BIAR
RO (Condensaation de Bose--Einstein et Innterférométriee Atomique dans un Résonateur Optique) project was
initiated in
i 2008, withh the goal of producing annd trapping a Bose-Einsteinn condensate in a high finnesse optical
resonator and at the saame time usingg the cavity too enhance thee interaction between
b
the attoms and an iinterrogation
s
squeezingg can be perfformed with
beam. In this configurration, quantuum non-demollition measureements and spin
condensattes. A long teerm goal is tto develop thee technology to enhance ssignal to noisse in atom intterferometry
experimennts.
Trappped ensemblees are disperssively probedd using opticaal heterodyne detection, whhich can nonddestructively
measure tthe populationn difference beetween the tw
wo hyperfine sttates, or contrrol a coherent superpositionn state of the
ensemble. Combining tthese two capaabilities in a fe
feedback systeem, the team hhas demonstratted that an initial state has
been prottected againstt different kinnds of random
m noise, impleemented as collective rotattions of the aatomic spins
(Vanderbrruggen PRL 22013). This teechnique can be used for the operationn of atomic innterferometers beyond the
standard Ramsey
R
schem
me, opening thhe way towardds improved aatomic sensorss. In a related development, the team is
now usingg such "weakk measuremennts" to operatee an atomic cclock beyond the interrogattion limit set by the local
oscillator:: it is possiblee to interrogatte phase drift between the llocal oscillatorr and the atom
mic reference,, and then to
apply a coorrection and ccontinue the m
measurement.
Schem
matic diagram
m of the BIAR
RO experiment showing
the reesonant cavityy in a "bowtiee" geometry too trap the
atomss. A phase moodulated laserr beam passees through
the trrapped sampple and is detected usinng an rf
heteroodyne techniqque. A quanntum random
m number
generaator (QRNG) is used to sim
mulate variouus types of
phase noise in succh a system, aand a feedbacck loop is
able too correct noise induced erroors.
A.3 The ICE Experim
ment
The I.C.E
E. experiment (Interférometr
(
rie atomique à sources Cohéérentes pour ll'Espace - Cohherent atom intterferometry
for space applications) is a compact and transportaable atom inteerferometer, deesigned to testt the Universaality of FreeFall in a plane carryinng out parabollic flights. It iis a collaboraation between three Frenchh labs : Instituut d'Optique,
RTE and ONE
ERA. The project is largely funded
f
by CN
NES and ESA.
LNE-SYR
The experimental apparatus hass been specificcally designedd to withstand vibrations andd temperature fluctuations
m
of the aatom interferoometer and a mechanical
in the pllane. In Marcch 2010, we used a hybrrid sensor, made
meter to measuure the plane'ss acceleration, both at 1g annd in 0g. The tteam was ablee to measure aaccelerations
accelerom
300 timess lower than thhe plane's accceleration leveel. In May 20111 they flew with
w a new veersion of the llaser system,
enabling simultaneous cooling of Rb
R and K atooms. They obbtained the firrst dual-species Magneto-O
Optical Trap
1

II. Carusotto ett al., Eur. Phyys. J. D. 56, 3991 (2010).
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(MOT) in microgravity. The cooling lasers are locked on a self-referenced optical frequency comb which acts as a
common frequency reference, and which was successfully tested in flight. In September 2011, the experiment was
moved to Bordeaux to integrate the new laboratory LP2N.
A.4 Other atom optics experiments
Other parts of the group have also been, at times, interested in work which falls under the heading of atom optics. In
particular, the Rb-Kr experiment demonstrated a quantum trampoline for atoms. The idea was placing atoms in a
vertical, pulsed optical standing wave and to levitate them by repetitive Bragg scattering. The goal was to increase
the possible interrogation time in an atomic interferometer. After demonstration of the principle in 2010, the research
program of this team has shifted to the study of 2 dimensional gases in disordered potentials, as will be described
below.
The atom chip team has also been involved in atom optics research. In attempt to integrate optical
functionalities with electrical ones on the same chip, they initiated a project to fabricate a wave guide structure made
of GaAs on a chip along with the wires necessary for trapping atoms. In collaboration with the researchers at the
LPN Marcoussis, the team was able to realize an optical cavity using a ridge waveguide with a finesse of order 100.
To make the light in this cavity interact with trapped atoms a ~ 2 µm wide air-gap was cut in the guide through
which atoms could be guided. A careful study was made on the optimization of the size of the gap as well as the
other cavity parameters. The technical realization of this gap has proven prohibitively difficult however and the
project was terminated in 2010.
In a separate project, the group has been participating in an ANR contract (CATS) coordinated by Thales
Research lab. The goal is to produce an accelerometer using atoms on an atom chip. The CATS project is a
collaboration between Thales, IOGS, and two laboratories in Paris. The atom chip group has been participating by
carrying out tests of new chip materials such as SiC. The team has also been participating in the theoretical modeling
of effects such as trap anharmonicity and different beam splitter designs in order to guide the design of a chip which
will be used in a laboratory at Thales.
B. Experiments at the Interface with Condensed Matter physics

B.1 Studies of 1 dimensional gases
The statistical physics of one dimensional (1D) systems is a fascinating subject with a long history. The subject is
unusual in that exact solutions of the many body problem exist in certain cases, leading to many insights not
available in other systems. At the LCF we have been studying 1D gases using atom chips. Atom chips consist of
substrates on which electrical wires have been lithographically deposited. Currents in the chip produce magnetic
fields which can trap and manipulate atoms, Rb in our case. The trapping potentials are typically highly elongated,
having a very strong confinement along two axes and a much weaker confinement in the third. It is possible to make
the transverse confinement so strong that the transverse degrees of freedom are frozen and thus a good
approximation to a 1D gas is achieved. The 1D nature of the sample, as well as its compactness, which enables a
very stable imaging system, means that atom chips lend themselves to low noise, high resolution imaging.
Our principal scientific results have centered on studies of the fluctuation properties of the images of the gases.
Density fluctuations in the gas are sensitive probes of the 1 dimensional phase diagrams of these gases, which tend to
exhibit smooth crossover behavior rather than abrupt phase transitions. We have investigated the dimensional
crossover between the one-dimensional and the three dimensional physics, showing that, at high temperature, the
(quasi-)condensation is triggered by transverse condensation and is quite sharp, in contrast the smooth behavior
observed in purely 1D gases. We have also investigated the third moment of density fluctuations, showing a
skewness related to the presence of three-body interactions (Armijo PRL 2010). With the strong confinement
possible in our latest generation of chips we have been able to achieve the "fermionized" regime in which the
fluctuations are strongly suppressed and resemble those of a Fermi gas (Jacqmin PRL 2011).
The team has also performed the first measurements of the momentum distribution of purely 1D Bose gases. No
exact results are available for the momentum distribution of 1D Bose gases and so comparisons are made with
quantum Monte Carlo calculations due to Tomaso Roscilde from ENS Lyon. We also made some theoretical
investigations of the validity of the classical field approach in a 1D gas via the study of correlation properties
(Bouchoule PRA 2012).
B.2 Studies of disorder in 2 dimensional gases
The interplay between interactions, statistics and disorder in 2 dimensions is an open problem and has strong links to
many condensed matter systems including those exhibiting superconductor-insulator transitions. Our group has
pioneered this field with a series of studies. First, we have studied the diffusive behavior of an essentially non
interacting 2D gas in the presence disorder. In particular, in a project carried out in collaboration with the theory
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team, we were able to reconstruct tthe diffusion ccoefficients aas a function of
o energy (Roobert de St. V
Vincent PRL
2010). We then turned our attention to the physicss of superfluiddity in 2D. Firsst, without dissorder, we usee a very long
time of fliight techniquee to study the ccoherence properties close tto the 2D supeerfluid transitioon. This precise study and
comparisoon with Montee-Carlo simulations compleemented previious publicatioons for the characterization of 2D Bose
gases prooperties. For uus, this work was a startinng point for a quantitative study of the influence of disorder on
superfluiddity in 2D (Alllard PRA 2012). The workk has providedd data in an uunexplored reggion where thhe physics is
only partiially understoood. Our experriment has stim
mulated furtheer theoretical studies on this subject whicch have also
been recenntly publishedd (Bourdel PR
RA 2012).
B.3 Ande
erson localiz
zation in 3 d
dimensions
Over the ppast 5 years, our
o team has ccontinued its ppioneering ressearch on the study of ultraacold atoms inn presence of
disorder. The experimeental challengge is to buildd quantum sim
mulators in orrder to addresss fundamental issues on
mphasis on thee study of Andderson localizaation.
disorderedd systems, witth a special em
In 20008 we succeeeded in directlly observing tthe genuine Annderson localiization of mattter waves in presence
p
of a
laser specckle potential and in a one-dimensional geometry (Biilly, Nature 20008). The expperimental ressults were in
remarkablly good agreeement with thhe theoretical ppredictions off the group's theory team, opening the w
way towards
meeting tthe challenge of studying A
Anderson loccalization in higher
h
dimenssions. In partiicular, the com
mprehensive
study of thhe phase transsition that occcurs in 3D betw
ween localizedd and diffusivve, extended sttates remains a formidable
task for exxperiments, nuumerics and thheory.
Afteer the move too the new buildding in Palaiseau (june 20008), the team ddesigned a new
w experimentaal apparatus,
dedicated to the study oof Anderson llocalization inn 3D. The firstt experimentall evidence of 3D Andersonn localization
with ultraacold atoms w
was observed inn 2011 (Jendrrzejewski, Natture Phys 20122), simultaneoously with thee group of B.
deMarco at Urbana-Chhampain. Desppite this success however, thhis work has revealed
r
a funndamental botttleneck. The
ultimate goal is to stuudy the 3D phase transitiion between localized andd diffusive sttates, but ourr method of
introducinng a condensaate, even at zeero temperaturre, into a disorrdered potentiial, results an energy broaddening which
precludes making meaasurements cllose to the pphase transitioon. Because oof this difficuulty, the deveelopment of
alternativee schemes and signatures iis highly desirrable. Conseqquently, the team has turnedd its attentionn to coherent
backscatteering (i.e. weak localizatioon) and made the first direcct observationn this effect w
with ultracoldd atoms. The
observatioon provides thhe first direct pproof of phasee coherence inn disordered qquantum gasess. The figure bbelow shows
an example of the experrimental data (Jendrzejewskki, PRL 2012).
Coherent backscattering of dde Broglie
wavees. Images inn momentum sspace of a
clouud of atoms sccattering from
m a speckle
poteential. The im
mages show successive
timees after the innitial preparation of the
atom
ms in a well-defined, non-zero
mom
mentum pz (upper left
ft image).
Graddually, a circular ddistribution
centtered at zeroo momentum develops.
Begiinning in thee frame at 1 ms one
obseerves the appeearance of a ppeak in the
backkward directioon which perrsists even
afterr the initial peeak is gone.

ms in opticall lattices: strrongly corre
elated system
ms
B.4 Atom
With the aarrival of Davvid CLEMENT
T in the Atom
m Optics groupp in Septemberr 2010, a new
w experimentall activity has
started. Building on thee knowledge oof our group too manipulate and
a detect mettastable helium
m atoms at thee single atom
level, thiss activity will be centered oon the study off atom-atom correlations
c
inn many-body qquantum statess. The intent
is to explloit our abilitty to measuree atom correlaations to the study many body
b
physics.. In the summ
mer of 2011
constructiion of the apparatus began. Currently the team has buillt the vacuum
m apparatus, installed the neccessary laser
cooling syystems and reaalized a magnneto-optical traap. There havee also been som
me parallel tecchnical advannces. A study
of the behhavior of micrro-channel plaates was performed and pubblished recentlly, and a new electronic schheme to lock
the laser oonto the atomiic transition inn an atomic diischarge has also
a been deveeloped and pubblished (Moroon, Rev. Sci.
Inst. 20122).
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C. Theory
The field of disordered ultracold gases has now reached a significant degree of maturity. Disordered quantum gases
have now taken their full place beside traditional condensed-matter physics, as recognized by the large number of
dedicated sessions in most general conferences on disorder physics in the past years. The Atom Optics group has
actively contributed to the emergence of the field both at the experimental and theoretical levels. Currently the
activity of the theory team is mainly devoted to this topic. Our activities can be understood in the context of a recent
published overview of the future of the field (Sanchez-Palencia and Lewenstein, Nat. Phys. 2010). On one hand, we
have been proposing and analyzing new experiments to address long-standing issues in the field of disordered
systems. On the other hand, we study novel effects beyond standard models of condensed-matter theory.
C.1 Anderson localization: from 1D to 3D, anisotropy and trapping
A large part of our activity has been devoted to the study of quantum transport and Anderson localization in optical
disorder. Our early work showed the role of long-range correlations in one-dimensional speckle potentials, leading to
so-called effective mobility edges (Sanchez-Palencia et al. PRL 2007; Lugan et al., PRA 2009), as confirmed by the
group's experiments. The challenge was then to understand Anderson localization in correlated disorder in higher
dimensions. We soon realized that it is almost impossible to create isotropic disordered speckle potentials in
ultracold experiments. In 2010, we initiated a project to extend usual theoretical models and incorporate arbitrary
correlation functions in the microscopic theory of Anderson localization. The project involves a combination of
analytics and mid-scale numerical calculations. Using the computational cluster of LuMat (Univ Paris sud), we
succeeded 2011, exactly at the time when the first experimental evidence of 3D Anderson localization appeared in
the group. It placed us in an excellent position to analyze and interpret experiments, leading to an joint publication
(Jendrzejewski et al., Nat. Phys. 2012).
In addition, our analysis of the experiment suggested a significant improvement of the theory. Our approach
provides the best present estimate of the mobility edge (Piraud et al., EPL 2012) and of the effects of complex
disorder correlations, for instance inversion of localization anisotropies and strength (Piraud et al., PRA 2012). We
have now started a collaboration with B. van Tiggelen (LPMMC, Grenoble) to further push the theory. By combining
the knowledge of his group on Kubo formalism with ours on anisotropic disorder, we aim at designing a theoretical
formalism that does not need a cut-off and may allow the treatment very strongly anisotropic cases. It will open new
perspectives for ongoing experiments around the world (LCF, Urbana-Champain, LENS-Florence).
We have also studied Anderson localization in a disordered potential combined with an inhomogeneous trap, as
relevant to ultracold-atom systems (Pezzé and Sanchez-Palencia, PRL 2011). We have shown that the energy
spectrum displays both localized and extended states, which coexist at intermediate energies, an effect that is strictly
forbidden in homogeneous disorder, according to Mott's argument. We have proposed a scheme to observe this effect
and discussed its relevance for the damping of oscillations (Pezzé et al., EPL 2009).
C.2 Disordered quantum gases: interactions, equilibrium, and dynamics
The most challenging issue in the field of disordered quantum systems is to understand the interplay of interactions
and disorder. Many experimental projects, both in our group and elsewhere are developing along these lines (see
3.2). We have initiated a theory program in this direction, which has produced its first results and which is gradually
becoming the center of our activities. On one hand, we have developed an analytical theory of many-body Anderson
localization for weakly-interacting Bose fluids (Lugan and Sanchez-Palencia, PRA 2011). In 3D, our preliminary
results show that the interplay of disorder and interactions is particularly rich. It can either protect the fluid from
localization or lead to one or several mobility edges, depending on the model of disorder. This project will further
develop towards Fermi gases, where the interplay of disorder and interaction should strongly differ.
In addition, we have started in 2012 a program towards strongly-correlated systems. We have developed largescale Quantum Monte Carlo calculations, supported by the allocation of ~500000 computing hours per year on
national clusters. Our code is among the most efficient ones worldwide and is able to simulate present-day
experiments with no bias. We have computed the first quantum phase diagram of 2D interacting bosons in a
continuous disorder. We have demonstrated that the superfluid transition is of the BKT universality class, and shown
evidence of a bad metal behavior as a precursor of the Bose glass (Carleo et al., PRL 2013). We are now extending
this work to 1D and 3D systems where many questions remain open. We are also developing a real-time code able to
capture dynamical properties, such as the postulated many-body finite-temperature dynamical insulator transition.
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2. Reputation and academic attractivity

Awards between 2008 and 2013
In addition to Alain Aspect being recognized with prestigious awards such as the Wolf Prize in Physics, the EPS
Quantum Electronics Prize and the OSA Yves Medal, several members of the group have received prizes: Chris
Westbrook received the Prix Servant and Laurent Sanchez-Palencia the Prix Leconte, both from the Académie des
Sciences, Philippe Bouyer received the Prix Jean Jerphagnon for innovation through research. Vincent Josse has
been appointed a Junior Member of Institut Universitaire de France.

Major research Contracts
ERC Advanced Grant to Alain Aspect (QUANTATOP). This grant finances the quantum atom optics activities of the
group (He* and BIARO), as well as the 3D Anderson localization project.
ERC Starting Grant to Laurent Sanchez-Palencia (ALoGlaDis). This grant finances the activities of the theory team
especially the post-doc salaries
FP6 STREP to P. Bouyer (ISENSE) atom interferometry experiments
ANR grants: to Bouyer (MINIATOM), Westbrook (DESINA, CATS), Bouchoule (BOFL), Boiron (PROQUP),
Bourdel (DisorderTrans)
Junior Chair of the Triangle de la Physique to D. Clément (CORSA)
DIM-SESAME (Ile de France) to C. Westbrook (DAISY)
Several grants via IFRAF, the Triangle de la Physique and the LABEX PALM
3. Interaction with the social, economic and cultural environment
Community outreach: Members of the Atom Optics group have actively participated in outreach programs,
especially during the "Fête de la Science" held every year on the Orsay-Palaiseau Campus. Every year the group
members have organized weekend lab visits for the general public as well as giving public demonstrations.
D. Clément has also participated in two programs concerning public demonstrations of superconductivity
(http://supraconductivite.fr) and quantum physics in general (http://www.toutestquantique.fr). We have also written
several articles in various popular magazines (La Recherche) and commentaries on recent developments (Nature:
News and Views, American Physical Society: Physics).
Interactions with industry: The work on atom interferometry has involved several partnerships with industrial
labs. The MINIATOM project, in collaboration with THALES and ONERA developed laser systems and several
other technologies for atom interferometers. Some of this work led to an important spinoff: the initiation by P.
Bouyer of the startup company µQuans, an enterprise dedicated to developing a portable, commercial atom
interferometer to make local measurements of the acceleration of gravity or its gradients. The company is also
planning to use its technology to market a portable atomic clock based on cold atoms. The group is also presently
collaboration with the group of S. Schwartz of THALES via the CATS program, a program discussed above.

Positions of responsibility within the French scientific community:






Chris Westbrook:






Member of LABEX PALM steering committee, coordinator of the PALM topic "Quantum Correlated Systems" (2010-)
Member of the steering committee of the DIM NANO-K and co-coordinator of the "Quantum Gases" axis since 2011
Member of the steering committee of the Triangle de la Physique 2006-2011
Member of the evaluation committee for the ANR (SIMI-4 AMO and condensed matter physics) 2010-2012

Philippe Bouyer: Member of the comité national du CNRS 2008-2012
Isabelle Bouchoule: Member of the comité national du CNRS since 2012
Laurent Sanchez-Palencia: Member of the steering committee of the Triangle de la Physique since 2011.
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Oct 2008
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Sept. 2010
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Sept. 2011
Sept 2011
Sept. 2011
Jan. 2012
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Oct. 2009
Nov. 2009
Nov. 2009
Sept. 2011
March 2011
Nov. 2011
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research eng.THALES
on sabbatical
researcher INRIA
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Engineering support
The group benefitted considerably from the engineering support staff, and in particular Florence Nogrette,
instrumentation engineer.
Master level trainees (for at least 3 months)
All doctoral students mentioned above started as master level students for a period of more than 3 months.
In addition, the group hosted about 10 master level students on shorter programmes.
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1. SCIENTIFIC REPORT
The domain of expertise of the Quantum Optics group is the experimental study of specifically quantum properties of
light. Since 2000, our work has been focusing on the exploitation of the tools and methods of Quantum Optics, in
the new domain of Quantum Information Processing and Communications (QIPC). The main idea here is to
code and manipulate information written on quantum objects, so that a classical bit (0 or 1) becomes a quantum bit or
« qubit », which can be in a linear superposition of the logical states 0 and 1. Two main applications of QIPC are
now actively studied worldwide, and as we will see our group is active in both:
 quantum communications, and especially quantum key distribution (QKD): the general goal is to use quantum
properties of the light to improve communications, e.g. to warrant secrecy from the laws of physics;
 quantum computing: by calculating with quantum registers made of qubits rather than classical bits, it is
possible to design some algorithms which are exponentially faster than their classical equivalent.
Within the 4 last years, we have been pursuing two families of experiments along these lines:
(1) quantum optics, communications and cryptography with continuous variables. The idea here is to
exploit the technique of pulsed quantum homodyne detection for application in QIPC. This work had several
outcomes: a first one is a new scheme for quantum cryptography with continuous variables, which was initially
published in « Nature »2, and patented by us, and is now developed in collaboration with the startup
“SEQURENET”. A second one is a family of methods to produce quantum states for propagating light pulses,
with a negative Wigner function. An example of such a strongly quantum state is a « Schrödinger’s cat », that we
were able to observe and characterize using pulsed quantum tomography3. It should be noticed that our group had a
ground-breaking role in this research field, with many papers quoted as « highly cited » by ISI, such as [2,3]. A third
one, which started in 2010 within the ERC Advanced grant “DELPHI” (“Deterministic Logical Photon-Photon
Interactions”, PI Philippe Grangier) is to implement “giant” optical non-linear effects, able to create photonphoton interactions. This would open the way to photonic quantum logic, and to quantum information for “flying”
qubits, especially suitable for quantum communications and quantum repeaters. The non-linear effect is provided by
using so-called “Rydberg polaritons” in a cloud of trapped atoms inside an optical cavity.
(2) manipulation of individual atoms in microscopic optical dipole traps (optical tweezers). The leading
trend of this experiment is to use individual Rubidium atoms as qubits, in order to implement elementary
quantum logic operations. A lot of progress has been made since our first observation of single trapped atoms in
2001, and we have now very good atomic qubits, which can be moved using the tweezers, and entangled using
“Rydberg blockade”. Since 2010 this line of research is mostly supported by the ERC starting grant “ARENA”
(Arrays of Entangled Atoms, PI Antoine Browaeys). Another line of research has also been started, using small
ensemble of atoms inside the tweezers, rather than single atoms. The idea here is to study the physics of collisional
interactions within a very small and very dense atomic sample.
In the following sections we shall briefly illustrate the main results obtained in these two domains.
A. Quantum Information Processing with Continous Variables
A.1 Quantum key distribution
Our team has been interested since 2000 in the possibility to encode information on amplitude and phase of a light
pulse, or more precisely on its quadrature components, which correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the
complex amplitude. Quadrature components are conjugate quantum observables, and according to Heisenberg
uncertainty principle it is impossible to simultaneously measure them. We proved the possibility to exploit this fact
for quantum cryptography and thus to encode a secret key on coherent pulses, i.e. on simple laser pulses.
After a first experimental proof of principle (ref. 2) we worked, in close collaboration with the society Thales
TRT, to the development and the implementation of such a system in a standard optical network. The really
competitive performances of our prototype allowed us to be selected by the European network SECOQC for a realsize implementation on a secure optical network, organized in Vienna in October 2008 [NJP’09]. The system is
stable and automatic, and has demonstrated continuous operation during 57 h, yielding an average secret key
distribution rate of 8 kbits/s over a 9 km fibre with an attenuation of 2.8 dB.

2

Quantum Key Distribution using Gaussian-Modulated Coherent States, Grosshans F; VanAssche G; Wenger J; Brouri R; Cerf
NJ; Grangier P, Nature 421: 238-241, Jan 16 2003 (ISI highly cited paper: top 1%, 299 citations in May 2013).
3
Generating Optical Schrödinger Kittens for Quantum Information Processing, Ourjoumtsev A; Tualle-Brouri R; Laurat J;
Grangier P, Science 312 (5770): 83-86, Apr 7 2006 (ISI highly cited paper: top 1%, 235 citations in May 2013).
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Thenn, in collaboraation with Tellecom ParisTeech and with tthe start-up SeeQureNet, the system was ttested during
six monthhs over a distaance of 17.7 km
m, within the frame of the A
ANR project S
SEQURE, shoowing the reliaability of the
prototype over a long period with a distribution rate of abouut 500 bits/s [O
Opt. Exp.’12]]. More recenntly we have
ERCOM, new processing aalgorithms to enhance the
investigatted, within thhe frame of thhe ERANET project HIPE
extractionn of secret keyys, with a recoonciliation prottocol workingg efficiently att low signal too noise ratio: ddemonstrated
rates weree then of moree than 2 kbits/ss at a distance of 53 km, andd 200 bits/s at a distance of 80 km [Nature Phot.’13].

Figu
ure 1: Prototyp
ype for quantuum key distribuution with conntinuous variaables. The system was then tested during
six months over a distance of 17.7km, and an improved version reeached a distaance of 80 km.
We hhave also expplored differennt ways in ordder to further improve the raange of QKD with continuoous variables
(CVQKD
D), such as effiicient processiing algorithmss [PRL’09]. W
We have also sstudied the releevance of usinng an optical
amplifier in the secure ssite just beforee detection, too compensate tthe finite efficciency of the ddetectors [J. Phhys. B’09].
A
A.2 Non-Gausssian quantu
um states of the light
Quantum Key Distribuution as descriibed above caannot go beyoond about 1000 km, due to the attenuatioon in optical
QIP), such as
fibres. Too reach longerr distances, onne must use tthe techniquess of quantum information pprocessing (Q
quantum repeaters, rem
mote entangleement, entangglement purifi
fication, whichh can improvve the range of quantum
communiccation protocools. In the fielld of continuoous variables, non-Gaussiann operations aare mandatoryy to consider
such processes, and herralded protocools are a simplee and efficientt way to impleement such opperations.
(a)

(b)

(c)

t distant staates, initially nnon-entangledd, are remotelyy entangled
Figure 22: (a) Principlle of remote enntanglement: two
throughh a delocalizedd photon subtrraction. (b) Some cuts of thee four-dimensioonal Wigner ffunction of thee entangled
pair, deerived from a model
m
and froom experimenttal data (MaxL
Like), are pressented. (c) Prinnciple of photon-photon
interactiions using “Ryydberg polariitons”: photonns are transferrred to Rydberrg states, and the
t excitation of a single
atom creates a “bllockade” effecct on neighbouuring atoms. This
T results in a “giant” optiical non-lineaar effect.
Heraalded protocolls, whose succcess is conditiooned to a detecction event, oppen a wide rannge of new perrspectives in
quantum optics. Afterr the generattion of free-sspace optical Schrödinger cats (ref. 3 on previouss page), we
demonstraated within thhe European pproject COMP
PAS, the posssibility to perform heraldedd remote entaanglement of
such statees [Nat. Phys’09], and investigated how this may imprrove the rangee of quantum repeater protoocols [JOSA
B’10]. Annother possibbility opened by heralded pprotocols is nnoiseless ampplification, whhich can ampplify a weak
coherent state
s
without aadded noise. IIf deterministiic, such an operation wouldd be forbiddenn, but its non-ddeterministic
(heralded)) nature makes it possible.
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We performed the first experimental proof of principle of this quantum operation [PRL’11], which may allow a
substantial improvement of the range of CVQKD protocols [PRA’12].
A major issue concerning heralded protocols is the experimental fidelity with the targeted operations, and the
purity of the generated states. We therefore considered different means to quantify the quality of the experiment, and
we developed various tools to represent heralded processes in terms of quantum maps for continuous variable states
[PRA’12], to characterize a quantum gate for coherent-state qubits [NJP’12], to estimate the non-Gaussianity of the
states generated by non-Gaussian operations [PRA’10], and to evaluate the Gaussian quantum discord for two-mode
squeezed states [PRL’12]. We have also carried out, with colleagues from the Niels Bohr Institute of Copenhagen, a
full theoretical modelling of phenomena that limit the performances of our experiments [PRA’09]. This work has
highlighted the need for amplified pulses, and a pulse amplifier has been implemented in our setup: an increase of a
factor four was demonstrated for the pump beam used in parametric amplification, with the subsequent increase of
the parametric gain. This will allow reaching higher squeezing, but also higher state purity via the use of a larger
pump beam. This work, supported by C'Nano - Ile de France, by the project MCQM of the RTRA “Triangle de la
Physique”, and by the ERANET project HIPERCOM, is still in progress.
A.3 Photon-photon Interactions using Rydberg blockade.
This project started in December 2009, in the Framework of the ERC Advanced Grant « DELPHI » (PI Philippe
Grangier). The long-term objective is to create coherent and deterministic interaction between (individual) optical
photons; obtaining such interactions is a major open problem in the domain of QIP, especially in view of applications
in quantum communications. Our leading idea is to inject the “signal” light beam in a dense cloud of cold atoms, to
excite these atoms to Rydberg states, and to use the very strong and long-distance Rydberg- Rydberg interactions to
create dispersive optical non-linearities, acting at the level of a few photons only, see Fig. 2(c) above.
During the years 2010-11 a new experimental set-up was designed and built, with all the tools needed to trap
the atoms inside an optical cavity, to prepare them in a well-defined ground state, and to excite them to Rydberg
states with two lasers. Then we have observed a “giant” dispersive optical non-linearity as expected, though not yet
at the single photon level [PRL’12]. In parallel, a series of theoretical works [PRA’11, PRA’12] allowed us to build
up a detailed model for this experiment, and to predict how to extend it to the quantum level. In particular, we have
demonstrated that the system can act as a “quantum scissors”, and prepare a quantum state with a negative Wigner
function, in a well-defined optical mode. Quantum tomography of such states is currently under way.
A.4 Squeezed vacuum using atomic vapours.
The experiments with non-Gaussian states described in section 2.2 are done using femtosecond pulses, and khi(2)
non-linear crystals. We carried out another experiment in order to explore the possibility of transposing these
techniques from the femtosecond to the nanosecond regime, using atomic khi(3) rather than khi(2) non-linearities.
This would be more suited for applications using for instance (atomic) quantum memories. A first step towards this
goal was to realize pulsed squeezing and pulsed entangled beams, from a (room temperature) cell of Rubidium
atoms. The experiment was successful in demonstrating the generation of squeezed light using crossed-Kerr effect in
a vapour of 87Rb, both in the continuous and in the pulsed regime (with 200 ns pulses) [Opt. Exp.’12]. In addition,
we demonstrated the generation of intensity-correlated pulses (the so called “twin beams”), using four-wave mixing
in a double-lambda system, similar to the one used by Paul Lett at NIST in the CW regime. Excellent agreement was
obtained with a model developed in collaboration with a team of University Paris Diderot [NJP’11].
B. Atoms in Optical Tweezers
B.1 Manipulation and entanglement of individual atomic qubits

Basic experimental set‐up
The “atoms” team operates two experiments dedicated to the study of the interactions between a small number
of ultra-cold rubidium atoms, with applications to quantum simulation and quantum information. The two
experimental setups are based on a large numerical aperture lens (NA > 0.5) focusing a laser beam down to about 1
µm, thus producing a microscopic dipole trap (tweezers), as shown in figure 3. The tweezers is loaded from a
magneto-optical trap (MOT). At low MOT density the number of atoms in the tweezers can be set to exactly one
(single-atom regime), while for larger densities several hundred atoms can be trapped (multi-atom regime). During
the period 2008 – 2013, the group has obtained major results using these two setups.
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Figure 3,, left side: Priinciple of the experiments
e
foor trapping ruubidium atoms in a microscoopic dipole traap (tweezer),
loaded frrom a magnetoo-optical trap.. The detectionn is ensured by collecting thhe fluorescencce emitted by th
the atoms at
780 nm, whhich is sent onto a fibre-couppled photon coounter or an iintensified cam
mera (I-CCD).
Center ppanel (a) Principle of the Ryydberg blockaade between tw
wo atoms. Righ
ht panel (b) T
The blue curve represents
the probbability to exciite only one off the two atom
ms in the Rydbeerg blockade rregime as a fuunction of the dduration of
the excittation. The redd curve is the R
Rabi oscillatioon between the ground and Rydberg statees when only one
o atom is
presentt. The ratio off the two oscilllation frequenccies is 2.

Demon
nstration o
of Rydberrg blockad
de and enttanglemen
nt of two aatoms
Entanglem
ment is an impportant resourrce in quantum
m informationn and simulation, but in 20008 a demonstrration of the
entanglem
ment of two neeutral atoms inn their groundd states was sttill missing. Inn 2009, we preepared a pair oof entangled
atoms usinng a method pproposed in 20000 by the grooup of P. Zolleer, which reliees on the Rydbberg blockade mechanism.
The method makes use of the strong dipole-dipolee interaction beetween two attoms excited to a Rydberg sstate that has
multaneous exccitation to a R
Rydberg state
a very large electric dippole moment. This strong innteraction prevvents their sim
wo atoms (see Fig. 3a). As
when the linewidth of tthe excitation is narrower thhan the interacction energy bbetween the tw
s
of the twoo atoms after excitation is eentangled, of
any of thee two atoms caan be excited, but not both of them, the state
the form ((|r,g + |g,r) / 2. Here |g and
a |r stand foor the ground and
a Rydberg sstates respectivvely.
We have demonsttrated the Ryddberg blockadde between twoo atoms trappped in two tweeezers separatted by 4 µm.
The Rydbberg excitationn is ensured byy a two-photonn transition cooupling the groound state |g = |5S1/2, F=2, M=2 to the
Rydberg state
s
|r = |58dd3/2,F’=3, M’=
=3. Figure 3(bb) shows the R
Rabi oscillationn between thee two states whhen only one
atom is prresent. When tthe two atomss are present w
we observe a strong
s
suppresssion of the proobability to exxcite the two
atoms, whhich is a demonstration of the Rydberg bblockade. In oorder to demoonstrate the prroduction of a state of the
form (|r,g +|g,r) / 2, we measured the oscillationn frequency off the probabiliity to excite onnly one of thee two atoms.
This frequuency should be 2 larger tthan the Rabi frequency asssociated with eexcitation of oone atom whenn it is alone.
We measuured a ratio between
b
the tw
wo frequenciees of 1.38, verry close to thhe predicted vaalue (see figuure 3b). This
work wass published in Nature Physiccs in 2009, annd is an ISI Hiighly Cited A
Article (top 1%
%, 165 citationns)4. Then by
bringing bback the Rydbberg atom in a different grouund state |g’, we were able to entangle grround states aatoms, with a
fidelity off the entangledd pair of 75%
%. This result hhas been publiished in Physiical Review Letters
L
in 20100, and is also
an ISI Higghly Cited Arrticle (top 1%,, 104 citationss)5. Following this demonstrration we have published seeveral works
on the deetailed analysiis of the Rydbberg excitationn of a single atom (PRA 22010) and the analysis of eentanglement
between ttwo atoms, whhen the detection efficiency is not 1, as waas the case in oour experimennt (NJP 2010)..
We have then anaalyzed the lim
mitations of ouur setup and, ffollowing the award of an ERC starting grant to the
ms in an arrayy of N~10 tw
weezers, with
team, we have built a new setup deedicated to thhe physics of Rydberg atom
improvedd laser systemss and full conttrol over electtric fields. Thee long-term gooal is to createe N-atom entaangled states
using the Rydberg blockade. Using this new setuup we have aalready observved high-qualiity blockade bbetween two
atoms (lesss than 4% to excite the twoo atoms, to be compared to tthe result of fig. 3b).

Manipulation off individuaal atoms in
n optical ttweezers
In the perrspective of obbtaining high-ffidelity single atom manipullations, we haave performed a series of expperiments to
characteriize the externnal and internaal degrees of freedom of a trapped atom
m. In particulaar, we have m
measured the
energy diistribution of individual attoms in the ttweezers and showed that it is well deescribed by a Boltzmann
4

"Observaation of collecttive excitation of
o two individuual atoms in thee Rydberg blocckade regime", Gaetan A; Mirroshnychenko
Y; Wilk T;; Chotia A; Viteeau M; Comparaat D; Pillet P; B
Browaeys A; Grrangier P, Naturre Physics 5: 115-118, Feb 20009.
5
"Entangglement of twoo individual neeutral atoms using
u
Rydbergg blockade", W
Wilk T; Gaetann A; Evellin C
C; Wolters J;
Miroshnycchenko Y; Granggier P; Browaeyys A, Phys. Revv. Lett. 104: 0110502, Jan 20100.
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distributioon, to which a temperature can be assignned (PRA’08)). We have also developed an original tiime-of flight
method foor individual atoms (NJP’110). We have demonstratedd a lossless deetection of thee internal statee of a single
atom baseed on fluoresccence detectioon (see Fig. 4)). This important result, pubblished in Phyys. Rev. Lett. (2011), will
significanntly improve tthe characterizzation of entannglement betw
ween several neutral atomss. We have m
measured the
delay in tthe elastic scaattering of neaar-resonant light by an indivvidual atom, ppredicted by Wigner
W
in 19554 and never
measuredd in the ideal siituation presennted here (accepted for publlication in Opttics Letters, 20013).
Figgure 4. (a) Prinnciple of the loossless, stateseleective detectionn of a single atom,
a
showingg
thee states involveed in the detecction scheme.
(bb) Histogram of the numberr of photons
deteected at the ennd of the illumiination periodd
bby a resonant probe when thhe atom is
prrepared in thee dark (|) or bright (|)
staate. The verticaal dashed line corresponds
too the thresholld for a fidelityy of 98.6%.
B.2 Towards the study off small and d
dense atomic ensembless
During thhe reporting peeriod, we havee started the sttudy of a densse ensemble ccontaining a feew hundred attoms trapped
in the miccroscopic dipoole trap. We haave in mind too study quantuum degeneracyy in the few-attom regime, aas well as the
scatteringg of light by thhis atomic enssemble when the dipole-dippole interactioons have to bee taken into acccount. This
system is ideal to studyy N-body physsics in a rather pristine situattion.
In thhis direction, we have studdied the loadiing of microscopic dipole trap by up too a few tens of
o atoms. In
particularr, we have meeasured the (vvery high) lighht-assisted colllision rate beetween at the fundamental level of 2-3
atoms (PR
RA’12). We hhave also impllemented a meethod to countt up to ~ 30 attoms in the diipole trap by tthe detection
of single photons emittted by single atom. This method
m
yields tthe average nuumber of atom
ms, as well as its variance
method, we haave shown expperimentally annd theoreticallly that the varriance of the atom
a
number
(PRA’11)). Using this m
distributioon in a dipolee trap loaded from
f
a magneeto-optical trapp is sub-Poisssonian, and w
we measured a Fano factor
(deviationn with respectt to the Poissoon law) of 0.720.07, in vvery good agreement with tthe theoreticaal value 0.75
given by a stochastic m
model developeed in the conteext of kinetics of chemical reactions (PRA
A’12).
2. Reputattion and Acad
demic Attracctivity
A
Awards, Gran
nts and Fund
ding.
Alexei Ouurjoumtsev received several awards for hhis thesis workk (prix de thèsse Paritech 20008, prix de thhèse C’Nano
2009, prixx de thèse de la
l Société Eurropéenne de Physique 2009)), and Philippee Grangier hass been awardeed the Grand
Prix Jean Ricard (SFP, 2008), the Charles Hard T
Townes Awardd (OSA, 20122), and has beeen nominated a Fellow of
the Europpean Optical Society (20008) and of thhe Optical Soociety of Ameerica (2012). Rosa Tualle--Brouri was
rewarded by a five yearr junior membbership at the “Institut
“
Universitaire de Frrance”. Antoinne Browaeys w
was awarded
an ERC Starting Grannt “ARENA” (Arrays of Entangled Attoms, 2009-20014), and Phhilippe Grangiier an ERC
PHI” (Determ
ministic Photonn-Photon Interractions, 2010--2015).
Advancedd Grant “DELP
Duriing the periood, the team was involvedd in many E
European projjects (SECOQ
QC, COMPAS, AQUTE,
HIPERCO
OM), in the IInitial Traininng Network C
COHERENCE, and in the large
l
scale IP
P SCALA cooordinated by
Philippe Grangier (20005-2009, 9.6 ME). Several postdocs w
were funded by individuaal Marie Curiie European
was also invoolved in ANR projects (IRC
COQ, SEQURE
E), and obtainned financial ssupport from
fellowshipp. The group w
C'Nano - Ile de Francce, IFRAF (IInstitut Franciilien des Atoomes Froids) and from thee RTRA “Triiangle de la
funding from thhe US agencyy IARPA throuugh a collaboraation with NIS
ST Gaithersbuurg.
Physique””. It got also fu
People, comm
munity activ
vities, intern
national proggrams and co
onferences
The team
m has a stronng internationnal dimensionn, with many foreign docttoral and posstdoctoral stuudents (from
Germany,, Italy, New Z
Zealand, India,, Serbia...), most
m often fundded by Europeean Grants. A new memberr, Dr Thierry
Lahaye (C
CNRS-CR2) jjoined the teaam in january 2012. His maain project is on the physiccs of interactiing Rydberg
atoms, unnder the supervvision of Antooine Browaeyss. The permaneent staff mem
mbers are regular reviewers ffor the ANR,
ERC, andd various natioonal funding aggencies, such as EPSRC (U
UK), New Zealland, Canada, Australia… T
They are also
regular reeferees for scieentific journalls such as PR
RL, PRA, NJP,, Science, Natture, Nature P
Physics, EPJ…
… The senior
team mem
mbers are also in many PhD thesis commiittees.
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Gaetan Messin has many activities related to collaborations with China, and he is now coordinator of the GDR
International Franco-Chinois « Quantum Manipulation of Atoms and Photons », which started in January 2001, for a
4 years period. He has been an Invited Professor at Beijing University, and he organized several French – Chinese
workshops and conferences. He is also the representative of Institut d’Optique Graduate School in ECOP (European
Centres for Outreach in Photonics) including ICFO, Imperial College, Vrije Univ. Brussel, NU Ireland Galway,
Politecnico di Milano, Max Born Institute de Berlin and IOGS, with the general goal of promoting photonics.
Philippe Grangier has been co-chair (with Michèle Leduc, ENS Paris, and Hélène Perrin, U. Paris 13) of the
12th International Conference on Atomic Physics (ICAP 2012), that has been organized in july 2012 at Ecole
Polytechnique. This large conference gathered about 1000 people, and was highly appraised by all attendants.

3. INTERACTION WITH THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
All the CNRS team members are teaching in various places (Philippe Grangier and Antoine Browaeys at Ecole
Polytechnique and in several Master 2 courses, Alexei Ourjoumtsev and Thierry Lahaye at ENS Cachan for
Agregation, and in many students’ projects). In addition, all team members participate in dissemination, though Open
Days at the Institut or University (“Fête de la Science”), and broad audience conferences in various places, including
Lycées (secondary schools) or “Nuits Blanches 2012” at Palais de Tokyo, Paris. We also write articles or comments
in journals, including e.g. Science (“Perspectives”) or Nature (“News & Views”), as well as popularization articles.
Philippe Grangier has been President of the Physics Department of Ecole Polytechnique (09/2009 to 08/2012).
We worked, in close collaboration with the society Thales R&T and with Telecom ParisTech, to the
development of a prototype for quantum key distribution with continuous variables, and to its implementation on a
standard optical network. The start-up SeQureNet joined this collaboration, on the basis of patent applications filed
during the previous period. By reaching a communication distance of 80km, this start-up can bring a really
competitive product to the market, and it is now selling products. Philippe Grangier is in the Scientific Advisory
Board of SeQureNet, and is closely collaborating with them, together with Eleni Diamanti ((LTCI, Telecom Paris).
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NANOPHOTONICS AND
ELECTROMAGNETISM

NANOPHOTONIQUE ET
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NAPHEL GROUP MEMBERS
Heads:
BENISTY Henri
GREFFET Jean-Jacques
LALANNE Philippe

Professeur, IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Professeur, IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Directeur de Recherche CNRS (moved to LP2N in 2011)

Faculty and research faculty holding permanent positions:
BEN-ABDALLAH Philippe
CAMBOURNAC Cyril
HUGONIN Jean-Paul
LAROCHE Marine
MARQUIER François
SAUVAN Christophe

Directeur de Recherche, CNRS (since Dec 2010)
Chargé de recherche, CNRS (left in 2010)
Maître de Conférence U. Paris 6 until 2009, "collaborateur bénévole" since 2009.
Chargé de recherche, CNRS (on leave since 2010)
Maître de Conférences IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Chargé de recherche, CNRS (LP2N in the period 2011-2013)

Doctoral students
VELHA Philippe
MILLET-RIBOT Céline
BOUGOT-ROBIN Kristelle
CHALOPIN Yann
KHAYAM Omer
MAZOYER Simon
ARCHAMBAULT Alexandre
VASSANT Simon
YANG Jianji
HABERT Benjamin
BIGOURDAN Florian
LANGLAIS Mathieu
DHEUR Marie-Christine
LEFEBVRE Anthony
JOUANIN Anthony
PISKUNOV Nikolay

BDI CNRS, defended 2008
research scientist, Pisa
these CIFRE Thales, defended 2008
research engineer Safran
thèse CIFRE Thales, defended 2009
research fellow HKUST IAS
allocataire ministère, defended 2009
chargé de recherrche CNRS
allocataire, defended 2009
engineer Infinera
Thèse DGA, defended 2010
research engineer St Gobain
allocataire DGA, defended 2011
research engineer
allocataire Cnano, defended dec 2011
post doc Max Planck Erlangen
½ école doctorale EDOM and contract funding, defended 2012
allocataire Cnano, 2010
allocataire DGA, 2011
thèse CIFRE Total, 2011
allocataire DGA/CNRS, 2012
allocataire CEA, lab. CEA LETI, 2013
thèse CIFRE St Gobain, to be defended
allocataire co-tutelle Lomonosov, to be defended
césure

Visiting Scientists and Post Doctoral fellows:
BARON Alexandre
BIEHS Age
BRUCOLI Giovanni
COSTANTINI Daniele
KURT Hamza
PANG ChengXin
DAHAN Nir
ESTEBAN Ruben
FRIEDLER Ingbal
GAN Choon How
MAKSYMOV Ivan
MESSINA Riccardo
da ROSA Felipe
ROUSSEAU Emmanuel
SMIGAJ Wojciech
WANG Bing

postdoc ANR CALLIN+ ATER IOGS (2010-2012, 24 months postdoc CRPP
post doc Fondation Leopoldina (2009-2011)
Prof Univ Oldenburg
post doc ONERA (2012-13) 12 mois
post doc ANR IDEE (2013- ) 24 mois
post-doc IOGS (2007-2008, 12 mois)
TOBB Univ. (Ankara)
post-doc ANR COHEDIO (2012-2013, 13.5 mois)
back to China mid 2013
post doc ULTRACIS (24 mois, 2010-2009)
back to Israel
post doc ANR THRI-PV +LAPSUS (2009-2011)
research fellow San Sebastian
post doc contrat Nano EPR, Nanoscience Europe (2007-08)
retour Israel
post doc ASTAR fellow ship (2009-2011) (24 mois) post doc UK
postdoc NanoEPR, Nanoscience Europe (2009-10)
res. fellow U. Western Australia
post doc ANR (2012-2013)
CR2 CNRS Montpellier
post doc RTRA (2009-2011)
Prof Univ. Féd de Rio de Janeiro
post doc ANR MONACO (2008-2010)
CR2 CNRS Montpellier
postdoc triangle de la physique (2010-2011)
Ass. Prof. in Poznan Univ.
post doc FET-SPLASH (2007-2009, 24 mois)
prof. Huazong University

LIU Haitao

guest professor 2006-2008 FFCRST + 2010 Poste Rouge CNRS Prof. Nankai U.

Engineering support
The group benefitted considerably from the engineering support staff, and in particular Mondher Besbes, research
engineer in scientific computing.
Master level trainee (co-author of publications)
YAN Chen

master M1, (mai-juillet 2011).



Doctoral student Univ Queensland

PL and CS joined LP2N, the Bordeaux laboratory of Institut d’Optique /CNRS, in January 2011, but their work has mostly been
conducted at LCF or in association with LCF. It is partly presented in this report: “Metamaterials” and “Plasmonics of
subwavelength surfaces” are reported here, “Slow light” and “Harnessing light in complex media” will be reported in the LP2N
report next year. The scientific production is split chronologically (year < 2011: LCF, year 2011: LP2N).
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1. SCIENTIFIC
C
C REPOR
RT
The Nanoophotonic grouup has underggone major evvolutions durinng the period 2008-2012, w
with a large m
movement of
key persoonnel. Philippee Lalanne left LCF for LP22N in January 2011. The arrrival of J.-J. Greffet
G
(Sep. 22008) and P.
Ben-Abdaallah (dec 2010) provided a bunch of neew and excitinng themes, witth many studeents and post docs joining
the groupp. Henri Beniisty has particcipated to thee dynamics oof science andd technology actively on m
many fields,
including the (now agedd) start’up Gennewave.
a
The themes tacklled by the grroup address the intersecttion of nanopphotonics withh important applications:
p
annd quantum
radiative heat transferr, semiconducctors and quaantum photonn sources, nannoantennae, plasmonics
plasmoniccs, biophotoniics, light-emittting diodes. Itt also proposees to revisit fouundational conncepts of (nanno)photonics
such as ennhanced opticaal transmissionn, impedance for nanoantennnae, many-boody energy trannsfer, dark moodes. We are
listing thee group activitty along six enntries that mixx the individuaals: the group feels that fluiddity and themaatic mobility
are a prem
mium in the arrea that shouldd be fully encoouraged.
The group relies much on higgh-level key technical LC
CF personal: Mondher
M
Bessbes for the SimPhotonic
S
numericall tool and A.-L Coutrot annd B.Ea-Kim for nanofabrrication at thee “PTC” (TRT
T-IOGS-X Pllateforme de
Technologgie Communee). Yet, the deevelopment off the group exxperimental acctivities sufferrs from the laack of a fulltime scienntist working in experimentt and nanofabrrication. In sppite of a relativvely small sizze, (5 permaneent positions
on averagge over the laast five years)) the group haas managed too publish 1266 papers in peeer-reviewed iinternational
journals, including 24 papers in jouurnals with im
mpact factor laarger than 7 inn the last fivee years. Amonng them, the
mission was citted 230 times,, the first expeerimental dem
monstration of heat transfer
theoreticaal paper on enhhanced transm
at the nannoscale was ciited 111 times, the first dem
monstration of broadband annd efficient sinngle photon em
mission with
semicondu
ductor nanowirres has been cited
c
130 timees and five othher papers werre cited over 550 times. In w
what follows,
we give a brief overview
w of key activvities and results published aafter 2008.
um Nanophotonics
A. Quantu

i) Anten
nnas for sin
ngle photon
n sources.
Our strenggth relies on oour dual experrtise for both dielectric
d
and metal nanostrructures. We hhave been amoong the very
first groupps to propose new strategiees to cope witth classical criitical issues of the domain, such as banddwidth, yield
and efficiency in the firrst lens.
Science 308, 1561 (2005)].
(a) pplasmonic nanooantennae to ccontrol the Puurcell factor annd the emissioon direction [S
The desiggns of plasmonnic patch nanooantennae or metal-coated semiconductoor wires propoosed in [PRL 1104, 026802
(2010)] annd [PRL 105,, 180502 (2010)] have now
w been demonsstrated experim
mentally [Nanno Lett. 13, 15516 (2013)],
achievingg Purcell factorrs up to FP = 880 and focussinng the light innto a small soliid angle.
Figure 1. Top:
T
schematics of the intensitty distribution
in a patch antenna, the soource are a vertiically oriented
dipole locaated in the centeer. Bottom left: experimental
measurem
ment
showingg
the
acceeleration
of
spontaneouus emission; bottom rigght: far-field
emission pattern. Collabboration: A Maître
M
(INSP)
and P. Sennellart (LPN).

(b) F
Following our seminal propposal on achieeving a broadbband funnellinng of the emiitted photons iinto a single
channel w
with dielectric structure [PR
RL 99, 0239022 (2007)], we have
h
proposedd new architecctures with sem
miconductor
nanowiress. We solved the critical issue of designiing efficient m
mirrors in tinyy wires [Opt. Express 17, 22095 (2009);
coll. J.-M
M. Gérard, pateent pending] aand demonstraated a broadbaand single-modde emission with
w a state-of--the-art firstlens couppling efficienciies of 0.72 phhoton per exciitation pulse [[Nat. Photon. 4, 174 (2010)); coll. J.-M. G
Gérard]. Our
ideas have inspired com
mpletely new all-solid-statee-source consttructs –see thee works at Haarvard, [Nat. N
Nanotech. 5,
Univ. of Technnol. [Nat. Com
mm. 3, 737 (20012)] for instannce, and have received a wiide appraisal
195 (20100)] and Deft U
as manifested by the 2000 citations recceived by our works.
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Figgure 2: left: schematics of thee nanowire anteenna.
Right: photographh of the nanow
wire antenna wiith a
Nat. Photon. 4, 174
collection factor of 72%. Ref: N
(20010)

H
andel experim
ment with surrface plasmon
ns. This activitty is on the verrge of produciing its fruits.
ii) Hong-Hou-Ma
We initiatted a joint efffort with QO’ss group to reproduce a key experiment off quantum opttics with plasm
mons. While
the quanttization of suurface plasmonns was demoonstrated by eenergy loss sppectroscopy iin the 50s’, ttruly surface
plasmon quantum opptics experim
ments are stiill missing. We team with
w
G. Messsin (QO grooup), while
P. Lalannne, J.-C. Rodieer and J.-P. Huugonin have ddesigned a plassmonic integrated circuit foor testing varioous quantum
phenomenna and have vvalidated the feasibility of the key compponents of thee chip in colllaboration witth Ebbesen’s
group [Naano Lett., 11, 4207
4
(2011)]. G. Messin annd F. Marquierr have built ann entangled phhoton source. M
M.-C. Dheur
routinely observes the H
HOM dip in ffree space. Thhe final step w
will be to coupple the photonns into the chipp to observe
the HOM dip for surfacce plasmons.
iii) IImpedance off a nanoantenna. We have introduced a definition oof the impedannce of a nanooantenna and
establisheed the link withh the local dennsity of states [PRL 105, 1117701 (2010)]. This contribuution unifies thhe quantumoptics andd the electricall-engineer points of view.
B. GUIDED
D NANOPHOT
TONICs
The theme of guided naanophotonics has
h been renew
wed and exploored in severall respects:
ulation. We hhave demonstrrated electricaal modulation of the reflectiivity and emisssivity in the
 Ellectrical modu
THz at 344 µm. This eleectrical modullation is basedd on a novel cooncept for nannophotonics [P
PRL 109, 2374401 (2012)].
It is possiible to shrink a 34 µm wavve into a 20 nnm thick GaAs layer takingg advantage off what we havve called the
Epsilon-N
Near-Zero EN
NZ mode. Theere is a perfeect overlap w
with electrons wavefunctionns thereby ennhancing the
interactionn and paving the way for ambient tempperature THz optoelectroniics.. An exquuisite blend off fabrication
talents at LPN, and teeam work at L
LCF allowed this success that has led to two patentts for electriccally tunable
reflectivitty and new dettectors conceppts.
 Reesonant cavitties. With Thaales TRT (A. De Rossi & S
S. Combrié), we explored w
world-record high-Q PhC
“Kuramocchi-type” nannocavities on GaAs membrranes with nannowatt-level nnonlinearities,, defined withh the PCT’s
Nanobeam
m e-beam writter.
 P
Photonic con
ncepts: Effortss have been
attempteed at blendingg concepts aroound known
— or not-so-well-known — photonic
structurees, e.g. based oon photonic crrystals (with
functionnal results, cff. a “CWDM demux” in
Fig.3), broad wavegguides, slow light, dark
modes, nanocavities, plasmonic annd dielectric
waveguiides, or, yet,, for biochipps, with the
start’up Genewave andd with Thales TRT.

Figure 3: Specttra from
improved coarsse-WDM
compact siliconn-on-insulator
5-channels dem
multiplexer
based on photoonic crystal
waveguide withh lateral
extraction. [J. L
Lightwave
Technol. 28, 12201 (2010)]

 Paarity-Time[PT
T]-symmetryy. We introducced a new theeme, Parity-T
Time[PT]-symm
mmetry, which in optics is
realized bby coupled losss+gain structuures with real eigenvalues: we highlighteed in collaboraation with IEF
F mainly the
fact that inn well-designeed coupled losss+gain system
ms, plasmonicc losses triggerr a singular efffect. It can bee for instance
a large diffferential gainn.
C. PLASMONICS
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i) Fu
undamentals of subwavellength opticaal metal surfaaces. The exttraordinary opptical transmisssion (EOT)
phenomennon is a speccial case of W
Wood anomaly that resultss from the obbservation thaat light can be efficiently
transmitteed through peeriodic arrays of tiny holes drilled in meetal film. To eexplain the abbnormal transsmission, the
authors off the discoveryy built up on tthe Fano’s moodel of gratingg anomalies annd suggested tthat the incideent light first
scatters innto surface plaasmons (SPs) and that it is the SPs that ssubsequently
tunnel the energy througgh the holes (F
Fig.4).

Figure 4 IInitial surface-pplasmon mechanism pproposed to expllain the EOT.
The inciddent light first scatters into
surface plasmons that subsequently
propagate on the flat surrface, couple
to the holee and then tunnnel the energy
through thhe holes.

Folloowing our inittial rationale oon the existennce of two distinct waves
(SPs and cylindrical w
waves) on subbwavelength metal surfacees [PRL 98,
microscopic”
153902 (22007), PRL 1002, 153903 (20009)], we first derived a “m
model of tthe EOT and ttheoretically predicted that tthe SP are halff responsible
for the EO
OT and that they do not play a markeed role [Natuure 452, 728
(2008)]. IIn collaboratiion with M. Van Exter iin Leiden, w
we have just
provided a firm experim
mental confirm
mation [Naturre 492, 411 (22012)] of the
model, ennabling a fit off the transmitttance spectra of a series off hole arrays
with diffeerent sparsitiees and many Wood anomalies with onnly five real
coefficientts. Note that thhe more advannced model off Wood anomaalies (the socalled poloology) requirees five real parrameters to fit a single resonnance.

Thesse works on the fundam
mentals of meetal surfaces have been
accompannied by severaal studies aimeed at harnessiing the generaation of SPs
with optim
mized subwavvelength structtures, either staatistically [Surrf. Sci. Rep. 664, 453 (2009)); APL 94, 0111114 (2009)]
or dynam
mically [Opt.Exxpress 20, 153326 (2012)]. S
Some of our rresults, such aas the compacct SP antenna operating at
normal inncidence [Nanoo Lett. 11, 42007 (2011)], proovide state-of--the-art perforrmances.
We have also genneralized the m
microscopic m
model to derivve analytical expressions fo
for the real annd imaginary
materials [PRL
L 107, 043903 (2011)], allowing us to
parts of tthe refractive index of the emblematic ffishnet metam
conceptuaalize how ligght flows intto its differennt dielectric channels (in sharp contraast with hom
mogenization
approachees), and to proovide an in-deppth explanatioon for the appeearance of a neegative index.
ii) Fundamentals
F
s of surface pllasmons. Surfface plasmonss have two keyy properties: very
v
large density of states
and very large wavevecctors resultingg in strong confinement of the fields. Thhe first propertty is responsibble for large
Purcell faactor as discuussed previouusly. It is also responsiblee for large ennergy density in local therrmodynamic
equilibriuum and the baasis for giantt radiative heeat transfer ass discussed below. Regardding the resoluution, while
superlens promised unlimited resoluttion, actual dem
monstrations were
w limited bby losses.
We hhave providedd a firm theoreetical basis forr the discussion of these issuues by clarifying the on-goinng debate on
the disperrsion relation of surface w
waves for losssy media [PR
RB 79, 1954144, (2009)]. Thhis led us to predict that
resolutionn is not fundam
mentally limitted by losses. We have alsoo clarified thee fact that spattial resolutionn depends on
the time sstructure of thee incident lighht [PRL 109, 097405,
0
(20122)] showing thhat the resoluttion of Pendryy's super lens
could be ssignificantly im
mproved.
iii) S
Super-resoluttion imaging. We patented the merits off “fans of tips”” with a smalll side in sub-λλ “imaging”,
and a larrge side couplled vertically to a microsccope. A paper was publishhed in cross-tteam cooperattion with F.
Goudail.
ansfer at the nanoscale
D. Radiattive Heat tra
i) Exxperimental sstudy. Our grooup predicted in 2000 that surface
s
wavess can enhance the radiative heat transfer
across a nnanometric gaap by several orders of maggnitude. This is a consequeence of the larrge local denssity of states
close to innterfaces due tto the surface waves. We haave publishedd in 2009 a papper reporting experiments
e
pperformed by
E. Rousseeau in collabooration with tthe group of JJ. Chevrier (G
Grenoble) repoorting the firsst accurate coomparison of
experimenntal data withh theory [Natuure Photonics 33, 514 (2009)] (see Fig. 5).. This effect hhas been obserrved using a
silica spheere brought inn close proxim
mity to a silica plane. The paaper has been aalready quotedd over 111 tim
mes and cited
in two texxtbooks on nannophotonics annd radiative heat transfer.
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ii) Fundamentals
F
s of heat transfer at the naanoscale. The radiative heatt transfer betw
ween two plannes separated
by a distaance d divergees as 1/d2. This divergence hhas been conssidered to be uunphysical by some authorss. In order to
analyse thhe physical meeaning of thiss behaviour, we
w have develooped
a Büttikeer-Landauer appproach [PRL
L 105, 2343001 (2010)]. W
When
linearizingg the flux foor small tempperature differrence, the fluux is
proportionnal to a quanntum of therm
mal conductaance per modde, a
transmissiion factor and the numberr of modes w
which divergees as
1/d2. Thiss approach haas clarified thhe role of surfface waves inn the
enhancem
ment: they inttroduce a resonant transm
mission factor that
compensaates the exponnential decay of the evanesscent waves. Yet,
they existt only for a veery narrow spectral range so that this sysstem
is far from
m the maxim
mum achievablle heat transfeer. We have sset a
new concceptual framew
work defining a blackbody analogue in nearn
field [PRB
B 82, 121419((R), (2010)]. Subsequent
S
woork evidenced that
anisotropiic metastrucctures, and in particulaar the so-caalled
Figuree 5: Thermal coonductivity betw
ween a silica
“hyperbollic media”, are good candidates
c
too approach this
spheree and a silica pplane and its ennhancement
“emissivitty limit” [Oppt. Express 19,
1 A1088, (22011); PRL 109,
in the nanogap regim
me (T ~ room-tem
mperature )
104301, (2012)] even w
without surfacee waves.
We could, along a similar line, revisit the claassical conceppts of homogeenization, geneerally used to describe the
c
maaterial, in the near-field
n
regiion [APL 1022, 131106, (20013)]. This knoowledge can
far-field rradiated by a composite
now be uusefully leveraaged to explore a whole neew level of complexity in material sciennce, e.g. to ddesign newly
fabricatedd artificial matterials possesssing dedicated near-field prooperties.
iii) Heat
H
flux moodulators. W
Whereas electriical intensity can be easilyy modulated, controlling heeat fluxes is
much morre difficult. H
Here, we have explored the ppossibility of taking
t
advantaage of the enhhanced near-field radiative
heat transsfer to developp novel heat flux
f
modulatorrs. This idea w
was pursued aalong three avvenues (i) we iintroduced a
principle of mechanical modulation bbetween twistted gratings [A
APL 98, 243102, (2011)], w
which can be used up to a
few kHz. (ii) Phase chaange materialss with metal-innsulator transiition can attainn the nanosecoond range andd were found
o heat fluxess [PRB(R) 844, 161413 (20011); PRB(R) 83, 201404
more pronne to reversibble electrical modulation of
(2011)]. (iii) Graphenne offers a ggermane oppoortunity to tuune its plasm
mon and/or phhonon-polaritoon emissive
S [PRB 87, 085421, (2013)].
propertiess, through elecctrical Fermi leevel tuning off its local DOS
iv) Thermoplasm
T
monic in N-boodies systems. Until 2011 near-field
n
heaat fluxes between only two objects was
explored. The often reaalistic case of a collection of mutually interacting objeccts, hitherto unnaddressed, w
was described
in a new ddipolar approxximation framework [PRL 107, 114301, (2011)], resulting in a Meirr-Wingreen-Laandauer-type
formula for
f the radiattive heat fluxx through N-bbody interactting photon regions.
r
Identification of eenhancement
mechanism
ms for three bbodies highlighhts the promisses of this appproach. We thuus proposed [P
PRL 109, 244302, (2012)]
to ampliffy the photonn heat tunnellling using inttercalated layyers that overr-compensate the intrinsic exponential
damping of energy trannsmission. Thiis leads also tto heat exchannges at larger and more feassible separatioon distances,
m
at nanoscale, near-field ennergy converrsion [Sci. Reep. 3, 1383,
and couldd be crucial for thermal management
DOI:10.1038 /srep013883, (2013)] andd infrared spectroscopy.
v) Thermal
T
relaaxation at naanoscale by radiative coooling in neaar-field. We hhave perform
med the first
investigattion of radiativve cooling of nano-object in the spirit off the environm
ment-controlled changes of spontaneous
emission (Drexhage 19974, Purcell 1946). The theermal Bose-Eiinstein distribbution dictatess here the emiission rather
than de-eexcitation proccesses. We innvestigated [E
Eur. Phys. J. B 85, 233, (2012)] the ddynamics of rrelaxation of
nanoparticcles at differennt distances frrom the surfacce of a bulk m
material and higghlighted the existence of aan oscillation
for the theermal relaxation time as a function
fu
of thee separation frrom the surfacce, an analoguee of Friedel osscillations in
Fermi liquuids.
E. Contro
olling emissio
on and absorrption with n
nanophotoniccs
i) Controolling thermaal emission. T
This line of reesearch builds on one of the strength of the group whho pioneered
coherent thermal
t
emisssion, demonstrrating that a thhermal source could be bothh quasi monocchromatic andd directional.
We are nnow introduciing the conceept of activelly controlled thermal emission [Naturee 478, 191 (22011)]. One
demonstraation of electtrically controolled emissivitty was reportted recently [[APL 102, 0881125 (2013)]]. We could
design cooherent thermaal sources, “thhermal antennna”, by propeer surface textturing exploitiing the coherrence arising
from surfface modes [J.. Appl.Phys. 109, 034315, ((2011)]. We thhen proposed a new conceppt of commutaable thermal
antenna from
fr
materialss locally coateed with metall-insulator phaase change m
materials [PRB 84, 161413, (2011)]. By
controllinng the materiall phase by opttical, thermal oor electrical m
means, the induuced grating sswitches betw
ween a highly
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directional emissive state and a weakly emissive insulating state [Brevet FR68393, n° dépôt 12 61498], up to the
MHz rate.
ii) Optimizing solar energy absorption. The group is involved in 3 programs devoted to optimizing absorption for
solar cells. One of them addresses the grand challenge of designing a resonator operating for any incident angle and
any solar frequency in order to absorb in an active layer as thin as 50 nm, as required for hot-carrier solar cells. We
have designed a resonant structure that absorbs 66% of the incident photons [APL 97, 221111 (2010)]. The second
line of research revisits the validity of radiative transfer theory for ultrathin layers in order to model quantitatively
the effect of scattering in solar cells in the context of CIGS [Cu(In,Ga)Se2] solar cells. Finally, we also design
selective absorbers that allow more than 85% of the incident flux for thermodynamics solar energy in collaboration
with Total.
iii) Light extraction. Following the illuminating results on extraction from GaN-based LEDs brought until 2008 by
the thesis of A. David (half at UCSB), a high-level review paper [Rep.Prog.Phys. 75, 12651, (2012)] was published.
F. PERSPECTIVES
 Quantum nanophotonics: Besides the suite of the HOM activity detailed in §2, we will continue developing
nanoantennae for single photon emission. Our goal is to increase the radiative efficiency of plasmonic patch
antennas while keeping large Purcell factors using metallo-dielectric structures. Another direction will deal with
many quantum dots interacting with plasmonic resonant nanostructures. This poses the issue of collective
emission and absorption for solid-state emitters with a wealth of novel physics to be explored due to the presence
of inhomogeneous broadening, dephasing and strong interactions.
 Guided nanophotonics: We will explore the potential of the PT-symmetry structures. We are also willing to
explore the potential of the inverse-rib waveguides and developing new strategies to fabricate them.
 IR incandescent sources: A strong effort has just started on the development of novel IR incandescent sources.
We envision developing sources that can be tailored to be directional, quasi-monochromatic, and highly efficient.
We will also develop new sources with amplitudes modulated at frequencies above 1MHz using novel approaches
including the ENZ effect and graphene based sources.
 Solar energy: Our efforts on solar energy will continue. Here, the key objective is to develop new absorbing
structures which can efficiently absorb over a broad spectrum while reducing the active region thickness.
 Radiative heat transfer at the nanoscale: Our goals are: (i) to apply these concepts to near-field thermophotovoltaics; (ii) to explore the potential of novel many-body structures including graphene structures; (iii) to conceive
circuits for thermal light.
 Electrical sources of surface plasmons: While one of the key advantages of surface plasmons is the possibility of
confining electromagnetic fields to sub-wavelengths volumes, their excitation usually involves diffraction limited
beams. Hence, developing ultra-small electrical sources of surface plasmons is a critical issue. By taking
advantage of the demonstrated source of lasing Tamm plasmon modes, we will design surface plasmons sources.
2. Reputation and Academic Attractivity
Invited lectures and review papers: The group members have given 67 invited lectures at international conferences
and international schools since 2008. They have written 8 invited review papers or book chapters.
Impact: The papers written by the permanent researchers of the group have been cited over 8000 times in the last
five years (ISI web of knowledge).
Project grants: The group has obtained 11 grants from ANR, 3 grants from CNano, 4 grants from RTRA and 2
grants from the european commission. It has also obtained two Procope (French-German) grants.
Collaborations: The group has collaborated with many partners: PMC(X), BIOC(X), Thales TRT, IEF (U-PSud),
LPN, LPL (U-PSud), LNIO (UTT), UCSB (Mat Dept), HKUST (Institute of Adv. Studies & Physics Dept), Univ
Ghent, Univ St Andrews, EPFL Lausanne, Dept of Physics (Univ Würzburg), Genewave, Soraa Inc.(USA), Dept of
Physics (Lomonosov, Moscow), Institut Langevin, Univ Oldenburg, CEA, LPS Orsay, PPrime, Institut Néel,
LPICM(X)
Scientific networks: The group members participate to the GDR “Ondes” and the international GDR "Nanoscale
radiative Heat transfer". The group belongs to the Labex NanoSaclay (JJ Greffet is member of the board and head
of the Nanophotonics flagship of the Labex). The group is also associated to the Equipex TEMPOS.
Scientific conferences: The members of the group are members of scientific committees of major conferences such
as Near-Field Optics, SPIE, NanoMeta, Rad-13, EOS Annual Meeting. They have organized many national and
international conferences: a session of META12 on diffractive optics, a session of META13 on parity-timesymmetry, a session of the JMC13 on Heat transfer and forces at the nanoscale, a school at Les Houches on
"nanoscale radiative heat transfer", two sessions of IQEC/CLEO on Light-matter interaction at the nanoscale, an
international workshop on Nanoantennae, the series of Nanophotonics Colloquiums of the Labex NanoSaclay.
Prizes: JJ Greffet received the Ixcore foundation Award and has been appointed senior member of the Institut
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Universitaire de France. P. Lalanne became a fellow of the SPIE and was appointed Carl Zeiss visiting Professor at
the Abbe School of Jena in 2010. H.T. Liu was the recipient of the 2008 Gilles Kahn Award of the FFCSA de
l’Académie des Sciences for his work in our group on the extraordinary transmission. J. Yang received the Chinese
Government Award for Outstanding Self-financed Students Abroad in 2013 for his PhD work on metamaterials. P.
Ben-Abdallah received the Bronze medal of CNRS in 2009.
Post doc and invited professors: the group has hosted one invited professor (HT Liu, 18 month) and 16 postdocs.
Editorial committees: H. Benisty is the Editor of "Photonic and Nanostructures, Fundamentals and Applications"
(Elsevier, IF:2). P. Lalanne is in the editorial board of Laser & Photonics Reviews (Wiley, IF:9).

3. INTERACTIONS WITH SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Patents: 5 patents have been filed.
Industrial collaboration:
- Research contract "Optiss" with Total.
- One ANR project in collaboration with the company DeltaDore towards the design of IR emitters for gas detection.
- One ANR project in collaboration with Horiba. One ANR started in 2013 with Morpho and Nikkoia.
- H. Benisty is a founding member of the company Genewave, now merged with Mobidiag (april 2013). He is also a
consultant for Genewave, L'Oréal and a coach for Archimej incubation.
Outreach activities:
H Benisty and PhD students were actively involved in the exhibition at Palais de la Découverte "Un chercheur, une
manip". A 1-meter-size, dynamic, LED-lit, “Photonic Crystal Cavity” mock-up has been realized by the
Palais’workshop. It has been further duplicated for use in the “Nano-Ecole” housed at IEF.
- Members of the group participate to the "Fête de la Science" every year.
- 9 conferences for highschool students and/or highschool professors have been given.
- JJ Greffet was member of the organizing committee for the celebration of Lippman's Nobel Prize centenary.
- The group organized a one day event on nanophotonics for "classe préparatoires" professors.
- 5 papers have been published in Photoniques, Bulletin de l'Union des Physiciens or Images de la Physique.
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MANOLIA GROUP MEMBERS
Head: PAULIAT Gilles Directeur de Recherche, CNRS
Faculty and research faculty holding permanent positions
ROOSEN Gérald
FREY Robert
DELAYE Philippe
CUNIOT-PONSARD Mireille
JONATHAN Jean-Michel
LEBRUN Sylvie
DUBREUIL Nicolas

Directeur de Recherche CNRS (départ retraite, janvier 2009)
Directeur de Recherche CNRS (départ retraite, 2010)
Directeur de Recherche CNRS
Chargée de recherche CNRS
Professeur IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Maître de Conférences IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Maître de Conférences IOGS/U. Paris-Sud, habilité

Research engineer
DESVIGNES Jean-Michel

Ingénieur CNRS, (départ retraite, septembre 2008)

Doctoral students
ASTIC Magali
BARON Alexandre
KROEGER Felix
CHARLET Gabriel
CONTRERAS Kevin
SHAN Liye
ODEN Jérémy
BARBIER Margaux

allocataire, defended December 2008, ingénieur recherche IMEP-LAHC
allocataire, defended December 2010, post-doc CRPP Bordeaux
allocataire, defended December 2010, Ingénieur à Deutche Telekom
full time engineer, defended February 2011, research engineer at Alcatel
allocataire, defended February 2011, post-doc UCL, Louvain La Neuve
allocataire, defended December 2012, back to her home country
allocataire, 2010allocataire DGA, 2011-

Visiting scientists and post-doctoral fellows
TREBAOL Stéphane
RYASNYANSKIY Aleksandr
JOHN Beena-Mary
TONG Limin
VIENNE Guillaume
BUY Christelle
PHAN-HUY Minh Châu
AGRAWAL Govind P.

ATER 2010-2011,
Post Doc, octobre 2007- septembre 2009
Post Doc, Sept 2007 août 2008
Prof. Invité Erasmus Mundus avril-juillet 2008
Prof. Invité Univ Paris Sud janv. -2008
ATER 2009-2010,
Post Doc 2009-2010 et 2010-2012
Prof. Invité, 18 mai- 19 juin 2009.

Master level trainees (for at least 3 months)
ABUALROB Hadil
ARCHER Justice
ILIESCO Eddy
DONG Renxing
FAN Bo
LEBLANC Nicolas
OYOUMBA Wilfried
DE Syamsundar
DEROY Julien
KOPTYUG Irina

Stagiaires Erasmus, 3 mois en 2010
Stagiaire M1, 3 mois en 2010
Stagiaire L3, 3 mois en 2011
Stagiaire M1, 3 mois en 2011
Stagiaire 1A IOGS, 3 mois en 2011
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Stagiaire M2, 3 mois en 2010
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Stagiaire M1 IOGS, 3 mois en 2009
Stagiares, Erasmus Mundus M1, 3 mois en 2009
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1. SC
CIENTIFIC
C REPORT
T
As so manny other reseaarch groups w
worldwide, we investigate noonlinear opticss. We neverthheless make ouur difference
by masterring the compllete chain goinng from the phhysics of the nnonlinear opticcal interactionss to the implem
mentation of
optical fuunctions until tthe developmeent of the applications and ttheir relative know-how
k
traansfer toward tthe industry.
We want to maintain thhis specificityy by systematically examining the applicaability of our research outputs trying to
t research conducted on S
Stimulated Raman Scatterinng during the
transfer thhem wheneverr possible. As an example, the
period 20003-2008, now
w becomes our strongest valoorisation projeect.
Our major researcch results are reported
r
below
w. In the comiing years, we intend to purssue each of thhese research
“
nnonlinearities
topics aloong the lines ddepicted in eacch paragraph. We have lauunched a new topic named “evanescent
with nanoofibres”. This ttopic seems too be rich in terrms of physicss and applicattions. We will probably givee this topic a
stronger im
mportance in the near futuree.
We are also veryy concerned aabout the posssible answers that nonlineaar optics could bring to major societal
challenges. Some of ouur current ressearches are aalready motivaated by these issues (long term data arcchiving). We
permanenntly explore neew potential reesearch topicss conforming tto these requirrements. We have
h
identifiedd such a new
hot topic in the area of optical coommunicationss in which w
we could applly our vision of nonlinearr processing.
Although we have just conducted ouur first modelliing on this toppic, “Optical ddata mining foor telecommunnication”, we
o optical netw
work capacityy. We thereforre shortly desscribe it in a
think we may contribuute to break thhe deadlock of
dedicated paragraph “O
Optical data miining for teleccommunicationn”.
ong term datta archiving
A. Very lo
Until receently, the bigggest challenge in data storagge was produccing devices w
with ultrahigh capacities. W
We have been
working aalong this linee and developed during the last period thhe so-called “L
Lippmann datta storage techhnique”. We
demonstraated that this robust
r
optical data storage ttechnique shouuld lead to cappacities largerr than 1 TBytee for a 1 mm
thick diskk of 12 cm in ddiameter. How
wever, the archhiving life of thhis storage sysstem is limitedd to a few tenss of years by
the degraddation of the pphotopolymerr used for dataa recording. Thhis limitation is severe. Indeeed, data storaage is facing
a new unnexpected challlenge. Whilee our modern society produuces more datta every day, the lifetime of our mass
storage deevices is shortter than the period over whhich the data need
n
to be stoored. Medical data should bbe stored for
periods loonger than thee patient life, public adminnistrations, bannks, libraries, mining, movvie industries should even
store dataa over more thhan 100 years. We thus recoonsider this daata storage prooblem on how to store data uunder a high
density fo
for archiving over centuriees. These
Reead/write dataa storage
thoughts are conduucted throuugh our
syystem. A spatiial light
SPADON
participatiion to thhe GIS S
moddulator is usedd to encode
(Groupem
ment d'Intérêtt Scientifiquee sur les
pages of dataa on a
Supports Pérennes d'A
Archivage des DOnnées
w
wavelength
tuuneable
Numériquues), and to thhe “Archive & Forget”
wavefront. Daata are
project. T
This project, led by the company
waveelength multipllexed in the
GLAZT, http://glazt.coom/, aims at realizing
ssame locationn of the
CD like disks made oof glass for aarchiving.
recoording materiaal. Various
Although the first goal of Archive & Forget is
locations are addrressed with
t
one
to reach archiving liives larger than
thee XY moving pplatform.
with our partnners in this coonsortium
century, w
we also ppropose storagge solutions reegrouping
the issues of both archivving life and uultra highcapacity.
B Poumellec and M. Lanccry from the ICMMO (Orssay), we havee started our m
modeling on
In parallel, with B.
volumetriic data storagee by small refrractive index pperturbations written in the volume of sillica by picosecond pulses.
The first estimations annticipate TBytte capacities aand archiving life times oveer centuries. W
We now intendd to validate
f
experimeent. If, they aree validated, annd if this archhitecture confirms its compaatibility with
these moddellings by a first
the technoological issuess of a compacct and robust read-write
r
devvice, then we will increase our effort on this topic in
the cominng period.
Collaborations: Gllazt; LOMA Bordeaux;
B
ENSAM-IS2M M
Mulhouse; ICM
MMO, Orsay.
B. Stimulated Raman Scattering in nanofibress
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In 2008 w
we launched a new research project on nannofibres. Thesse tapered nannofibres are opptical fibres strretched until
their diam
meter becomess comparable to the optical wavelength. At these smalll diameters, tthe guided lighht exhibits a
pronounceed evanescentt field that exttends
Platform for
f pulling
outside the fibre and senses the
nanofibrees. The two
surroundinng medium. W
We anticipatedd that
computerr controlled
significannt optical noonlinearities, also
translatiion stages
called “evvanescent nonnlinearities” ccould
pull the fibre
fi
that is
be excitedd in this surrouunding medium
m. In
heated byy the flame.
collaborattion with prof. L. Tong
T
Inset: sscanning
(Zhejiangg Universityy, China), we
electroon beam
developedd a pulling plaatform, see figgure,
microscoppe image of
specially designed to draw nanoffibres
a nannofibre.
optimizedd for this demonstrationn of
evanescennt nonlinearrities. We now
perfectly control their profiles: theirr diameters caan be as smalll as a few huundreds nanom
metres over leengths up to
10 cm. Inn spite of theese small diam
meters, their transmission remains larger than 90%.. Our first deemonstration
concernedd stimulated R
Raman Scatterring in a liquidd probed by thhe evanescentt field of a tappered silica naanofibre. We
either useed a pure liquiid, ethanol, orr a mixture off liquids, tolueene diluted inn ethanol to coontrol the refrractive index
and evaneescent field. V
Very efficient R
Raman converrsion up to thee second Stokees was evidencced with a low
w power subnanoseconnd microlaser..
Giveen the large chhoice of available materialss for the mediium surroundinng the nanofibbre, the opticaal dispersion
can be enngineered and the nonlineariity can be optiimized. Thesee demonstratioons pave the w
way to the expploration of a
new classs of experimennts and devicees. We pursuee this work with Prof. L. Tong.
T
Next, wee thus want too investigate
parametric four wave-m
mixing in theese systems. W
We also expeect a strong suurface secondd order nonlinnearity. This
whose main
would alllow the creattion of compaact quantum sources basedd on paramettric fluorescennce, sources w
advantagee being to deliver photons optimally m
matched to a teelecom fibre mode, makinng them ideal for lossless
connectioons to fibre opttic networks.
In paarallel, this yeear, we startedd to collaboraate with J.C. B
Beugnot, from
m Femto-ST inn Besançon, too investigate
Brillouin scattering in nnanofibres. W
We pulled nanoofibres whose diameters andd lengths weree optimized to enhance the
t
nanofibree allows the
Brillouin effect. The first publisheed results shoow that the acoustic conffinement in the
propagatioon of new andd strong acoustic modes, succh as surface aacoustic wavess. The strong aacoustic couplling with the
environm
ment should favvour the operaation of sensorrs. We work inn this directionn.
Collaborations: Prrof. L.M. Tongg, Zhejiang Unniversity, Chinna; J.C. Beugnnot, Femto-ST
T, Besançon.
C. Parametric four wa
ave mixing in
n hollow corre microstrucctured fibress
The searcch for efficiennt and high qquantum qualiity source of pairs of entaangled photonns has been thhe object of
numerouss researches in the last tw
wenty years. R
Recently, thirdd order nonlinnearities in fiibres were prooposed as a
solution w
with multiple advantages am
mong which tthe high brighhtness and the possibility too easily conneect, with low
losses, these sourcces to thee optical
communiccation networrks. Nevertheless these
Experimentall phase
sources suuffer of the loow quantum quality of
maatching curve deduced
the emittted pairs corrrupted by unncorrelated
from the dispersion
Raman phhotons generaated by the gglass core.
measurementt of the
The Ram
man spectral bbands are inddeed very
accetone-d6 filleed hollow
large andd close to tthe signal baands. We
ccore fibres. The points
propose to improve thee quality of thhe photon
t the
correspond to
pairs by using liquid filled holllow core
meeasured positiion of the
photonic crystal fibress. Raman phhotons are
paarametric ampplification
still unavooidably generrated, but theyy originate
maximum
m.
from the liquid
l
core. Thhe Raman speectral lines
are then m
much narroweer and widely spaced than iin glass. Theyy can now be easily
filtered ouut.
We have implemented a set-upp to observe and characterrize correlatedd pairs of phootons in such liquid filled
mulated ampliification in a pump probe
hollow coore photonic ccrystal fibres. We have currrently observeed optical stim
regime wiith position off gain maximuum coherent w
with the phase m
matching curvve.
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In tthe very nearr future, we will observee the photon pairs generaated in the sspontaneous rregime. The
characteriization of thesse pairs will alllow comparinng the brightneess and quantuum visibility of
o our source w
with existing
sources and
a with theooretical modells. This will open the waay to observee the generation of entanggled pairs in
collaborattion with LTC
CI, and the dessign of new ooptimized fibrees with our paartners of XLIIM, but also thhe design of
new multii-pump four w
wave mixing seet-ups such ass "Bragg scatteering" experim
ments for frequuency conversion of single
photons.
Collaborations: Isabelle Zaquine, LTCI Teleccom ParisTechh; Fetah Benabbid, XLIM (Liimoges).
D. Non lin
nearity enha
ancement in sslow ligh wa
aveguides and
d microcavities
Since their apparition ttwenty years ago, photonicc crystal strucctures have atttracted a largee amount of rresearch and
Among their various
v
properrties, light locaalization in sloow mode waveguides and m
microcavities
applicatioon proposals. A
gives stroong promises for the increaase of nonlinear performannces of photoonic devices. Our
O researchees have thus
focused oon the theoretiical and experrimental demoonstration of thhe enhancemeent of nonlineearities in thesse structures.
We have thus realizedd the first exxperimental quuantitative evvaluation of tthe influence of light conffinement on
waveguide. W
We
nonlineariities in a slow mode w
demonstraated that a new hieraarchy betweeen
nonlinear mechanisms has to be coonsidered in tthe
conceptioon of devices such as Ramaan amplifiers or
Kerr switcches.
Thiss comprehensiion of the inteeraction betweeen
nonlineariity and microstructurationn, allied to a
constant development
d
oof our experim
mental tools ffor
the characcterization of these structures, has led us to
propose a new techhnique for ccontrolling thhat
interactionn between nonlinearitiess in photonnic
crystal deevices. We have
h
thus realized the first
demonstraation of the application oof the cohereent
control teechnique to coompensate foor the resonannce
shift due to carrier effeect and thus tto maximize tthe
injection of short puulse energy in a nonlineear
microcaviity (see figure)).

Meassured spectra ttransmitted unnder various taailored
chirpedd pulse excitattions. With thee correct posittive chirp
(blue curve), a largger energy is iinjected in the cavity.

In ccollaboration with IEF, O
Orsay, we aree now startinng to study slow-mode
s
SOI photonic crystal slot
waveguiddes. Slot waveeguides are eempty-core plaanar waveguiide that can bbe filled by sstrongly nonliinear optical
materials.. Such materiaals could be ppolymer embedded carbon nanotubes
n
succh as the oness we are goingg to study in
collaborattion with the Nanyang Tecchnological U
University of Singapore.
S
In the longer terrm, using these new high
efficiencyy materials annd our coherent control toools, we intendd to study andd manipulate the dynamicss of coupled
nonlinear microcavitiess.
Collaborations: A
Antoine Godaard, ONERA-D
DMPH, Palaisseau; Éric Casssan, IEF, Orsay; Thales R
Research and
Technologgy; G.P. Agrrawal, Institutee of Optics, Rochester ; K
Kin Kee Chow
w, Nanyang T
Technologicall University,
Singaporee.
E. Stronttium Barium Niobate (SB
BN) thin filmss for electro-optic and no
on linear pho
otonic appliccations
The drivee towards minniaturization annd the develoopment of phootonic crystalss have oriented researchers towards the
preparatioon of nonlineaar materials in the form of thhin films. Theese open the ppath to the reallization of futuure photonic
devices liike waveguidee modulators with a voltage-length produuct lowered by
b orders of m
magnitude, or electricallytunable phhotonic crystaals. Electro-opptic thin films may be obtainned either by crystal slicingg and wafer boonding or by
epitaxial deposition.
d
Effforts reportedd in the literatuure have focussed on the prim
mary electro-ooptic material LiNbO3 and
some titannates (BST annd PLZT). Wee chose to devvelop strontium
m barium niobbate epitaxial thin
t
films (SrxBa1-xNb2O6,
noted SBN
N : 100x) because this ferrooelectric materrial exhibits ann exceptionallly high electroo-optic coefficcient, greatly
exceedingg that of LiNbbO3. A secondd motivation to
t prepare SB
BN in the form
m of a thin fillm is it makess it easier to
engineer ferroelectric
f
ddomains using an atomic forrce microscoppe. Domain paatterns may bee designed andd “engraved”
in view off optimizing a quasi-phase-m
matching regim
me used for wavelength
w
connversion.
The implementatiion of SBN ellectro-optic prroperties requuires a successsful hetero-epiitaxial growthh of the film
with (001) SBN directiion perpendicuular to a latticce-matched coonductive subsstrate plane. A (001) SBN /// (001) Pt //
h been achieeved by using the RF magnnetron sputterinng of Pt and cceramic SBN
(001) MgO double epittaxial growth has
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targets. O
Our films exhibbit ferroelectriic properties cclose to those of SBN crysttals and a strong dielectric non
n linearity
at room teemperature.
Stanndard methodss of measuringg electrooptic coefficients in a thin film use approxim
mations that strrongly affect
their reliaability. For tthis reason w
we have devvelopped an original methhod that does not use anny of these
approxim
mations. The ellectric field innduced variatioon in the refleectivity of a [eelectrode/film//electrode/subbstrate] stack
is measurred versus inciident angle annd optical polaarization. Thee magnitudes and
a signs of tthe electro-opttic, converse
piezoelecttric, and electtro-absorptive coefficients oof the film caan be simultanneously and unnambiguouslyy determined
from thesse measuremennts. Conversee-piezoelectric and electro-aabsorptive effe
fects have been found signiificant in the
film respoonse at a freqquency below piezoelectric resonance. Diiagonal and efffective EO coefficients off a SBN film
are measuured larger thhan those of a crystal of liithium niobatee (LN) at thee same waveleength =633 nm. Further
improvem
ments are undeer investigationn.
KPFM im
mages (b, d) off two areas in
Atoomic Force Miicroscopy
a SBN film where the tthree capital
provides the means to write,
L
have beenn previously
letters LCF
read, annd investigaate local
“written” by moving thhe biased tip
polarizatioon in a thin ffilm. The
in conttact with the suurface. The
SBN ressponse to a poling
topograpphy is shown on
o the left of
process hhas been invvestigated
each KPF
FM image (heiight scale is a
using thee Kelvin Probbe Force
few tens oof nanometers)). The poling
Microscoppy (KPFM). We have
voltages applied to thee tip were -10
establisheed the rellationship
mage) and +10 V (bottom
V (top im
between the KPFM siignal and
imagge) so that thee written
the polariization in a poled film
polariz
ization had thee direction
It is
area beloow the tip.
indicaated below eacch image.
exploited
to
quanntitatively
investigatte the role oof poling
parameterrs or deposition conditionss as well as tthe stability oof the writtenn
polarizatioon. We aim att the realizatioon of test devicces.
Collaborations: FE
EMTO ST, Beesançon; LMO
OPS, Metz; IEM
MN, Lille.
F. Optica
al data minin
ng for telecom
mmunication
ns
Space divvision multipleexing is seriouusly considereed as one of the
t very few ppossibilities too increase thee capacity of
telecomm
munication netw
works. Each sspatial mode oof a multimodde fibre is treaated as a singlle mode fibre that already
contains a given numbeer of data chaannels. Using multimode, innstead of singlemode, fibress should thus increase the
capacity bby a factor eqqual to the nuumber of spatiial modes. Neevertheless, thhe current impplementations are strongly
limited to a few spatial modes by the unavoidable cross-talk
c
betw
ween them.
We ppropose to by--pass this crosss-talk problem
m. We still waant to work on spatial multipplexing, i.e. to increase the
capacity bby using a mulltimode fibre, but we do nott consider thatt a data channnel should neceessarily be connducted by a
single spaatial mode. We
W propose to work directlyy on the data channel, no m
matter this datta channel is carried by a
single spaatial mode or spread over several
s
modes. A data channnel spread ovver several spaatial modes caan indeed be
optically identified: it iis fully spatiallly coherent. Demultiplexin
D
ng N data chaannels is thus equivalent to separate the
multimodde fibre outputt into N spatiaally fully coheerent beams. We
W master thee tools to measure the spatiaal coherence
(ex. interfferometry) andd to manipulaate it (filters w
with nonlinear optics or spattial light modu
dulators). We tthus propose
new schemes to enhannce the spatiall coherence of an optical bbeam, i.e. to eextract a data channel from
m this beam.
we also plan to realize fulll self-organizzing systems able
a
to autom
matically separrate the data
Based onn these tools, w
channels. These self-orrganizing systtems share maany features inn common wiith the self-orgganizing laserr cavities we
matically seleccts one cohereent mode from
m a series off spatial and
previouslyy developed iin which the cavity autom
spectral m
modes.
We have started tthe first analyyses this yearr. We now inttend to perforrm the first exxperiment to validate our
proposal. Using two daata channels sppread over thee modes of a multimode fibbre, we plan tto demonstratee that a nonwo beams, eachh of them beinng spatially cooherent, thus
linear opttical processorr can efficientlly separate thee output in tw
corresponnding to one off the two data channels.
2. Re
eputation and academic a
attractivity
Group meembers serve as chairmen of
o scientific m
meetings (Topiical meeting oof the EOS, Horizons de l’O
Optique) and
participatee to scientific committees or
o organizing committees
c
off numerous sccientific conferrences. They also
a serve in
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editorial ccommittees (JJEOS:RP) andd as referees for various sscientific journnals. They acct as experts for research
projects (A
ANR, ANRT,…) and recruiitment selectioon committeess (“commissioons de spécialiistes”).
Gillees Pauliat is a member of tthe board of the French Opptical Society. He has just finished
f
his laast term as a
board meember of the E
European Opttical Society at the end off 2012. He was
w also a meember of the EOS fellow
committeee.
Gillees Pauliat is aalso member of
o the Scientific Council off Holo3, Sainnt Louis Francce, a centre off technology
transfer sppecialized in ooptics.

3. INTERACT
TION WITH
H THE SOCIIAL, ECON
NOMIC AND
D CULTURA
AL ENVIRO
ONMENT
Sc
cientific assistance and know-how ttransfers
Wheneverr possible we try to make oour expertise aand know-how
w useful for thee industry. Exxcept for the fiirst contacts,
our discusssions are alw
ways conducteed under the ccover of a Non Disclosure Agreement. D
During the last period, we
have signned 6 such N
NDA agreemeents (Essilor, Bayer, Horibba Jobin-Yvoon, Opton, LM
MDC, Dorem
mi). We also
finalized the transfer of our know-how on the phhotorefractive sensor to ESP
PCI, that now
w completely takes care of
m
these set-uups for ultrasoonic imaging iin scattering media.
We nnow put our strongest effort
rts toward the industrial exploitation of ouur previously developed
d
research results
on “wavellength converrsion by Stimuulated Raman sscattering in liiquid filled hoollow core phootonic fibres”: our Rambio
project. T
These Rambioo converters aallow
Rambiio wavelength converter
obtaining any wavelenngth among a full
presennted in operatiion during
b just connecting
series of wavelengths by
the OpptDiag conference. The
a Rambioo fibre to the output of a ffixed
commeercial green m
microlaser
wavelength laser. Thiss project wonn the
beam
m is convertedd in a red
award “F
Fibre de l’innnovation” in 22011.
diffracttion limited beeam by the
We proteccted its realizaation by a pateent in
waveleength converteer (fibre in
2012. Firsst tools have bbeen elaborateed to
the boottom left handd corner).
repetitivelly fabricate thhese converterrs. In
2012, w
we showedd one Ram
mbio
demonstraator (see figurre) at the OpttDiag
conferencce in Paris.
In coollaboration with
w industrial and academicc partners (IMM
MC (Orsay), LMDC,
L
Horibba,…), we now
w investigate
the applicability of thhis technologgy to differennt potential m
markets: oncology, dermaatology and ffluorescence
microscoppy.
Education Ma
anagement
Group m
members are strongly invoolved in teacching manageement: Jean-M
Michel Jonathhan manages the “École
Supérieurre d’Optique”; Sylvie Lebrrun is the edducation manaager of the seecond year off ESO; Nicollas Dubreuil
coordinatees the two yeaar Master proggramme “Optiqque Matière P
Plasma”.
Sc
cience popu
ularization
We regullarly contribuute to the poopularization oof
science. O
Our backgrounnd activity is represented bby
our routinne implicationn in the “Fête de la Sciencee”,
and by articles in laarge audience publicationns,
Photoniquues, Optics annd Photonics News. We aare
also invollved in much more absorbiing actions. For
instance, we were verry strongly innvolved in thhe
organisatiion, research of sponsors, ddesign and seetup of thhe exhibit “U
Un monde enn couleurs: dde
Gabriel L
Lippmann à laa nanophotonnique” that waas
presentedd during one yeear (June 20099-May 2010) in
the Palaiss de la Découuverte in Pariis. This exhibbit
has then bbeen moved as
a a travellingg exhibit in thhe
Luxembouurg. It has beeen seen by tens of thousandss of visitors.
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Partial viiew of the
exhibit preesented in
Palaiss de la
Découvertte in Paris
withh our
reproducttion of an
« iconosscope »
(historicaal viewer
for Lipppmann’s
pictuure)
cities

of

Cachan

and

BIOPHOTONICS
BIOPHOTONIQUE
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BIOPHOTONICS GROUP MEMBERS
The Biophotonics group was established in July 2011.
Head: CANVA Michael Directeur de Recherche, CNRS (Visiting Scientist, Duke University, Sept. 2009 - August 2010).
Faculty and research faculty holding permanent positions:
DUBOIS Arnaud
MOREAU Julien
PERRONET Karen
WESTBROOK Nathalie

Professeur IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Maître de Conférences, IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Chargée de Recherche, CNRS
Professeure IOGS/U. Paris-Sud

Doctoral students
BLAVIER Marie
DUVAL Aurélien
HOTTIN Jérôme
DULIN David
SACCHET Delphine
DEVAUGES Viviane
LE GALL Antoine
NAKKACH Mohamed
BAYLEYEGN Masreshaw
CHAMTOURI Maha
FISZMAN Nicolas
SEREDA Alexandra
FEDERICI Antoine
SARKAR Mitradeep

CIFRE CTP, defended Jan..2008, ingénieur CDD Observatoire Meudon
Allocataire UPSud, defended July 2009, chercheur vacataire Canada
CIFRE Genoptics, defended July 2009, post-doctorant U. Lille
All. UPSud, thèse sout. Oct. 09, post-doc à Bionanosciences Dpt TU Delft
Allocataire UPSud, defended July 2010, prof. classes préparatoires
Allocataire UPSud, defended en Dec. 2011, post-doc King's college UK
All. UPSud, defended Nov. 2011, post-doc au CBS, Montpellier
Divers dont groupe, defended July 2012, enseignant-chercheur Tunisie
Allocataire UPSud, defended December 2012, Post-Doc Boston
Cotutelle avec U Tunis, defended May 2013
Bourse thèse CNRS conjointe INP-INSB, October 2010 CIFRE HORIBA, October 2011 Allocataire U-PSud,October 2012Allocataire IDEX Paris-Saclay, October 2012-

Visiting scientists and post-doctoral fellows
BARBILLON Grégory
CHOMMY Hélène,
DUVAL Aurélien
GREBENUYK Anton
GUROV Igor
KONISHI Tsuyoshi
MAKHLOUF Houssine
RODRIGUEZ-OTAZO Mariela
ROY Maitreyee
SPADAVECCHIA Jolanda
VISSCHER Koen
WALBOTT Hélène

Post-doct ATER Sept 2009 – August 2010
Post-doc November-December 2012 (financement ANR)
Post-doc August 2009 – December 2010, chercheur vacataire Canada
Oct 2012 - déc 2012, then a doctoral student atSaratov University (Russia)
Head of the Optics department at ISMO, Saint-Petersbourg (Russia)
Chercheur invité, Osaka University, Japan (2009-2010)
Post-doc October 2011 - March 2012
guest scientist January - March 2013 (RTRA-triangle de la physique)
guest scientist, National Measurement Institute, West Lindfield, Australia (2 wk 2008)
Post-doc de May 2006 - October 2009, actuellement CR CNRS
Univ. Tucson, USA, 6 months (2009-2010) (UPSud, CNRS)
Post-doc March 2012 - March 2013 (financement ANR)

Engineering support
The group benefitted considerably from the engineering support staff, and in particular Alain Aide, draftsman, and
Alain Bellemain and Gisèle Roger, instrumentation engineers. It interacted as well with all research engineers in the
instrumentation, lasers, technology, and scientific computing support staff.
Master level trainees (for at least 3 months)
KOKHANOVSKY Alexey, M1, 2013
DE TOLDI Eliot, M1, 2013
SIRET David, M1, 2013
GILLANT Flavie, M2, 2013
COMTET Jean, X3, 2012-2013
FEDERICI Antoine, M2, 2012
DELLA VALLE Cécile, X3, 2011-2012
VAZQUEZ-FACI Tania, M2 (ENS Cachan), 02-07/2012
SARKAR Mitradeep, M1, 2011

SASHALA NAIK Alvin, M1 2011
MU Cong, M1, 2010
SIVANKUTTY Siddharth, M2, 2010
BRZEZINSKI Michal, M1, 2009
M’ZAH Abir, M2 Math et informatique, 2009
BAYLEYEGN Masreshaw M2, 2009
OUISSA Ghizlane, M2 Bio-ingénierie 2008
REHBINDER Jean, X4, 2008

(In addition, about ten short term interns were hosted in the group).
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1. SCIENTIFIC REPORT
The Biophotonics group conducts its research activity at the interface between photonics and biochemical/biomedical
applications. It holds and develops an expertise in optical coherence tomography (OCT), high-resolution
fluorescence microscopy, optical tweezers and plasmonics imaging, with a constant concern about applications.
Close collaborations with biologists, chemists and hospital doctors address applications ranging from fundamental
studies of ribosome dynamics to optical biochips and to ophthalmology, neurology and atherosclerosis. Our goal is to
"advance the frontiers" of photonic characterization systems in relationship with actual biochemical issues.
The Biophotonics group was recently created, as of July 2011. It brought together three teams that were already
part of Laboratoire Charles Fabry, from the groups "Laser and Biophotonics" and "Atom Optics". These teams
shared scientific interests including strong interactions with biochemists, biologists and medical doctors. The new
group provides a clearer image of our activities in the fast-growing field of biophotonics, both towards our
colleagues of the scientific community as well as towards the increasing number of students interested in this field.
We are involved in the development of new graduate courses in biophotonics, and participate in the structuration of
research at the interface between physics and biology in the Plateau de Saclay area, as well as taking part in outreach
activity towards a broader public. Over this period, the group has been representing CNRS and IOGS as the French
core-founding member of the European Network of Excellence in Biophotonics, Photonics for Life, P4L,
Networking for better Health Care.
The Biophotonics group consists of 5 permanent researchers, and about the same number of PhD students and
visitors. To achieve our goals we also benefit from close collaboration with the simulation and clean room facilities,
namely Mondher BESBES, Anne-Lise COUTROT and Buntha EA-KIM, as well as support from instrumental
engineering, namely Florence FUCHS and Sylvie JANICOT. The present structure of the group, and consequently
that of the following scientific report, still reflects the activities of the three teams, namely "NanoBioPlasmonics",
"Biomedical Imaging Systems" and "Single Molecule Biophysics". Noticeably, in the course of those last two years,
interactions within the new group has already led to new projects based on shared expertise, such as the combination
of optical tweezers and optical coherence tomography to study the mechano-transduction of endothelial cells in the
context of atherosclerosis.
In this report, we will present the current group activities, organized in three subsections:
"NanoBioPlasmonics", "Biomedical Imaging Systems" and "Single Molecule Biophysics" corresponding to the
former constituting teams, which covers most of the reporting period. For each one of them we will point out our
important results in the areas of instrumentation, photonics and bio-applications, our focus being always on
designing innovative optical systems to address open bio-applications issues. We will also emphasize hereafter a few
key collaborations as well as the most significant publications.
A. “NANOBIOPLASMONICS”
The plasmonic sensing activity covers three main subfields, namely “plasmonic instrumentation”, “plasmonic
structures” and “plasmonic sensing applications”.
Our work in “plasmonic instrumentation” (PhDs of Aurélien Duval, Mohamed Nakkach and Alexandra
Sereda, main collaboration with Horiba Jobin Yvon) has involved increasing the field of measured parameters.
Typically, imaging sensors such as those used for biochip reading, record the evolution as a function of time, t, of a
surface, with 2D coordinates, x and y. The reflectivity of the surface is conveniently measured in those systems, as it
does not require any moving parts, and therefore the measured data consist of R(x, y, t). We have progressively
added the coupling parameters, angle  and wavelength λ, the direction of propagation and therefore of polarization
P, and recorded as well a conventional microscopy image, I (from above the sample). The total field of data therefore
consists in R(x, y, t , , P) and I(x, y, t). In particular, part of this work was published in 2009 [Bardin et al.
BioSensors and BioElectronics 2009] in a configuration using a white light source and imaging the spectra of a 1D
array of bio-relevant spots. The sensitivity we had demonstrated was later referenced as one of the best achieved,
close to the theoretical limit that can be achieved using classical propagating plasmons [Piliarik and Homola, Optics
Express 2009, “Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Sensors: approaching their limits?]. This latter point is one of the
reasons for which we initiated during this period our work on new plasmonic structures as explained further. Our
results in this field led to a specific collaboration with one of its major industrial actors, namely Horiba Scientific,
Jobin Yvon. We are investigating how to use some of the supplementary data in a routine manner able to give access
to more precise and reliable biomolecular interaction information.
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Receently, at the beginning
b
of the period coovered by thiss pluri-annuall report, we sstarted investiigating new
plasmoniic structures, both theoreticcally and expeerimentally (PhDs of Maha Chamtouri annd Mitradeep S
Sarkar, Postdoc of Grregory Barbilloon). This was achieved throough many colllaborations, innternal, nationnal and internaational (main
collaborattion with Dukke Universityy, New Delhi Institute of T
Technology iin India, Univversities of M
Montreal and
Sherbrookke in Canadaa, Institut d’E
Electronique F
Fondamentale Orsay). Our goal in this area is, firstlly, to better
understannd the intermeediate regime between the “classical” prropagating plaasmons on a ssemi-infinite fflat interface
and the ““classical” nannoparticles in solution, andd, secondly, too demonstratee structures thhat would cleaarly enhance
some of tthe targeted appplication figuure of merit. This is achievved studying both the nanoo and micro-sttructure size
domains. On the one hand, mainlly through innternal LCF ccollaboration, we have en
nhanced our simulation
capabilitiies, continuouusly gaining computation time and precission, allowingg exhaustive pparameter inveestigation of
2D structuures, from nanno up to microo [Chamtouri eet al., Plasmonnics 2013], annd more recenttly from 2D too 3D [Sarkar
et al. 2013]. On the othher hand, through internal, nnational and iinternational collaborations
c
we have usedd our set-ups
to also ch
haracterize exxperimentallyy different struuctured samplees [Dhawan et al., Nanotechhnology 2011].
Conccerning the p
plasmonics ap
pplications (P
PhDs of Jérôm
me Hottin, posst-docs of Jollanda Spadaveecchia, main
collaborattion with Hopital Henri Monndor de Créteiil, Centre de Génétique
G
Molléculaire de G
Gif sur Yvette, GenOptics),
we have hhistorically foocused on DN
NA:DNA interractions with aapplications too medical gennotyping (in ccollaboration
with Micchel Goossenns et al, from
m Hospital H
Henri Mondoor, on the sppecific case of Cystic Fiibrosis, CF,
(mucovisccidose) , the m
most commonn genetic illneess that affectts 1/4000 indiividuals. A recent paper [H
Hottin et al,
Analyst 22012] uses thiss application example
e
to dem
monstrate a seelf-calibration
n methodologgy that can be used to take
into accouunt inherent sppatial heterogeeneity in biochhip functionalization and siggnificantly inccrease data preecision. This
later poinnt is illustratedd in the figuree below, show
wing genotypiing discriminaation of the thhree possible S
SNP (Single
Nucleotidde Permutationn) genotypes, without and with
w this self-ccalibration meethodology, w
which we, withh CNRS, had
previouslyy patented.

Examplee of biomedicaal application result: the thrree possible geenotypes conceerning a cysticc fibrosis mutaation (Wild
Type, Mutated
M
Type, Heterozygotee Type) were eevaluated usingg our SPRI (SSurface Plasmoon Resonance Imaging)
system – its accuracy, using a self-calibration metthodology (rigght), allows unnambiguous diiscrimination of the three
possible casees.
Perspectives:
Thesse three activiities in Bioplaasmonics have led us to coonstitute a connsortium6, 5 aacademic parttners and an
industrial one, to tacklle in the folloowing four yeaars 2013-20166, with ANR funding, the demonstrationn of a nanom capable of bboth quantificaation by SPRII and identificaation by SER
RS of binding
micro-plaasmonics basedd dual system
events onn dedicated biiochips. Main investigated applications cconcern early cancer diagnnosis through detection of
specific m
markers at trace level and foood quality andd safety througgh analysis of trace contamiinants.
B. “BIOMEDIC
CAL IMAGING
G SYSTEMS”
m works on neew imaging annd optical microscopy technniques to meett specific needds in the biom
medical field.
This team
Our activiities, concerniing both technnological and theoretical aspects, are carrried out on tw
wo sites, IOGS
S and Centre
de Photonnique Bioméddicale (CPBM
M) of Universitté Paris-Sud. Our main colllaborations arre: Laboratoirre d’Optique
Appliquéee ENSTA (K
K. Plamann), IISMO (S. Lévvêque-Fort, G
G. Dupuis), Innstitut du Cerrveau et de laa Moelle de
l’hôpital P
Pitié-Salpêtrièère (M.C. Potttier), Laboraatoire de Mécanique des Soolides de l’Éccole Polytechnnique (JeanMarc Allaain), IMNC-IN
N2P3 (Frédérric Pain), Saraatov State Uniiversity Russia (A.Grebenuuyk), Institute of Photonic
Technologgy Jena (J. Poopp), Lund University Hospiital Sweden (K
K. Swanberg).
We aare pioneers inn an alternativve technique too conventionaal OCT, termedd Full-Field OCT
O
(FF-OCT
T). Based on
white-lighht interferencee microscopyy, FF-OCT prroduces en-face tomographhic images ussing an area camera and
illuminatiing the whole field to be im
maged with loow-coherence light. The maajor interest oof FF-OCT liees in its high
6

The consorrtium is initially cconstituted of Labboratoire Charles Fabry as coordinnator, laboratoire C
Chimie, Structurees, Propriétés de B
Biomatériaux et
d’Agents Thhérapeutiques CSP
PBAT, Institut d’’Electronique Fonndammentale IEF, Institut des Nannotechnologie de Lyon
L
INL and AggroParisTech as
academics ppartners as well as Horiba Jobin Yvon as industrrial one. A users club that alreaddy counts severall medical instituttions, CHUs, is
expected to grow in the final two years of the pproject. Nearly 6000 person.month effort will be deddicated to this projject.
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imaging rresolution (1 µm),
µ
far higheer than the resolution of connventional OC
CT. Morphologgical images of
o biological
tissues cloose to histologgy images cann be producedd without any ppreparation. T
This work led to the foundaation in 2008
of the LL
LTech Compaany, which seells this technnology for bioomedical appllications (2 CNRS
C
licencess). We have
recently proposed
p
severral extensions to the FF-OC
CT technique tto enhance thee image contraast, making diifferentiation
of distinct tissues easieer (PhD of D. Sacchet and A. Federici). Substantial eefforts have beeen done for achieving in
vivo imagging [Appl Oppt 45, 1480 (22010)]. Images can be acquuired simultanneously in twoo distinct specctral regions,
centered aat 800 and 12000 nm [Opt Exxpress 16, 194434 (2008)]. T
The spectrum oof light backsccattered by thee sample can
be measurred at any poiint by Fourierr analysis of thhe interferomeetric data, to pprovide spectrroscopic inforrmation [Opt
Express 116, 17082 (20008)]. Polarizaation-sensitivee FF-OCT prooduces imagess with both inntensity-basedd and linearretardancee-based contraasts, thus provviding additionnal informatioon related to tthe sample pollarization propperties. [Opt
Express 220, 9962 (2012)]. FF-OCT and opticallyy sectioned fluuorescence miicroscopy havve been impleemented in a
novel duaal modality iinstrument: FF-OCT show
ws the tissue micro-architeecture, while fluorescence microscopy
highlightss specific tissuue features wiith cellular-levvel resolutionn by using targgeting contrasst agents. Com
mplementary
tissue moorphology andd biochemical features couldd potentially improve the uunderstandingg of cellular fuunctions and
disease diiagnosis. [Opt Letters 37, 16613 (2012)]. Inn collaborationn with theorists from Saratoov University (Russia), we
have deveeloped a frequuency-domain FF-OCT systeem for 3D imaage acquisitionn with unpreceedented spatiaal resolution.

Left: Com
mbined intensiity/spectroscoppy FF-OCT im
mage of a Xeenopus embryoo (in vitro). T
The center off mass of the
power speectrum of light detected from
m each point of
o the sample is used as thee spectroscopicc metric encodded in color.
White arrrows indicate tthe presence of melanocytess.
Right: FF
F-OCT image and opticallyy sectioned flluorescence im
mage in pseuddo-colors of m
mouse colon sstained with
Acridine O
Orange. The fluorescence
f
iinformation (ggreen) revealss individual ceell nuclei, while the FF-OC
CT data (red)
shows a fi
fibrous patternn that correspoonds to the connnective tissuee.
T. In particulaar, we have devveloped a Speectral-domain
n OCT (SDWe aalso work on conventional scanning OCT
OCT) syystem at 1.3 µm center w
wavelength ussing a broaddband light source consistting of two multiplexed
superlumiinescent diodees (PhD of M
M. Bayleyegn)). The spectraal region arouund 1.3 µm is optimal forr its reduced
absorptionn and low tisssue scattering,, in order to m
maximize the iimaging depthh. The system has an axial resolution
r
of
2.8 µm inn tissues, whichh is the best reesolution everr achieved withh this technoloogy at this wavvelength. In particular, we
have dem
monstrated the possibility off imaging the Schlemm’s caanal inside the human eye suffering from
m glaucoma.
This pavees the way too using SD-O
OCT for guidiing glaucoma laser surgeryy, which wouuld represent a significant
progress iin ophthalmology [Optics C
Com 285, 55644 (2012)].
Our research activvity at CPBM
M concerns hiigh-resolution
n fluorescencce microscopyy. The diffracction-limited
Stimulated Em
mission Depleetion (STED) microscopy.
spatial ressolution of a microscope ccan be exceedded by using S
The princciple, proposedd in 1994, is to illuminate with a laser oon the outskirrts of the fluoorescence spott induced by
another foocused laser bbeam to depoppulate the exciited state by sttimulated emiission and thuss prevent the ffluorescence
to occur at
a this locationn. It is thus posssible to reducce the effectivee size of the flluorescence sppot to less thann 50 nm. We
have devveloped a tunnable STED m
microscope ccapable of exxciting a widde range of ffluorophores (PhD of V.
Devaugess). The fluoresscence measurrement can bee performed inn a time-resollved manner tto access the ffluorescence
lifetimes.
Perspectives:
R
Research will still be carriedd out on FF-O
OCT to achievve in situ ultraahigh-resolutioon imaging wiith improved
detection sensitivity off diseased tisssues. The possibility to perrform endoscoopic imaging will also be investigated.
i
FF-OCT incluuding nonlineaar optical miccroscopy and
Several coomplementaryy imaging moddalities will bbe coupled to F
elastograpphy; an opticaal tweezer systtem will also bbe combined too FF-OCT. Ouur STED micrroscope will bbe devoted to
applicatioons; this technnology will definitely open nnew perspectiives in the stuudy of many bbiological proccesses, up to
now inacccessible due too insufficient sspatial resolutiion, especiallyy in neurobioloogy for Alzheimer's diseasee.
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C
C. “SINGLE M
MOLECULE BIIOPHYSICS”
This team
m focuses on sttudying dynam
mical aspects oof biological pprocesses usinng optical tweezers and singgle molecule
total-inteernal reflectiion fluoresceence microsccopy (TIRFM
M). TIRFM allows
a
co-localizing differrent labeled
biomolecuules, while tw
weezers are useed to exert and
d measure forrces in the 1-1100 pN range.
Phottophysics of organic fluorrescent probees in relation
n with the stu
udy of ribosome: Bodipy-F
Fl is a small
marker ussed in the com
mmercially avvailable Bodippy-Fl-labeled lysine charged transfer RN
NA for in vitroo translation
experimennts. However,, Bodipy-Fl haas poor photopphysical propeerties to be ussed in single molecule
m
expeeriments. We
used a RO
OXS system (for Reducin
ng and Oxidizzing System))7, to improvee its photostabbility. Bufferss are usually
depleted in oxygen, thhe main agentt of photobleaaching. Howeever, oxygen aalso quenchess the dye's daark state. Its
removal ttherefore stabiilizes the darkk state and redduces the fluorrescence rate. Tinnefeld’s teeam replaced oxygen with
oxidizing and reducingg species to quench the ttriplet state vvia charge traansfer reactionns. In collabooration with
we developedd a ROXS addapted to Boodipy-Fl and
G. Clavier and R. Mééallet-Renault (PPSM, ENS Cachan), w
demonstraated x20 increease of the tottal number of pphotons emitteed before photobleaching byy a single Boddipy-Fl, with
almost noo loss on the ffluorescence rrate [ChemPhyysChem, 12, 11657 (2011)]. We also adappted ROXS too the use of
the cell eextracts availaable in comm
mercial translattion kits. The results on thee ATTO-647N
N dye are goood in PURESystem (xx5 gain), but nnot in rabbit reeticulocyte lysate (RRL) (maax x3 gain, unnstable in timee), probably duue to its high
oxygen coontent.

Single R
Ribosome trannslation experriment - Left: IInitiation compplexes are attaached specificcally to a coveerslip, and
located th
thanks to the fl
fluorescently-laabeled oligonuucleotides (4R
R and 13G-oliggos). Right: kiinetics of transslation, and
controols (antibiotic blocking partially the ribossome, mRNA w
without IRES – thus no compplexed ribosom
me -, and
pphotobleachinng)
Tran
nslation kinettics of single eukaryotic riibosomes: D. Dulin, A. Le Gall, N. Fiszm
man and H. Chhommy took
part to thiis work done in close collaaboration withh Olivier Nam
my (Institut de Génétique ett Microbiologiie, U-PSud),
expert onn eukaryotic trranslation. Wee measure thee kinetics of ttranslation witth TIRFM usiing the ribosoome helicase
activity8 ((cf. Figure aboove). Labelledd oligonucleottides are hybrridized along tthe mRNA doownstream IR
RES (Internal
Ribosomee Entry Site), a specific seccondary structuure allowing tthe ribosome iinitiation withhout additionaal factors. As
the ribosoome translatess a codon prottected by an ooligonucleotidde, it unwinds the duplex annd the fluorescence signal
disappearrs. We measuured two charracteristic tim
mes for single ribosome traanslation activvity: a fast one (typ. 1s)
representaative of one eelongation cyccle and a slow
w one (typ. 40s)
4
showing that the ribossome needs m
more time to
perform ffthe first elonngation step due to the IIRES hindrannce. These aree to our knoowledge the ffirst results
concernin
ng single-mollecule eukaryyotic elongatiion, and are tthe object of an article in preparation. W
We are also
using thiss methodologyy to study varrious kinetics aspects of traanslation, through collaboraations with othher teams of
biologistss (D. Fourmy, Centre de Génétique Molécculaire, C. Gigglione, Institutt des Sciencess du Végétal, A
ANR project
Ribodyn). This originaal yet conceptuually simple m
method openss the way to m
many studies of ribosome ddynamics, in
particularr the highly intteresting questtion of ribosom
me frameshiftiing.
Novvel methods for calibratiing optical tweezers: Thiis work was done duringg A. Le Galll’s thesis in
collaborattion with K. V
Visscher, professor invitedd in our team.. Usual opticaal trap calibraation methods rely on the
analysis oof the trappedd bead motion power spectrrum density, m
measured withh a 4-quadrantt photodiode (QPD). This
requires also
a a delicate QPD-signal calibration.
c
Wee developed a rapid and sim
mple method fo
for a completee calibration
of the traap in one step
p [Optics Exppress 18, 264669 (2010)]. A
An acousto-opttic deflector (A
AOD) quicklyy moved the
trap, whille the bead, w
which has a slower
s
responnse time, retuurns to the traap center withh a delay thatt gives us a
measurem
ment of the stifffness of the trrap. The ampllitude of the trrap deviation w
with the AOD
D is accurately measurable.
7
8

Vogelsangg et al, Angew. Chhem. Int. Ed., 47, 5465 (2008)
Takyar et al,
a Cell, 120, 49-558 (2005)
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It gives a direct calibration of the QPD signal in nm. We are currently working on another calibration method using
the Bayesian inference theory, requiring much less experimental data points, in collaboration with A. Alexandrou
(Laboratoire d’Optique et Biosciences, Polytechnique).
Mechanotransduction in endothelial cells: We are combining our expertise on optical trapping with the one
of A. Dubois on OCT to study, in collaboration with A. Barakat (Laboratoire d’Hydrodynamique, Polytechnique),
the effect of force transduction on blood vessels endothelial cells. Optical tweezers are used to exert a force, constant
or oscillating, well characterized, both in amplitude and direction. We then monitor the morphological changes of the
cell nucleus by OCT that we will combine with the optical tweezers to give a 3D image of the deformed nucleus.
This project has started recently and is enriched by a new collaboration with N. Hildebrandt (IEF, U-PSud), expert in
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer, to monitor molecular conformation changes. We will follow a genetically
encoded force-transduction reporter in order to prove whether the force transmission is mediated by the cytoskeleton
or by chemical reactions.
Perspectives:
Our breakthrough on single eukaryotic ribosome dynamics opens the way to studies of many processes
affecting translation, such as premature stop codons or frameshifting, in close collaboration with teams of biologists
who are actually merging in a large biology institute in Gif/Yvette. In parallel, our expertise on optical tweezers,
combined with FRET and OCT, all through collaborations both inside the group and in the Plateau de Saclay area,
will give us a multimodal approach to mechanotransduction studies on endothelial cells, which would lead to a better
understanding of cardiovascular diseases.
2. Reputation and academic attractivity
Grants and human resources: The group has obtained 20 research grants including 4 from the ANR (Agence
Nationale pour la Recherche), and coordinated 75% of them. All these grants imply teams of physicists and
biologists, chemists or hospital doctors. Specific funding for salaries was raised for 14 PhD students (including
4 international students and 3 industry-funded), 6 post-docs and 5 invited foreign researchers. M. Canva spent one
year in 2009-2010 at the Fitzpatrick Institute for Photonics at Duke University (USA) as invited researcher.
The group is actively involved in scientific networks:
 2 Labex (Laboratoire d’Excellence): NanoSaclay ("emergence" grant received in 2013 and member of the
flagship "nanophotonique") and PALM (member of the graduate education committee).
 LUMAT federation (2 grants), and PRES UniverSud (2 grants)
 3 GDR (Groupement de Recherche): « Ondes », « Or-Nano », and « PMSE (Plasmonique Localisée
Spectroscopie Exaltée) ».
 Representative of CNRS and IOGS as French core-founding member of the European Network of
Excellence in Biophotonics.
 2 LIA (Laboratoire International Associé / CNRS): Tunisie (Tunis) and Canada (L2N Sherbrooke).
Expertise: participation in PhD / HDR committees, many as “referee” or president ; reports for funding
agencies / article reviewing.
Conference organization: Scientific committee of BIOS, SPIE Optics & Photonics, Interferometry XVI:
Techniques and Analysis, Plasmonic in Biology and Medecine, Conference of Young Biomedical Engineers and
Researchers, International Topical Meeting on Optical Sensing and Artificial Vision, Horizons de l’Optique, C2I

3. INTERACTION WITH THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
The group has strong industrial collaborations. It coordinates since 2013 the ANR project PIRANEX involving
Horiba Scientific, has transferred 2 patents to the start-up LLTech, and is involved in the C'Nano valorization
committee. It has also obtained 3 CIFRE (industrial) grants for its PhD students.
The group belongs to 2 Doctoral Schools (Écoles Doctorales STITS - Sciences et Technologies de
l’Information des Télécommunications et des Systèmes - and EDOM – Ondes et Matière) and participates in the new
structuration of doctoral schools within the University Paris-Saclay, in particular the new EOBE (Electrical, Optical
and BioEngineering) school.
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All group members (including CNRS researchers) teach in different places, especially in Master programs that
are joint between several institutions. They develop many new courses at the physics/biology interface that aim at
expanding and federating the teaching offer in this field.
The group participates in outreach activities such as "fête de la science", summer schools for PhD students or
secondary school teachers, and wrote a popularization article in Techniques de l’Ingénieur.
4. Conclusions and perspectives
The Biophotonics group, with its current 5 permanent members, has been very active over the past four and a half
years, publishing mainly experimental but also some theoretical work. Achievements include the demonstration of
optical systems working at the current limits of the state-of-the-art, as well as participation in life science research
using our instruments especially optimized towards this goal. Most of these results have been achieved through close
collaborations with colleagues of other fields.
Since the creation, in July 2011, of the Biophotonics group, more and more is being shared, technically and
scientifically between the members. A few examples include a new chemical room facility, shared lab space, regular
group meetings, a recent joint publication between researchers of different teams within the group, and a new joint
experimental setup merging optical tweezers and OCT to allow more complete cell characterizations. We have
recently attracted several good doctoral students and this, together with the recent funding of projects, will allow us
to achieve the goals we target in the years to come.
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1. SCIENTIFIC REPORT
The research activity of the Lasers group concerns the development of new diode-pumped solid-state lasers
covering a broad range of gain media (crystals, fibres, semiconductors), temporal regimes (from CW to
femtosecond) and wavelengths from the UV to the infrared. Based on our deep understanding of the physics of
lasers and nonlinear optics, we enhance the properties of lasers and extend their range of applications (eye surgery,
high intensity physics, micro-machining). During the last five years, we have studied novel architectures for thermal
management (single crystal fibre, thin disk), high energy femtosecond amplification (regenerative and multipass
amplifiers) beam quality improvement (spatial and temporal coherent combining), few cycles pulses generation
(optical parametric chirped pulse amplification), optically-carried microwave signal generation (dual frequency
oscillators) and new wavelengths generation. Within the Paris-Saclay area, we play a key role in the laser research
field since we are responsible for the development of the Front-end for the Apollon 10 PW (1015 W) laser facility
(currently the only laser in the world at this level of peak power) funded by the current CPER (Contrat Plan Etat
Région) and the Equipex CILEX.
It is noteworthy that the Lasers group position is singular in the French Research panorama: we are the only
research group covering such a broad activity in the physics of lasers and laser sources development. With 21 PhD
students over the five last years (7 are currently working towards their diploma), we have developed a significant
task force to carry out multiple research projects covering many fields of today research on laser sources and
applications. While maintaining a high academic scientific level, the Lasers group has also developed strong links
with many French laser companies. Since 2008, 7 PhD students (among the 21) were (or are currently) funded by
CIFRE contracts involving an industrial partner. With Amplitudes Systemes and Fibercryst, we have enhanced the
collaboration by establishing two common research laboratories with joint research projects and PhD students
supervised by researchers from the Laser group and a research engineer from the company.
Our research activity is not only dedicated to the development of lasers, it has also strong links to applications.
For example, we developed a ps fibre laser for the early detection of prostate cancer based on biopsy assisted by
fluorescence and ultrasound multimodality imaging within an ANR TecSan project lead by CEA Grenoble. We also
worked on a new 1.6 µm fs µJ fibre laser source for corneal surgery funded by an ANR TecSan project.
A. Summary of the research activities

A.1 Single crystal fibre
Single crystal fibres (SCF) are long and thin crystal rods (typical length 50 mm and diameter below 1 mm). Their
geometry allows excellent heat management and pump confinement through total internal reflection (fig 1a). This
new concept for high power laser was discovered by the Lasers group and protected with 3 patents held by CNRS
and Fibercryst. Since 2008, the Lasers group had an intense activity on SCF: Nd:YAG (at 946 nm and 1064 nm
[Deyra APB 2013]), Er:YAG (1645 nm, [Aubourg OL 2013]) and Yb:YAG (1030 nm) SCF were explored in
parallel (DGA Minitelia, Chamsin and Newmat, ANR Idealaser). Our work brought a significant breakthrough in
terms of laser oscillator performance with 250 W CW output power at 1030 nm [Delen OL 2012] (fig 1b). In the
pulsed regime (ns to fs), we demonstrated that SCF amplifiers (fig 1d) are able to boost fibre laser performance
(which are generally limited by non linear effects such as Raman or Brillouin scattering) by one order of magnitude
[Martial OE 2011, Delen OL 2013-1]. Our research activity on SCF has opened new possibilities for laser sources
combining high peak power and high average power: as much as 1 mJ, 380 fs pulses have been obtained at 10
kHz from an Yb:YAG SCF amplifier [Delen OL 2013-2].
It is noteworthy that scientific, technological and industrial developments have been successfully carried out in
parallel. The Lasers group works with the company Fibercryst since 2003, and since 2012 in a common research
laboratory. Our research on SCFs has strongly reoriented Fibercryst's activities. With the launch of the Taranis
product (fig 1c) in 2011, our close collaboration has resulted in a significant market value (turnover 200 k€ in two
years and 500 k€ targeted in 2013) and it has triggered many triangular collaborations including other French laser
industrials such as Cilas, Teem Photonics, Amplitude Systemes and Eolite Systems.
SCF is now recognised as a new laser technology that can compete with, or complete well-established
technologies like thin disk lasers and slab lasers. However, the potential of SCF for high power amplifiers has just
started to be revealed: the pump power limit that can be sustained by the SCF technology is estimated at 1 kW. We
plan to explore high repetition rate (1-20 MHz) SCF amplifiers for picosecond (1-5 ps) and femtosecond pulses with
a target average power in the 100 W range within the recently accepted European project RAZIPOL (starting in
Nov. 2013). The excellent thermal management and low depolarization losses in SCF will be fully exploited with
radial and azimuthal polarized beams which are very promising to increase the quality and speed of material
processing. Moreover, to boost the power one step further, we will develop SCF amplifiers based on passive
coherent combining within a Sagnac loop, a concept recently demonstrated by the Lasers group with rod-type fibers.
We plan also to explore SCF geometry with other crystals than Yb:YAG: namely Yb:CaF2 or Yb:CaGdAlO4
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(Yb:CALGO), which have broader emission bandwidth than Yb:YAG and therefore the potential to produce shorter
amplified pulses.
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Fig. 1: (a) pump beam propagation through a SCF confined in the fibre center by cylindrical symmetry, (b) output
power versus years for SCF oscillators, (c) TARANIS module commercialized by Fibercryst, (d) Typical
implementation of SCF amplifier.

A.2 Ultrafast lasers
The generation of femtosecond pulses from solid-state diode-pumped laser systems at high power / energy levels
represents an important trend in the field of lasers, with an ever increasing number of applications in the industrial
world, such as high repetition rate material processing, and also for the scientific community. The Lasers group is
one of the major players in this area, both in systems based on bulk gain material and in fibre lasers. Since five years
we have developed a strong partnership with Amplitude Systems through a common research laboratory.

Bulk crystal based femtosecond laser
sources:
For more than a decade, the Lasers group has been
recognized as an international leader in the research
involving new ytterbium doped crystals for the
development of femtosecond high-power lasers and
amplifiers. This leadership has been possible thanks to a
strong relationship with our partners: two French
laboratories experts in crystallogenesis: the LCMCP
(Chime Paris) and the CIMAP (Caen) and the company
Amplitude Systemes. During the past five years, the
Lasers group has reinforced his position on this subject by
coordinating projects with these partners (ANR
Femtocryble). The goal is to realize the next generation of femtosecond laser chains. In order to combine the ability
of producing energetic ultrashort pulses at high
Fig. 2 : fs thin-disk oscillators made with Yb:CALGO
repetition rate, work has been concentrated on
broadband fluorescence Yb:CaF2 and Yb:CALGO crystals presenting high thermal conductivity. These crystals, that
are now recognized and intensively used by the laser community, have indeed been discovered by the Lasers group /
Chimie Paris partnership in 2003-2004. We peformed the fundamental laser parameters study and optimization in
order to use these crystals in high-power and/or high-energy novel laser architectures.
Stability issues in passively mode-locked oscillators related to crystal properties have been studied [Friebel OL
2009, Papadopoulos OL 2009]. Regenerative amplifiers based on Yb:CaF2 and Yb:SrF2 have also been
demonstrated, establishing the state of the art for short pulse high-repetition-rate Yb-doped-based amplifier (sub-180
fs pulses at the mJ level and 1 kHz repetition rate [Ricaud OL 2010-1]).
The development of Yb:CaF2 laser at cryogenic temperature has been performed for the very first time
establishing, firstly, the highest power and efficiency ever obtained with this crystal, but also allowing the unique
unveiling of an unknown laser line at 992 nm with a very low quantum defect for Yb-doped crystals (patent with
Amplitude Systemes, Ricaud OL 2010-2). This work is embedded in the APOLLON 10PW laser project (see section
2.3 below) whose front-end is developed by the Lasers group. This front-end includes novel high-energy amplifiers
based on Yb doped crystals, thus is strongly connected to the research involving new crystals made in the Lasers
group. Within this work, unprecedented high-energy multipass amplifiers with Yb:KYW (27 mJ at 100 Hz) and
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Yb:CaF2 ((160 mJ at 20 Hz) have beeen demonstrateed [Papadopouulos OL 2011]]. Further worrk will be purssued to reach
the Joule energy level aat 10's Hz repeetition rate from these new Y
Yb:CaF2 basedd multipass am
mplifiers.

Thin diisk femtossecond oscillators:
We devellop ultra-high power short pulse oscillatoors based on the thin-disk (TD) technollogy which is particularly
suitable fo
for thermal maanagement. In fact, this techhnology, quitee complex to handle,
h
has nevver been usedd in a French
laser labooratory nor w
with new crysttals such as Y
Yb:CALGO. D
Despite a veryy strong interrnational com
mpetition, the
Lasers grroup, thanks to a recent collaboration with the Un
niversity of Stuttgart (IF
FSW), has suucceeded in
developinng the first passively mode--locked fs thin
n-disk Yb:CA
ALGO oscillaator producingg sub-200 fs pulses and 20
W averagge power (Figg. 2, [Ricaud OL 2012]). The future prrospect of thiis activity is naturally to uuse the new
architectuures such as TD and singgle-crystal-fibrre for higher power, high energy shortt pulse ampliifiers (ANR
Pampero)).

Fibre b
based femtosecond laser sources:
The Lasers group perfforms researchh on high-pow
wer femtosecoond laser sourrces based onn rare earth-dooped optical
fibers, foccusing its worrk on the generation of sub-100 fs pulses and on laser aarchitectures tthat allow eneergy scaling.
Starting ffrom the parabolic amplification regim
me, we have studied a w
wide variety of nonlinear aamplification
architectuure, and takenn into accountt higher-order propagation effects such as
a the third-orrder dispersioon and finite
gain banddwidth to conttrol the generaation of high ttemporal qualiity, high-energgy ultrashort pulses
p
in ytterrbium-doped
fibre ampplifiers, leadinng to several record valuees for the coouple pulsewiidth / energyy (Hanna OE 2009, ANR
HiPolyff).
ms has led uss to collaboratte with the LO
OA, Amplitudde Systems, Im
magine Eyes
Thiss expertise in fs fibre system
and the H
Hotel-Dieu hoospital (ANR Greco) to woork towards a new laser ttool for eye surgery operrating at the
wavelength of 1610 nm
m, to reduce sccattering effeccts in corneal tissues. The ddesigned sourcce is based onn an ultrafast
erbium-dooped fibre ampplifier, deliverring energies oof a few µJ [M
Morin OL 20009], sufficient tto demonstratte the benefit
of operatiing at this wavvelength in ex vivo tests withh pig and hum
man corneas.
nt combiningg of several
We also have beeen among thhe first teamss in the worlld to demonsstrate coheren
femtosecoond lasers (RTRA
FemtoCom
mbo, ANR CAN and
MultiFem
mto), thereby pproviding a
realistic way
w to scale arbitrarily
the powerr emitted by ssuch lasers.
Various architectures
a
have been
studied and implem
mented in
collaborattion with Amplitude
including
active
Systems,
[Daniault OL 2011] annd passive
beam coombining [Zaaouter OL
Fig. 3: first demonstrration of coheerent beam com
mbining in fs regime
r
2012], m
multicore ffibre beam
combiningg [Paurisse O
OL 2010], andd spatio-temp
poral cohereent combiningg [Daniault OE
O 2012], validating that
coherent combining
c
is ppossible for p
pulses as shorrt as 50 fs, andd obtaining puulse peak pow
wer of 2 GW from a fibre
system. L
Large scale prrojects are now
w starting, baased on this iddea to build femtosecond
f
laasers deliverinng Joules of
pulse enerrgy together w
with kW rangee average poweer, both in Eurrope (ICAN European
E
projeect) and in the US.
In thhe next years, we plan to buuild on this acctivity to expllore different cconcepts relatted to coherennt combining
such as p
pulse synthesiis (coherent ccombining of femtosecond pulses with ddifferent spectra, PALM PuulseSynth), or
cavity enhancement (ccoherent combbining of succeessive pulses emitted
e
by a m
mode-locked laaser).

A.3 Devvelopment oof the Fron
nt-end of thee Apollon 10
1 PW laserr facility
Initiated iin 2007, the A
Apollon 10PW
W project (CPE
ER Etat-IdF 2007-2013, Eqquipex CILEX), gathers seveeral research
laboratoriies of the Plateeau de Saclay (LULI, LCF, LOA, CEA) w
with the purpoose of developping a 10 PW (150 J in 15
fs) laser ffacility dedicaated to laser-m
matter interacttions. The Lassers group of the LCF is innvolved in thiis large and
very amb
bitious projecct since the veery beginning and has activvely participateed in the elabooration of its architecture.
Moreoverr the Lasers ggroup is in charge
c
of the front-end development for
f this installlation. The eexperimental
implantatiion of the fronnt-end started in October 20009 with a deliivery time at tthe end of 20114. The front-eend is one of
the key ellements of thiis project sincce it will proviide the ultrashhort pulses reqquired to be able
a
to reach tthe multiPW
level. Thhis front-end ddesign was iniitially beyond the state of thhe art laser chhain and includes an importtant research
part. It is based on Opttical Paramettric Chirped Pulse
P
Amplifi
fication (OPC
CPA) around tw
wo main axes of research:
haping and aamplification for the seed beam and on
n a high-enerrgy diode-pum
mped chain
on few-cyycles pulse sh
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based on Yb-doped materials for the pump beam. This last point
has a strong connection with our work on Yb:doped materials
already established in the Lasers group (§2.2).
We have developed OPCPA stages using a high-energy
diode-pumped chain and shown the advantage of such novel
pumping scheme for high repetition rate (100 Hz) few-cycle
pulses in the mJ range (Fig 4.).
Concerning the seed, much effort has been exerted to fulfill
stringent requirements, especially in terms of bandwidth—
Fig. 4: broad-band spectrum of mJ pulses
supporting 10-fs pulses, and contrast—at least 1010. We have
obtained in an OPCPA stage
focused our investigation on a powerful technique for this matter:
Cross Polarized Wave generation (XPW). By introducing a novel configuration mixing SPM and XPW in the
same BaF2 crystal, we have succeeded in obtaining several breakthroughs with the XPW technique in terms of
duration: demonstrating 5-fs pulses as well as efficiency and reliability [Ramirez OE 2011]. This work has been
successful thanks to the fruitful collaboration between the two lasers laboratories (LCF and LOA, RTRA NewXPW),
and the CIMAP which is specialised in fluoride crystal growth, and already our partner on Yb-doped fluoride
crystals.

A.4 Extended cavity semiconductor laser sources
Our work on semiconductor laser sources is focused on two topics,
optically-pumped semiconductor lasers and extended-cavity
laser diodes. Our aim is to take benefit of the very interesting
properties of semiconductor materials (large spectral range, high
efficiency, simplicity) in external cavities, which strongly control
the laser oscillation qualities (spectrum and spatial).

Optically‐pumped
(OPSL):
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Dual-frequency oscillation of an OPSL is a new concept for the
generation of a high-purity, optically-carried, microwave signal.
Within a collaboration with LPN, TRT, LAC and SYRTE (ANR 2POLEVF, RTRA Lasomono), we have developed
the very first dual-frequency OPSL emitting at 852 nm, with a tunable Fig. 5: close-view of the 2 frequency
frequency difference, dedicated to the excitation of Cs atoms in a
laser prototype
Coherent Population Trapping (CPT) atomic clock [Camargo PTL
2012]. A compact and robust laser prototype (Fig. 5) has been designed and characterized; the laser frequency was
locked to the Cs D2 line at 852 nm, and the frequency difference between the two simultaneous laser lines was tuned
around 9 GHz. A stable and high-purity RF beatnote was obtained for the first time, demonstrating the high
coherence of the dual-frequency laser emission [Camargo SPIE 2013].
Our goal now is to use this laser source to drive a Cs pulsed CPT spectroscopy setup, which will result in an
in-depth investigation of the laser noise properties and will validate this innovating laser architecture for high
stability atomic clocks. In parallel we work with LPN on the improvement of the optical properties of the
semiconductor active structures emitting at 852 nm, and on their thermal management, which is currently the major
limitation to the laser output power (RTRA Power852).

Extended‐cavity laser diodes array:
There is a strong interest to directly use high power laser diodes in material processing due to their high efficiency,
compactness and reliability. However, their beam quality and related brightness are too low for most applications.
Since many years, our work has been dedicated to the study of innovative designs to increase the beam quality of
laser diodes arrays. Within a European integrated project (www.BRIGHTER.eu) involving 22 academic and
industrial partners, we have demonstrated the passive coherent beam combining of an array of ten diode lasers at
low power (1.7 W); the laser array was inserted in a spectrally-selective external cavity based on the Talbot selfimaging effect (Fig. 6), which favours the phase-locked operation of the lasers and forces a single laser line emission
[Pabœuf APL 2008]. Simulations of the behaviour of the extended-cavity laser have been carried out with
University of Nottingham, taking into account the free-space propagation in the external cavity and the propagation
and amplification in the laser diodes through a 2D wide-angle finite difference beam propagation method coupled to
a 1D isothermal electrical model of the lasers [Pabœuf JOSA B 2011].
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We have also achieved coherent combining of infrared
Quantum Cascade Lasers in collaboration with Thales RT
[Bloom OL 2011].
Since 2012, we are involved in the FP7 European
BRIDLE project9 which aims at improving the spatial
brightness of high-power direct diode laser systems at 2 kW cw
power in 100 µm fibre for thick sheets cutting. We will
investigate different architectures of passive and semi-passive
coherent beam combining with individually-addressable highbrightness laser arrays specifically developed for this
application.
B. new starting projects
In addition to the projects and their continuation listed below,
the Lasers group will start new projects:

Fig. 6: passively phase locked laser array in a
Talbot extended cavity

B.1 LED pumped Solid state lasers
Pushed by the lighting market, the visible LED performance has dramatically improved in the past 5 years. In
parallel, the cost in lumen per watt has been cut by one order of magnitude within the last two years. This represents
a unique opportunity to revisit the LED-pumping principle which was abandoned in the early 1970s when efficient
laser diodes appeared. As the pump represents the major cost of a diode-pumped laser source, LED pumping may
lead to a breakthrough, with a considerable decrease of laser price. In addition, LED sources are extremely robust,
operating in a large range of temperature and much less sensitive to electrostatic damage. A new family of industrial
lasers may therefore arise between flashlamp-pumped and transversely-diode-pumped lasers. In the next years, we
will investigate the visible LED pumping of solid-state lasers (ANR Edelveis, PALM TiSaLed, ASTRE pompage
LED) including Nd doped crystals, solid state dyes or Ti:Sapphire within a partnership with the company Effilux
and a new PhD student will start in October 2013.

B.2 Pressure phase matching for non-linear crystals
In order to open up a new degree of freedom for dispersion compensation in non-linear crystals, we plan to study the
effect of mechanical pressure on a crystal, leading to refractive index changes by cw elasto-optic effect. To our best
knowledge, this field of research has never been explored. It could lead to new phase matching configurations and
new applications for existing and well-established crystals like KTP, LBO or BBO. In parallel with theoretical
studies on pressure phase-matching, we will develop pressure-tuned cells for crystals and an experimental bench to
test the potential of this new concept in a partnership with the company Cristal Laser (ANR NUTS).

B.3 Near infrared ultrafast few cycles sources based on OPCPA
Building on our Apollon 10PW front-end OPCPA, we are starting an activity in mid-IR few-cycle CarrierEnvelope Phase (CEP) stabilized sources. Indeed, it is widely established that long-wavelength ultrashort sources
offer attractive characteristics for driving the high-harmonic generation processes in gases, including the generation
of attosecond pulses. This research will benefit from our expertise in high power Yb-based laser sources since the
pump laser is of utmost importance in parametric amplifier systems (CNRS Equipment, PALM MirOpcpa). We will
also use our experience in coherent combining to carry out pulse synthesis experiments in this context. These aspects
will be investigated in a partnership with the company Fastlite, which will fund a PhD student from Octobre
2013, and is interested in developing ultrafast systems in the mid-IR range. It will also be carried out in collaboration
with the Attophysics group from CEA Saclay, a potential user for such sources.
2. Reputation and academic attractivity
The Laser group has been supported financially by a large number of projects during the 2008-2013 period in a local
(4 RTRA "Triangle de la Physique", 3 Labex "PALM" and 1 ASTRE "Conseil Général de l'Essonne" projects),
national (9 ANR "Non Thematique" and "Technologies de la Santé", 4 DGA projects) and international (3 FP7
European projects: BRIGHTER and BRIDLE and the ICAN feasibility study) calls. The group is member of two
Equipex: CILEX through the Apollon 10 PW project and MORPHOSCOPE (from the LOB, Ecole Polytechnique).
Our scientific level is well recognized by the international community, as stated by the 96 articles published
since 2008 in peer-reviewed journals and including 33 articles in Optics Letters, considered as the leading journal in

9

BRIDLE is coordinated by Dilas Diodenlaser GmbH (Germany); the consortium includes researchers from University of Nottingham (United
Kingdom), the Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology ILT and the Ferdinand Braun Institute FBH (both Germany), the Laboratoire
Charles Fabry (France) and the industrial partners Modulight (Finland) and Bystronic (Switzerland), www.bridle.eu.
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our research field. P. Georges is ranked 1st in France and 18th in the world for the number of papers published in
Optics Letters since 1983 (ISI Web).
Our group is also strongly involved in the academic research management. P. Georges has been member of the
selection committees of the ANR "Non thématique" (Physics) and "ASTRID" (joint funding program between ANR
and DGA French Army). P. Georges is member of the sub-committees "Extreme Light" from the RTRA "Triangle de
la Physique" and "Ultrafast dynamic: from the sources to multiscale responses" from the Labex PALM (Physic:
Atom Light Matter). Members of the Lasers group are active in two "CNRS networks on technological skills" from
the CNRS (MRCT): "Femtosecond Technologies Network, RTF" (P. Georges until 2009 replaced then by F. Druon)
and "Bulk crystals, Micro-nano-structures and Optical set-up, CMDO" (P. Georges until 2009 replaced then by F.
Balembois). P. Georges is member of the Laser Advisory Committee for the XFEL-DESY in Germany and has
reviewed the Conceptual Design Report for New Generation of free electron laser project (LUNEX 5) at SOLEIL.
The permanent staff members are regular reviewers for the ANR, DGA and various funding agencies such as SNSF
(Switzerland), Austria, Netherland... They are also regular reviewers for scientific journals such as OL, OE,
JOSAB... and referees in many PhD thesis committees.
P. Georges has been General Chair of the "Europhoton Solid-State and Fiber Lasers 2008" conference and is
now member of the Advisory Committee of this conference. P. Georges has been chair of the sub-committee "Solid
State lasers" for the Cleo Europe 2011 conference, Program Chair of the CLEO Europe 2013 conference and will be
General Chair in 2015. F. Druon has been member of the sub-committee "Solid State lasers" for the Cleo Europe
2011 and 2013 conferences and member of the scientific committee of the 2011 EOS Topical Meeting on Lasers.
F. Druon has been the recipient of the Jean Jerphagnon Prize in 2011 for our work on femtosecond fibre laser
for corneal surgery, P. Blandin received an award for his thesis prepared in collaboration with the ISMO laboratory
(Prix Perrissin-Pirasset en Sciences de la Chancellerie des Universités de Paris 2009), C. Gerhard received in 2009
the Georg-Simon-Ohm-Award from the German Physics Society for his "Diplomarbeit" performed in the Lasers
group in 2006.

3. INTERACTION WITH THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
All CNRS members of the Lasers group are teaching in various places (Master, IOGS, Supelec, ENSTA). Group
members participate in dissemination through Open Days at the Institut d'Optique for the "Fête de La Science" and
have been especially active for the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the laser in 2012 with a demonstration of
laser marking experiment at IOGS and several conferences at Palaiseau, Lille and Lyon.
For many years, the Lasers group has developed strong links with many French companies. Since 2008, we had
collaboration with: Amplitude Systemes, Cilas, Cristal Laser, Eolite Systems, Fibercryst, Horiba, Jobin-Yvon,
Oxxius, Teem Photonics, Thales and we are starting new projects with Effilux and Fastlite. These collaborations
allow us to have PhD student funded by CIFRE contracts involving industrials partner (7 PhD students since 2008)
and research contracts. These partnerships are very fruitful since many former PhD students have positions in R&D
departments of these companies and several products include our research results.
Specifically, we have a privileged collaboration with two companies: Amplitude Systemes and Fibercryst. For
both of them, we have established a common research laboratory: one engineer is working full time with us,
developing joint research projects with PhD students and sharing equipment provided by each partner. The PhD
students are supervised by researchers from the Laser group and the research engineer from the company. This
partnership is very efficient in terms of scientific publications, patents and new research projects and has an impact
on the new products strategy of our industrials partners (Taranis module for Fibercryst and Tangerine fibre amplifier
for Amplitude Systemes)
Since 2008 the Lasers group has filed six patents, and five of them were in collaboration with Amplitude
Systems and Fibercryst, demonstrating the impact of these partnerships.
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OPTICAL SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

SYSTÈMES ET COMPOSANTS OPTIQUES
(SCOP)
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SCOP GROUP MEMBERS
Head: CHAVEL Pierre, Directeur de Recherche, CNRS
Equipe Systèmes d’Imagerie et Physique des Images (SPIm) / Imaging systems and physics of images
Head: GOUDAIL François, professeur IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Permanent scientists :
BOFFETY Matthieu, maître de conférences IOGS/U. Paris-Sud (2012-)
KULCSÁR Caroline, professeur IOGS/U. Paris-Sud (2012-)
MEYZONNETTE Jean-Louis, professeur IOGS/U. Paris-Sud (2009-2012, retired 2012)
RAYNAUD Henri-François, maître de conférences U. Paris XIII, HdR (2012-)
SAUER Hervé, maître de conférences IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
TABOURY Jean, professeur IOGS/U. Paris-Sud (retired 2012)

Doctoral students
AYARI Noura
de la BARRIERE Florence (*10 with ONERA)
BENIERE Arnaud
BENOIT-PASANAU Céline
DIAZ Frédéric (* with Thales R&T)
DRUART Guillaume (* with ONERA)
FERREC Yann
GILLARD Frédéric (* with ONERA)
MINET Jean
MOULIN Gaid
PELOUX Marius
ANNA Guillaume
FRUGIER Pierre-Antoine (* with CEA)
GRULOIS Tatiana (* with ONERA)
LU Shuxian (* with Renault)
MARTINEZ-HERRERA Sergio
SIVO Gaetano

graduated 2011
research engineer, SOFRADIR
graduated 2011
research engineer, Thales Optronique
graduated 2009
research engineer, MBDA
graduated 2010
research engineer, ESSILOR
graduated 2010
research engineer, Thales Angénieux
graduated 2008
research scientist, ONERA
graduated 2008
research scientist, ONERA
graduated 2011
engineer in industry
graduated 2011
post doc, USA
graduated 2009
engineer in industry
graduated 2011
research engineer, ESSILOR
2010- (polarimetric imaging)
2012- (image coding)
2012- (miniaturized IR imagers)
2012- (imaging for driving assistance)
2012- (polarisation in scattering media)
2011- (adaptive optics)

Visiting scientists and postdoctoral fellows
KUANG Dengfeng, Erasmus Mundus visiting scholar from Nankai
University (2009)
NECHAK Lyes (2012-)
PIPONNIER Martin, post-doctoral fellow (2012-)

HU Haofeng, post-doctoral fellow (2011-), foundation francochinoise pour recherche scientifique et la technologie
FEZZANI Riad (2012-)

XUV Optics and Optical Surfaces
The reports of the XUV and Optical Surfaces teams have been merged into one and the same section.
Head, XUV Optics: DELMOTTE Franck, maître de conferences IOGS/U. Paris-Sud, HdR
Head, Optical Surfaces: MERCIER Raymond, maître de conférences hors classe IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
Permanent scientists :
BRIDOU Françoise, ingénieur de recherche au CNRS (retired 2011)
JOYEUX Denis, directeur de recherche au CNRS, (retired 2008)
MELTCHAKOV Evgueni, ingénieur de recherche à l’Institut d’Optique (2010-)
de ROSSI Sébastien, maître de conférences IOGS/U. Paris-Sud
RAVET Marie-Françoise, ingénieur de recherche hors classe au CNRS, (retired 2008)
VARNIERE Françoise, maître de conférences U. Paris-Sud (IUT)

Engineering support
The XUV and Optical Surfaces teams benefitted considerably from the engineering support staff, and in particular
the opto-mechanical shop and Arnaud Jérôme, technology process engineer.
Doctoral students
BOURRASSIN-BOUCHET Charles
HECQUET Christophe
EMPRIN Benoît (* with CEA)

graduated 2011 post-doc, UK and France
graduated 2011 ingénieur de recherche au CNRS
2011-

Postdoctoral fellows
MENESGUEN Yves (2008)
ZIANI Ahmed (2009-2011)

research engineer, CEA Saclay
postdoctoral fellow, CIMAP Caen.

CHOUEIKANI Fadi (2009-2011) research engineer, SOLEIL.
MAURY Hélène (2007-2009, CEA/LCF) engineer R&D, Essilor

Master level students: 14 students were hosted on short internships for a total of 37 months

10

(a star * indicates a graduate student advised by a permanent member of the group but not hosted in the group on a regular basis)
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1. SCIENTIFIC
C
C REPOR
RT
The “Opttical Systems and Componnents” group, created in 2005, has brouught together activities of Laboratoire
Charles F
Fabry princippally devoted to designingg and demonnstrating new imaging insstruments, thee associated
componennts, and the asssociated signaal processing ttechniques, inncluding desiggn, fabrication,, testing, and applications.
a
In many cases, imaginng is extendeed to spectrooscopy. Whilee rooted on pphysics, mateerials science,, and signal
processingg research thaat lends itself tto publicationn, the group’s activity is alsoo conducted inn close collabboration with
partners fr
from the acadeemia, other ressearch institutiions, and induustrial researchh activities.
The activities of tthe former “X
XUV Optics” and
a “Optical S
Surfaces” team
ms, both locatted in the Orssay building,
Palaiseau, wass conducted sseparately. Thhat situation
were esseentially mergeed, while the SPIM team activity, in P
reflects inn the present rreport, where we have highhlighted the reesults that wee consider to bbe of world cclass, as also
demonstraated by our publications, rather than seeking exhaaustiveness. H
However, whhile the SPIM
M team has
maintaineed a satisfactoory rate of reccruitment, expperience has reepeatedly show
wn over the yyears that it iss difficult to
attract sciientists in thee domain of X
XUV and Opptical Surfacess, both as docctoral studentts and as perm
manent staff
members;; a specific soolution must bbe found for tthis activity tto meet its briight perspectiives at hand ((including in
terms of project
p
fundinng). It should be stressed thhat the XUV / Optical Surffaces activity receives considerable and
regular coontributions fr
from the technnical support engineers andd technicians (optical workkshop, mechannical design,
clean room
m technologiees).
A - Imagin
ng Systems and
a Physics o
of Images (SP
PIM)
The reseaarch topic of S
SPIM is the deesign of innovvative imagingg systems that take into accoount physical phenomena,
optical enngineering, annd digital proccessing algoritthms. Indeed,, besides the optics,
o
imaginng systems invvolve signal
processingg algorithms tthat extract information from
m the initial image. Therefo
fore, to optimizze informationn extraction,
it is necesssary to take into account tthe physics off the observedd scene and thhe noise sourcces. Consideriing all these
aspects froom the very bbeginning of thhe design proccess gives wayy to new powerrful methods for
f imaging syystems.
We uuse that globaal approach to address our tw
wo main reseaarch subjects: polarimetric iimaging and thhe co-design
of optical systems and iinformation processing algoorithms. Becauuse of the appplied nature off our research,, the strategy
of SPIM iis to build longg-term partnerrships on those two subjectss both in the inndustrial and ppublic sectors.. In addition,
we give advice to indusstry on challennging applicatiion-driven toppics.
A
A1. Polarimetric imagingg
Active poolarimetric im
magers illuminnate the scenne with light of a given state of polaarization and analyse the
polarizatioon of the lighht scattered byy the scene (F
Fig. 1). They can reveal coontrasts that do not otherwiise and have
demonstraated their effficiency in reemote sensingg, biomedical imaging, annd industrial control.
c
We hhave shown
theoreticaally that a signnificant contraast increase bettween an objeect of interest and the backgground of the scene
s
can be
obtained by
b dynamicallly optimizing the illumination and analyssis polarizationn states11, and we have builtt an imaging
system whhere these staates are electroonically controolled by liquid-crystal cellss 12. This is thhe first demonnstration of a
fully adapptive polarimeetric imager. Inn Fig. 2, it is uused to reveal oobjects behindd diffusive meedia13 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Thiss work was performed in cloose collaboratiion with Thalees Research annd Technologgy, through thee PhD theses
of Arnaudd Bénière (20006-2009, Thales PhD Prize 2010), and Guuillaume Annaa (2010-2013)), andthrough iinternational
collaborattions with Uniiversity of Arrizona14 and U
Universtiy of C
Chernivtsi, Ukkraine. It is funnded by DGA
A through the
ASTRID project Autoopol (collaborration: Thaless R&T and IInstitut Fresnnel, Marseille)), with the aaim to fully
metric imager through
t
imagee segmentationn15. We plan
automatizze contrast opttimization of a real time adaaptive polarim
to exploree other application domainss, e.g. navigattion using polarization cuess in the sky (iindustrial partnnership) and
polarizatioon-resolved enndoscopy (parrtnership with physicians off the hospital of
o Boulogne).
11

F. Goudaiil, A. Bénière, ”Optimization of thee contrast in polarrimetric scalar im
mages”, Opt. Lett.,, 34(9), 1471 (20009).
G. Anna eet al., “Fully tunabble active polarizaation imager for ccontrast enhancem
ment and partial polarimetry”,
p
Apppl. Opt., 51, 5302 (2012).
G. Anna eet al., “Polarimetrric target detectionn in the presence of spatially fluctuuating Mueller maatrices”, Opt. Lettt., 36, 4590 (20111).
14
F. Goudaiil, J. S. Tyo,“Wheen is polarimetric imaging preferabble to intensity im
maging for target ddetection?”, J.Optt. Soc. Am. A 28, 46 (2011).
15
G. Anna eet al., “Joint contrrast optimization and
a object segmenntation in active polarimetric
p
imagges”, Opt. Lett. 377, 3321 (2012).
12
13
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A
A2. Co-design
n of imagingg systems
Co-designn consists in ddesigning an im
maging system
m by taking intto account from the beginniing both the opptics and the
processingg algorithms. This global approach
a
can lead to perfoormance enhanncement, e.g.,, increase of the
t depth of
field, deccrease of sizee, weight andd/or cost. Thiis is possible thanks to thhe combinatioon of progresss in optical
technologgies, that makee it possible too reliably fabriicate tiny moddulating structuures, and to thhe fact that moore and more
computatiion power is aavailable withiin imaging sysstems. This toppic is quite hoot in optical enngineering, andd SPIM is in
very favourable contexxt to address itt, because of thhe expertise available
a
at thee IOGS in thee domain of opptical design
mic and industrrial context in the domain off optronics andd image proceessing.
and a richh local academ

A.2.1 In
ncrease off depth off field by w
wavefrontt coding
There is ooften a need too increase deppth of field or depth of focuus of imaging systems. Thiss can be done by inserting
proper puupil phase massks. However,, these masks tend to degraade the raw im
mage quality, and digital deeconvolution
algorithm
ms are needed to
t restore imaages. Optimizinng the deconvvolved image uunder approprriate quality m
measures, we
ended upp with phase functions thaat deviate froom those prooposed in the literature. B
Based on thesse results, a
demonstraator was builtt during the PhD
P
thesis of Frédéric Diazz (funded by Thales R&T)) with a comm
mercial long
wavelength infrared caamera, a custom
m made phasee mask and a video-real-tim
me digital decoonvolution alggorithm16. A
three-foldd depth of fielld increase haas been obtainned, leading too record imagge quality (Figg. 3). This prooject will be
continuedd with the sam
me partner, thhe goal being to optimize nnot only the pphase mask bbut also the w
whole optical
combinatiion around it, by using suchh modern opticcal design softtware as CodeV
V.

Fig. 3: Demoonstrator of inffrared imagerr with enhanceed depth of fieeld

A.2.2 M
Miniaturized Infrareed imagingg

Fig. 4: On chhip 16 channeel infrared cam
mera, acquiredd series of 16 images,
i
reconstructed imagge.
a defence puurposes. We hhave worked
Miniaturizzing optical syystems is a reesearch area of current interrest for civil and
with ONE
ERA at designning very comppact optical syystems for cryogenic infrareed imagery appplications, whhich could be
integratedd near the coolled detector annd ideally direectly on it. Sinnce that cannot be done withh standard opttics, we have
used a bioomimetic apprroach, drawinng inspiration ffrom insect eyyes. This topicc was developped during thee PhD theses
of Guillauume Druart (22006-2009, EA
ADS Foundatiion PhD award 2010, ParisT
Tech PhD aw
ward 2010 and Florence de
la Barrière (2009-2012,, ONERA PhD
D Prize 2012)117 (Fig. 4).
A
A3. Evolution
n and growth
h of the team
m
In Septem
mber 2012, Pr. Jean Tabouryy, leader of thee team, retiredd. The same yeear, a new assoociate professor, Matthieu
Boffety, joint
j
the team
m to work on polarimetric iimaging and develop the aapplication to life science and
a imaging
through scattering meddia. Furthermoore, an experieenced researchher, Caroline K
Kulcsár, was rrecruited as a professor at
IOGS, annd joined the SPIM
S
team toggether with a colleague (Asss. Pr.) Henri--François Rayynaud. Both arre specialists
of modellling and conttrol in adaptivve optics, witth applicationns to astronom
my (on-sky teests within thee CANARY
project – lead by Univ.. of Durham – at the Williaam Herschel T
Telescope in L
La Palma) andd to retinal imaging (ANR
project ReeVeal lead by Institut de la Vision). Whille thereby exttending the rannge of applicaations addresseed by SPIM,
which willl now includee adaptive optics, their skillls also encom
mpass superressolution and rregistration alggorithms for
digital viddeo sequencess, which reinfoorces the team capacity in poolarimetric im
maging and coddesign algorithhms.

16
17

F. Diaz ett al., “Real-time inncrease in depth oof field of an uncoooled thermal cam
mera using severaal phase-mask …””, Opt. Lett. 36, 418 (2011).
De La Barrrière et al., “Com
mpact infrared cryyogenic wafer-levvel camera: designn and experimentaal validation”, Appplied Optics 51, 1049 (2012).
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B - XUV Optics and Optical Surfaces
Multilayer optics with high surface precision are key components for several scientific and industrial fields in the
soft X-rays (0.1 nm to 10 nm) and Extreme UV (10 nm to 100nm) spectral ranges: EUV lithography, astrophysics,
high field physics, ultrafast physics, dense plasmas, ... Rapid progress in those applications induces new
requirements on multilayer optics: higher reflectivity, but also more generally a better control of the spectral
response (narrowband or broadband mirrors, enhanced spectral purity, phase control, …). Our research activities
focus on three main axes which are described in the first three subsections: EUV Imaging of the solar corona, optics
for attosecond pulses and dense plasma diagnostics. Other significant activities are summarized in the last
subsection.
We will actively pursue these activities in the future, including in particular the development of attosecond
optics in the ATTOLAB project (Equipment of Excellence program with CEA). Likewise, our expertise in optical
components and optical surfaces will be crucial for the MORPHOSCOPE project (Equipment of Excellence program
with LOB) where we must develop an X-ray microscope for cell imaging with nanometer resolution.
B1. EUV Imaging for Astrophysics (Solar Orbiter Mission)
Laboratoire Charles Fabry has been involved for a long time in the study and development of EUV telescopes for the
observation of the solar corona, in collaboration with Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale, Orsay. The SoHO and
STEREO missions have been producing solar images from satellites with our mirrors for many years. We are
supported by the French Space Agency (CNES) to participate in the European consortium on the EUV imagers for
the Solar Orbiter mission of the European Space Agency. Our contribution is the realisation of the mirrors for two
telescopes, a single-mirror telescope that will give a full image of the Sun (FSI, Full Sun Imager) and a two-mirror
telescope giving a detailed image of a portion of the Sun (HRI, High Resolution Imager).
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Our main activity in the Optical Surfaces team has been devoted to the fabrication of the substrates to be
multilayered by the XUV Optics team. This has included the design of the substrates in order to maximize the
chances of meeting the demanding specifications of the astrophysicists. The substrates were fabricated by our optical
workshop and we did the required metrology. The technique is to start off with the classical polishing techniques in
order to achieve a spherical surface with a high precision in shape and a very low roughness (less than 0.2 nm RMS
is required, due to the very short wavelengths to be reflected), and then to transform this spherical surface into a
hyperbola, while preserving the roughness. This is achieved by broad ion beam etching, a technique developed by
our team in an axi-symmetrical version and applied in the past to several NASA missions (GALEX and STEREO).
We have extended this technique to off-axis mirrors, such as those required for Solar Orbiter. Having solved all the
problems, we have now finished the three substrates of the FSI mirrors, including the associated metrology intended
to ease the task of the IAS for the integration of the mirror in the instrument. The next step will be the HRI mirrors,
where the specs are much more stringent (2nm RMS shape defects).
Concerning EUV multilayer coatings, we have proposed the concept of dual-band mirrors. Such coatings made
by stacking 2 periodic multilayers spaced by a thin layer reflect efficiently two spectral lines with enhanced spectral
selectivity.18 This function has been optimized with respect to the multilayer parameters and coating materials. It is
currently being be implemented on the Solar Orbiter Full Sun Imager. We have investigated the use of Al instead of
Si in periodic multilayers for increased efficiency. The actual challenge here is the large roughness due to the Al
18

C. Hecquet et al., “Design and performance of two-channel EUV multilayer mirrors …”, Appl. Phys. A95, 401 (2009)
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layers pollycrystalline sttructure, whicch induces a siignificant losss of reflectivityy. By optimiziing the deposiition process
and by addding a third m
material (B4C)) in the perioddic stack, we hhave been ablle to smooth tthe interfaces down to 0.5
nm. Thus, reflectivity hhigher than 500% at 17 nm has
h been meassured on synchhrotron beam lines with SiC
C/Mo/Al and
Al structures, ssee figure. Thhis is the higheest reflectivity ever reportedd for such wavelength.19
B4C/Mo/A
B2. Attosecon
nd Optics
The produuction of attossecond pulses in the extremee ultra-violet ddomain (XUV
V) has been maade possible thhrough highorder harm
monic generaation. The avaailability of suuch pulses hass impacted a variety of domains such aas chemistry,
surface sccience, moleccular and atom
mic physics. S
Since 2005, oour team has been involveed in the deveelopment of
multilayerr mirrors to transport attoosecond pulsees and at the same time ccompress them
m down to thheir Fourier
transform
m by controllinng the optical phase over a broad XUV sspectrum, from
m tens to hunddreds of electrron-volts. In
collaborattion with CEA
A-Saclay, we have experim
mentally demoonstrated the first compression of attoseecond pulses
with multtilayer mirrorss. These metroological tools have enabled us to developp a sub-50as coompression sccheme based
on the combination of a metallic filtter and a multilayer mirror.20 XUV attossecond pulses are usually characterized
c
with specctrally resolveed correlation techniques, ssuch as RABB
BIT or FROG
G-CRAB. Thoose involve foocussing the
pulses intto a spectrom
meter with eithher a grazing incidence torroidal mirror,, or a near noormal incidennce spherical
mirror. Hoowever, geom
metrical aberraations resultingg from the lattter mirrors indduce spatio-tem
mporal distortions (figure)
which aree often underesstimated. We hhave introduced numerical21 and analytic22 tools to quaantify such distortions.

Spaatio-temporal pprofile of an attosecond
a
pullse reflected
off
ff a toroidal mirror,
m
and its x-y and x-t prrojections.

Thiss work has beeen supported by
b the Nationaal Research Aggency (ANR) and the RTRA
A Triangle de la Physique.
Future deevelopments w
will be suppoorted by the E
Equipment off Excellence Attolab fundeed by the AN
NR program
"Investmeents for Futuree 2011". The pproject brings together nine partner laboraatories from seeven research institutions.
B3. Advanced
d X-ray diagn
nostics for d
dense plasma
as
maging system
ms and X-rayy spectrometeers are key ddiagnostics foor Inertial Coonfinement Fusion (ICF)
X-ray im
experimennts. In close collaborationn with CEA, we are develloping advancced X-ray diaagnostics to pprobe dense
plasmas pproduced in thee future Laserr MegaJoule (L
LMJ) facility.
For imaging diagnnostics, we haave developedd non-periodicc W/SiC multtilayer mirrorrs specifically designed to
reflect phhotons on a brooad spectral range: from 5 keV up to 10 keV. The mirrrors were opttimized with a homemade
calculatioon code and prrovide high reeflectivity (> 35%
3
at 0.7° ggrazing incidennce) in almost the full enerrgy range. A
specific m
methodology hhas been develloped to accurrately determinne the coatingg parameters (llayer thicknesss, roughness
and indexx). Reflectance measuremennts at the PTB
B synchrotronn facility (BE
ESSY II, Berliin) show goodd agreement
with moddels over the whole range..23 The CEA has chosen tto implement this coating on several LMJ imaging
diagnosticcs.
Conccerning broaddband spectrom
metry of densee plasmas, therre is a specificc need to deveelop multilayerr optics with
a specified (non flat) sppectral responnse and a goodd rejection of unwanted bannds (at both hiigher and lower energies).
We have ddesigned non--periodic Cr/S
Sc multilayer mirrors
m
in ordeer to reflect phhotons in the eenergy range 22-4 keV with
a pre-defiined reflectivitty profile. Num
merous combiinations of layyers have beenn investigated with
w two or thhree different
m induce efffective thicknness changes hhas been inveestigated and
materials in the multilaayer. Interfacee effects that may
meter to severral nanometers). The final
were takeen into accounnt when controolling layer thhicknesses (froom sub-nanom
19

Meltchakoov et al., “Develoopment of Al baased multilayer opptics for EUV”, Appl.
A
Phys. A98, 1111 (2010).
C. Bourasssin-Bouchet et all., “Shaping of sinngle-cycle sub-50-attosecond pulsees with multilayerr mirrors”, New J.. Phys. 14 (2012)
C. Bourasssin-Bouchet et all., “Spatiotemporaal distortions of atttosecond pulses””, J. Opt. Soc. Am
m. A27, 1395 (20110)
22
C. Bourasssin-Bouchet et all., “Duration of ulltrashort pulses inn the presence of sspatio-temporal cooupling”, Opt. Exxp. 19, 17357 (2011)
23
H. Maury et al., “Design annd fabrication of ssupermirrors for 2-10
2
keV X-ray plasmas
p
diagnosticcs”, Nucl. Instr. aand Meth. A 621, 242 (2010)
20
21
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results obtained with a 100-layer non-periodic coating show good agreement with the requested reflectivity profile.24
This study opens the way towards apodization and more generally spectral shaping in the soft X-ray domain.
2. Reputation and academic attractivity
The SCOp group has been supported financially through seven ANR projects submitted in response to national calls,
two European projects (FP6 and FP7), and one project from Conseil général de l’Essonne. It participates in two
EQUIPEX projects for innovative XUV instruments. The national agencies CNES and CEA have supported most of
the XUV projects. During the reporting period, the total annual financial support to submitted projects from the
group averages to slightly over 300000 euros per year, with approximately 70% to the XUV and surfaces teams,
which heavily rely on expensive technology, and 30% for the SPIM team. As mentioned in the preceding section,
three doctoral students of the group were recognized by doctoral prizes. P. Chavel has been a member of the
scientific Council of CNRS, 2005-2010, and of the science and technology committee of ONERA, 2002-2011. He
has served on the Scientific Committee of the Max Planck Institute of the Science of Light since the creation of that
Institute in 2009. F. Delmotte is currently the chair of the OSA Technical Group on Gamma, X-Ray and Extreme
UV Optics. F. Goudail is a topical Editor for Applied Optics and has organized national workshops on
Nonconventional Imaging with the support of GdR Ondes, GdR Images and the French Optical Society every
year since 2005.
Two further activities of the XUV team deserve mentioning at this stage.

Compact, tunable XUV source
The team participates in the development of a new tuneable compact XUV source for spectroscopic use. Photons are
emitted by a parametric radiation of electrons through a periodic multilayer structure. Our role is to produce the
multilayer targets deposited on very thin membranes (~100 nm thick). A specific development of laterally graded
multilayer targets is under way. The development of the source is under the responsibility of Laboratoire de Chimie,
Physique, Matière et Rayonnement and is funded by ANR project TPLUS.

The CEMOX platform
The XUV team is a major partner of CEMOX (Centrale d’Elaboration et de Métrologie d’Optique X), a facility
operated as a platform of Federation de Recherche LUMAT. CEMOX consists of a four target magnetron sputtering
machine and an EUV plasma laser reflectometer and has been complemented in 2010 with a new X-ray reflectometer
through the support of Conseil Général de l’Essonne (ASTRE project in collaboration with SAGEM-REOSC).
Numerous multilayer coatings have been deposited and characterized for the XUV scientific community: selective or
broadband mirrors for HHG experiments (LOA, ISMO, CEA Saclay), mirrors for X-ray laser experiments (ISMO,
LaseriX), synchrotron optics (SOLEIL). CEMOX is also open to specific industrial requests: we have produced
multilayer coatings on synchrotron radiation optics for Mecaconcept and thin film coatings for Winlight.

3. INTERACTION WITH THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Diffusion of research expertise to industry is one of the historical missions of the IOGS. SCOp has been very active
in this domain, using its skills in spectral imaging, diffractive optical elements design, and XUV Optics to address
challenging industrial projects. On all our projects, innovation is our priority, leading to publications and/or patents.
In fact, as mentioned in the “Scientific Production” section, most of the group’s research activities involve some
industrial partner (Thales, Sagem) or some non-academic research institution (ONERA, CEA, CNES), so that the
distinction is sometimes artificial. Collaboration with ONERA has been organized for ten years under the bilateral
collaborative research agreement PRECISION. Some additional projects where the partner’s need was the main
driving force are mentioned below.

Micro‐optics
SCOp has been a partner of the NEMO (Network of Excellence in Micro-Optics) and ACTMOST () projects funded
by the EU Framework Programmes 6 and 7. Most of the activity there was devoted to initiating collaborative
research with European industrial partners. In both cases, Pierre Chavel was a member of the project executive board
and the coordinator of modelling activities.
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Spectral imaging (SPIM)
Spectral imaging is the acquisition of the image of a scene in a large number of spectral bands. SPIM has developed
in the past years a high étendue imaging static Fourier-transform spectrometer in the visible range named CaHyd. To
respond to an industrial demand of Thales Optronique, we designed and built a demonstrator in the infrared domain
(3µm-5µm) named DéSI²R and investigated its performance during the PhD of Noura Matallah25. Our expertise on
spectral imaging systems has also been put to use in collaboration with Sagem (PhD of Jean Minet) on a
multispectral imager acquiring several spectral channels in parallel. The goal of this project, tightly linked to
information extraction from spectral images, was to determine the optimal set of spectral channels useful for a given
target detection task26.

Design of pixelated optics (SPIM)
The SPIM team has also applied its expertise on optical diffractive elements to the design of pixelated phase masks.
Such masks are attractive because the phase of each pixel can be controlled independently, but spatial sampling and
phase quantification create image defects. We collaborated with Essilor, which develops these technologies for
ophthalmic applications and supported two doctoral theses. As an example, we introduced a pseudo-random spatial
sampling strategy which minimizes these defects in the context of human vision27. Some ideas have been patented28.

Coatings for Vacuum Ultra‐Violet (XUV)
Following previous work on thin film mirrors and polarizers for the VUV spectral domain, we have investigated the
physicochemical and optical properties of ion beam sputtered aluminium thin films with magnesium fluoride
protective layers. This CNES supported study aims at introducing new functions for Ly- instruments (=121 nm).

Alternate multilayer gratings (XUV)
In collaboration with synchrotron SOLEIL and Horiba Jobin-Yvon (project RTRA Triangle de la Physique), we have
fabricated a multilayer grating which has a very high efficiency in the photon energy range from 1000 to 2500 eV, by
coating a lamellar grating of 2.5 nm groove depth with a periodic multilayer. We have designed and fabricated a 2D
periodic Mo2C/B4C structure which, when deposited on a grating with a groove depth equal to the layer thickness,
provides a nearly perfect blaze effect in the specified grating diffraction order.29 A peak diffraction efficiency of
nearly 27 % was measured at 2200 eV, in good agreement with numerical simulations. This grating will be used in
the Deimos beamline at SOLEIL together with a matched multilayer mirror that we have designed and fabricated as
well. Similar systems will be developed for other beam lines in the future.
Finally, concerning scientific culture, the group has been involved essentially every year in the “Journées de la
Science” on the Paris-Saclay campus, including inside our building. Sébastien de Rossi has played a coordinating
role. For two years (2010-2012), Pierre Chavel has initiated and organized a series of lectures on the general theme
of lasers for the benefit of high school students from the neighbourhood on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of
the laser. He is also the current president of the French Physics Olympiads (high school level).
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3. Interaction with graduate education
The Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF) has a unique situation: it is a laboratory devoted to optics in an institute
devoted to optics. While optics has been the theme of the institute for almost a century now, it is remarkable to
realize that more than 50% of the current research topics were non existing thirty years ago: quantum optics was in
its infancy while nanophotonics, atom optics or optical coherence tomography were not even dreams. They are now
at the center of the institute research and training programs. This simple remark is a good introduction to the strategy
of Institut d’Optique (IOGS), which is based on three ideas: focussing on optics, introducing new topics to cover
modern aspects of optics, maintaining the interaction between research, training, and innovation.
Since it was founded, it has been a tradition of IOGS to be at the forefront of the discipline both in research and
in teaching. The Institute professors are committed to serve the industrial and academic community by continuously
developing new research topics and new training courses. In order to achieve these goals, it is necessary to take
advantage of all human resources. It is thus no surprise to realize that virtually all the scientists holding a permanent
research position are involved in both research and teaching. In what follows, we describe more specifically how the
faculty members of the LCF share their expertise in the training programs of the Institute of Optics and of the
neighbouring institutions such as Université Paris Sud, Ecole Polytechnique, and Ecole Normale Supérieure de
Cachan, to name a few.
Master programs
Faculty members from Charles Fabry are involved in five different master programs:
 the engineering degree of Institut d’Optique – Graduate School, which by European “Bologna” standards is a
master degree in optical engineering
 the engineering degree of Ecole Polytechnique (4 researchers are professors at Ecole Polytechnique)
 the Physics for Optics and Nanoscience (PON) international master program, taught in English (jointly operated
by IOGS, Ecole Polytechnique, ENS Cachan and Université Paris Sud),
 the Optique, Matière Plasma (OMP) master program jointly operated by IOGS, Université Paris-Sud, Ecole
Polytechnique, UVSQ, UPMC (Paris 6).
 the Nanosciences master program jointly operated by by IOGS, Université Paris-Sud, Ecole Polytechnique,
UVSQ, Supelec, Ecole Centrale Paris, ENS Cachan.
Virtually all members of LCF are involved in the engineering degree program with over 100 students per year.
All those in charge of this program (JM Jonathan, F Goudail, F. Marquier, G Messin and D Boiron) belong to the
LCF. The PON program is operated by Ecole Polytechnique. Four professors from LCF are involved. The head of
the Optics track of the Optique, Matière, Plasmas (OMP) program is N Dubreuil and the head of the Nanophysics
track of the NanoScience Master is JJ Greffet, both from LCF.
A key feature of the training at IOGS is the importance of the experimental training. The training lab can host
100 students simultaneously with state of the art equipment. LCF contribution is essential as 85 % of the lab classes
are taught by LCF members. It is worth mentioning that faculty members of LCF introduce new lab classes on a
regular basis. Hence, the novelty goes from the lab to the students in a very efficient way. In the last period, we have
introduced new lab classes for our master students on the i) Hong, Ou, Mandel experiment of quantum optics, ii)
optical tweezers and iii) a spatial light modulator. The test of the violation of Bell inequalites had been introduced ten
years ago.
From the lecture point of view, the update of the courses is a smooth continuous process. Our policy to make
sure that courses are regularly updated is to simply take advantage of the fact that there are specialists of all the
topics in the Paris area. Hence advanced master courses at the M2 level are taught by the best experts of the field.
They naturally include new material in the courses as the state of the art changes. When new topics emerge, they are
first introduced as optional courses in the curriculum. They may become common core courses later on. The
contribution of the LCF faculty to this process is essential: All the groups of LCF have members giving lectures at
the M2 level.
An important contribution of the LCF to the students training is by hosting internships. The lab hosts on
average 50 M1 or M2 students for a period ranging between 2 and 5 months.
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PhD program
The LCF is strongly involved in the doctoral training program. 80 students graduated in the period 2008-2013. The
current number of PhD students is 46 for a total number of 27 faculty members with an habilitation. Hence, the
faculty members of the lab manage to be close to the upper limit. It is worth mentioning that each advisor can
supervise a maximum of three PhD students in order to ensure a close collaboration. This close supervision and a
selective recruiting process ensures that the PhDs can be completed in 38 months on average with a relatively low
rate of unfinished PhDs of 6%.
The lab organizes a nearly weekly seminar. Each student gives a talk during its PhD preparation and doctoral
students are expected to attend the talks. The head of the lab has an interview with each student every year. All the
students working at LCF have a grant. The typical doctoral contract corresponds to 1685 euros per month. The
minimum accepted income corresponds to China Scientific Council grants of 1200 euros net per month.
Given that all the groups of LCF are working with PhD students, we do not repeat the scientific production
analysis here.
While essentially all course work has been taken before the end of the master degree, all the students are
requested to take only two scientific courses of 25-30 hours and one training period focussed on professional skills
(so-called doctoriales) of 35-40 hours during the PhD. PhD students have also the opportunity to be teaching
assistants (monitorats). We have 24 graduate students teaching every year. The typical monitorat contract
corresponds to a duty of 64 hours per year with an extra salary of 280 euros net per month.
An important issue is the professional career of our alumni. The LCF has an active policy to make sure that we
follow their career. When looking at the five last generations, we observe that a fraction of 66 % of our doctors has a
permanent position while 22% are doing a post doc and 2% looking for a job. Among the 80 students who graduated,
50% have a permanent position in private companies and 20% an academic permanent position. Our doctors are
mostly working in France (70%), the rest being either in the rest of Europe (17%) or outside Europe (13%).
Of those 80 graduates, 2 defended their doctorate before the prescribed term of 36 months and 47 between 36
and 40 months. 20 needed an additional few months and defended before 44 months. The other 10 needed more time
either because of employment duties (e.g., being an assistant professor in a foreign university) or because of
experimental difficulties. The average is 40.4 months.
The LCF is strongly involved in the doctoral school "Ondes et Matière" (“Waves and Matter") co-operated by
Université Paris-Sud and Institut d'Optique Graduate School. Pierre Chavel, now head of the LCF, has been deputy
director for the last five years. The new head of the doctoral school is Jean-Jacques Greffet, from the Naphel group
of LCF. The “SPIm” team as well as Michael Canva, Arnaud Dubois and Julien Moreau of the Biophotonics group
are members of the STITS doctoral school (Sciences et Technologies de l’Information, des Télécommunications et
des Systèmes).
International networks
The optics master program is a member of the Erasmus Mundus program OpSciTech operated with Imperial College
in London, Friedrich Schiller University in Jena, Delft University of technology and Warsaw University of
Technology. With this program, we have hosted 8 or 9 foreign students during one semester on average every year
since 2007 while 4 or 5 IOGS students went abroad on the OpSciTech program. 4 or 5 OpSciTech students did their
internship in the LCF every year.
LCF is a member of two Marie Curie Initial Training Network (ITN) programs: the “COHERENCE” network
involves 18 research institutes and industrial partners located in 9 European countries and the USA. COHERENCE
focusses on the creation and manipulation of Rydberg atoms and their applications to science and technology. The
“ADOPSYS” network, with 8 academic members and 2 industrial members, all from Europe, is devoted to advanced
optical systems design (global optimisation, inverse problems in imaging, co-design).
The Entrepreneurship program FIE and the LCF.
FIE (Filière Innovation Entrepreneurs) is an entrepreneurship track for the students at IOGS. This curriculum
concerns mainly the engineer students over the three years of the engineer program (the "size" of the program is
typically 100 hours in first year, 200 hours in second year and 250 hours in third year, with 20 students each year).
FIE provides real world, hands-on learning on what it’s like to successfully transfer knowledge into products and
processes that benefit society in the field of photonics. FIE is a generator of new opportunities of business activities
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detected in research labs or companies that are connected with Institut d'Optique. Launched in 2006, the FIE program
has scanned and explored the potential of more than 80 different ideas related with photonics. So far, it led to the
creation of 11 start-ups generating a turnover of more than 4 millions € in 2012. FIE students and companies have
earn more than 40 prizes recognizing the quality of the innovation in the projects.
LCF plays a major role in the FIE: since 2006, LCF researchers have proposed 7 ideas to FIE program. LCF
also provides scientific support to many other FIE projects by advising students and bringing the opportunity to use
costly devices for characterisations (interferometry measurements, temperature mapping by thermal imaging to name
a few). Moreover, the main initiator of the FIE program (François BALEMBOIS) is a professor in the Lasers group
of the LCF.
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4. Strategy and perspectives for the next contracting period
Laboratoire Charles Fabry sees itself as an active research unit involved at the appropriate level, i.e. at par with
international counterparts, in research on various fields of Optics and Photonics. Looking at the publication record and
the various signs of recognition of its contributions, it feels that it enjoys a good reputation. Because of its size, it cannot
cover all of Optics and Photonics, but is instead organized in groups that sample a fraction of that domain. The size of
the groups is in general appropriate to make noteworthy contributions to their specific domain. For that reason, strategy
is to a large extent elaborated inside the group: each of the eight groups has briefly described its vision of its future
activities in the next few pages. The main role of LCF is therefore to provide support to its group for implementing their
strategy by allocating new positions, space and other facilities in the most efficient possible way. But that is not
sufficient.
Indeed, it is essential for the LCF as a whole to have a strategy. The purpose of such a strategy is to encourage a
common vision of the future of the field of optics, identify the opportunities for cross-fertilisation between groups, and
detect emerging domains where establishing new groups would be a smart move. Looking back, in the recent past, that
is how LCF has been able to take new initiatives. The Nanophotonics and Electromagnetism groups has emerged (in
several steps since 2002) from the identification of common interest by several groups of that time in nanostructures,
and by the strategic decision to be present on the emerging scene of nanophotonics and the associated nanotechnology.
In 2011, the Biophotonics group was created after interaction among the various scientists in the groups who shared an
interest in developing original optical instrumentation of biological and medical interest in partnership with medical
doctors. There is now a need for thinking about the next stages, perhaps in relation with current worldwide reflections
about the increased role of optics in information technology and for energy applications – LCF already has activities
along those lines, it will need to think about new ambitious initiatives.
To contribute to its strategy, LCF is essentially well positioned nationally and worldwide by its network of
academic and industrial collaboration. Tracks for further progress are identified. The Paris-Saclay territory is a
particularly active area of development for new initiatives, or at least for a new structure of research partnership locally;
LCF is present through its involvement in several Labex and Equipex. Its relation to the Saint-Etienne and Bordeaux
sites of IOGS, both associated with CNRS for their research activities, is an opportunity for spanning a broader fraction
of the Optics and Photonics realm: dialog with the Saint-Etienne and Bordeaux laboratories will be organised on a
regular basis. LCF is also present in the international optical community through conferences and learned society
activities. It follows the activities of the Photonics 21 European platform and the French Optics clusters. IOGS as a
whole participates in the “outreach” initiative ECOP (European Centres for Outreach in Photonics), which is organized
in a consortium and has received support from the European Framework Programme (GoPhoton, FP7). A stronger
involvement in those initiatives could be appropriate.
Atom Optics: perspectives
The main intellectual thrust of the group, the use of ultracold atoms to explore many-body physics, and other
questions related to condensed matter, will occupy the group for the foreseeable future. The common thread will center
on the study of ultracold atoms in various types of external potentials (disorder, periodic lattices, one, two, and three
dimensions) in the presence of strong interatomic interactions. These interactions will often be accompanied by strong
correlations and entanglement. These issues will be studied with increasingly sophisticated detection techniques,
particularly with better and better atomic imaging, with respect to spatial resolution, speed, and quantum efficiency.
The theory component of the group also plans to follow a similar intellectual trend with special focus on the
dynamics of strongly-correlated quantum systems. Complementary analytical and numerical studies will be
conducted in parallel as far as possible. Sophisticated numerical computations will be further developed, making
increasing use of local and national clusters.
Implanted as we are in an Institute devoted to many types of optics, our work will nevertheless maintain close
contact with this field. We will continue to pursue problems in the field of atom optics, particularly those in which the
roles of quantum fluctuations and entanglement are important. We will also continue our collaboration with Thales in
the development of a prototype atom-chip based gravimeter.
Quantum Optics: perspectives
In the forthcoming years we plan to continue and develop the current experimental setups, in the framework of ongoing
or future European projects. More precisely the projects are as follows.
For the "Atoms" part, we shall continue the exploration of systems of small numbers of interacting atoms, using
two experimental setups. The common concept will be the dipole-dipole interaction between atoms. The general
framework is therefore the study of model many-body systems where the interactions between the atoms are dipolar and
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therefore long-range. In Rydberg physics, arrays of ~ 10 microscopic dipole traps will be used to explore quantum
simulation opportunities. In the other setup, with a dense ensemble of ~100 atoms, we shall explore the Dicke model in
the presence of interacting atoms – a theoretically fairly challenging domain.
For the "Photons" part, we shall keep investigating the potentialities of either heralded or deterministic operations
in quantum optics and quantum information processing. Our new setup on “giant” non-linear effects based on Rydberg
atomes in a cavity will be further exploited to produce new quantum states of the light, as well as “logical operations”
between photonic qubits, with theoretical studies to be conducted in parallel (EU project SIQS). Protocol fidelity for the
khi(2) non-linearities in the femtosecond regime is a priority, with the perspective of efficient quantum memories and
quantum protocols of increasing complexity, e.g. based on optical cavities with active insertion / extraction devices.
Activities on Continuous Variable Quantum Key Distributions (CVQKD) will also be pursued, in collaboration with
LTCI (Eleni Diamanti), IEF (Laurent Vivien, Delphine Morini), and SeQureNet.
Nanophotonics and Electromagnetism: perspectives
Perspectives of the NAPHEL group are organised around three axes:
“Nanophotonics of few photon systems”. This addresses quantum nanophotonics (notably with the HOM
experiment) but also the engineering of efficient single-photon sources.
“Devices with novel nanophotonic physics”. This comprises electrical sources of surface plasmons, guided
nanophotonics with inverse-rib structures, and systems that implement PT-symmetry.
“Thermal radiation nanophotonics”. This axis, addresses ambitious concerns such as “thermal transistors” and
their use with novel materials such as graphene. It also has more direct applications through directional thermal sources.
Energy and in particular solar energy management through these novel possibilities is a still underdeveloped perspective
that could be tackled with interest in the next five years.
More development of inter-group activity will also be considered (Quantum Optics, biochips in the Biophotonics
group, MANOLIA, Lasers).
Nonlinear Materials and Applications: perspectives
With the success of our demonstrations of nonlinear optics in liquid filled microstructured fibres and liquid immersed
nanofibres, we are convinced by the benefits of these hybrid approaches. Combining the advantages of structured
materials for confining and enhancing the light intensity, with another material selected on purpose for its optical
nonlinearity opens new areas of research and applications.
Concerning the structured materials, we will expand our investigations to fibres made of new glasses and to silicon
photonic crystal waveguides, such as silicon slot waveguides. In addition to liquids, we plan to use polymers, and
carbon nanotubes embedded in polymers. With these new hybrid systems, we plan to investigate new functional devices
such as sources, sensors and Brillouin based ultrasonic transducers for instance.
One of our strong axes will be the development of optical components for quantum telecommunication networks
that uses the specific properties of these hybrid structures: sources of entangled photon pairs, single-photon frequency
converters…
Concerning nonlinear SBN thin films, the limits of structuring the remnant polarization in these films using an
atomic force microscope will be explored, and the realization of test SBN thin film devices such a modulators will be
undertaken. In addition to these devices we would like to apply our knowledge to the realization of non-linear optical
circuitry working on both temporal and spatial components of multimodal beams that are now found in the new
multimodal optical channels in the area of optical communications.
We will also pursue our investigations in optical archiving trying to fulfil the challenging combination of longterm archival, ultra-large capacities and low energy consumption.
Biophotonics: perspectives
Our group will continue working on the physical study, development and characterization of optical systems for life
science applications in collaboration with biologists. We will focus on merging modalities to develop unique set-ups
able to address relevant biological questions.
We will study the fundamental aspects and development of a nano-micro-plasmonics based system capable of both
quantification by Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging and identification by Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy of
biochip binding events. Investigated applications concern early cancer diagnosis and food quality and safety control
(ANR support has been granted).
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We will further our studies on full-field OCT to achieve in situ endoscopic ultrahigh-resolution imaging of
diseased tissues with improved detection sensitivity. Several complementary imaging modalities will be coupled to fullfield OCT including nonlinear optical microscopy and elastography. Our super-resolution STED microscope will be
adapted to neurobiology studies (Alzheimer's disease).
Our recent breakthrough on single eukaryotic ribosome dynamics opens the way to studies of many processes
affecting protein translation fidelity. The combination of optical tweezers, Förster Resonance Energy Transfer and OCT
will give us a multimodal approach to mechanotransduction studies on endothelial cells, for a better understanding of
cardiovascular diseases.
Lasers: perspectives
For next years, the Lasers group will continue on the development of new diode-pumped solid-state lasers covering a
broad range of gain media (crystals, fibers, semiconductors), temporal regimes (CW to fs) and wavelengths (UV to IR).
In order to demonstrate high energy, high average power short pulse amplifiers, we will combine novel gain
medium architectures for a better thermal management such as thin or thick active mirrors, slab and single crystal
fiber (SCF) with new Yb-doped CaF2 and CALGO crystals. The SCF amplifier concept will be applied within the
European RAZIPOL project for 100 W ultrashort amplifiers for material processing.
The installation of the front-end of the Apollon 10 PW laser is scheduled for the end of 2014. Based on our
experience acquired on OPCPA systems, we will start an activity in mid-IR few-cycle Carrier-Envelope Phase (CEP)
stabilized sources.
Coherent beam combining, as a way to scale the power/energy of laser sources, will be investigated in two
contexts: with fs lasers through pulse synthesis (coherent combining of fs pulses with different spectra) and cavity
enhancement (coherent combining of successive fs pulses); with high-power high brightness CW laser diode arrays in
passive and semi-passive architectures within the European BRIDLE project. Dual frequency optically pumped
semiconductor lasers will be used to drive a Cs Coherent Population Trapping atomic clock. New projects will start on
LED pumped solid-state lasers and pressure phase matching for non-linear crystals to reach the UV band.
XUV Optics and optical Surfaces: perspectives
The XUV Optics group will pursue research in three main axes: XUV optical surfaces and systems, innovative
multilayers for XUV optics and ultrashort pulses optics. The development of state of the art XUV optical systems
requires very specific knowledge and know-how concerning polishing, aspherization, surface metrology and multilayer
coating.
The XUV group will take advantage of its expertise in these domains in order to develop a full field soft x-ray
microscope for biological applications. This instrument is part of the Equipex Morphoscope and will be developed in
collaboration with synchrotron Soleil.
Further research for efficient multilayer coatings with specific properties in the X-ray and EUV domain is a
technological key for several applications including space science, plasma laser diagnostics, synchrotron radiation
sources and new generation sources (x-ray lasers and free electron lasers, high harmonic generation). Our effort will be
mainly focused on small-period, low-roughness multilayers for x-rays and on optimization of aperiodic multilayer
designs.
The manipulation and characterization of ultrashort pulses (in the femtosecond and attosecond regime) is a
scientific and technological challenge. We will pursue the study and development of multilayer optics for atto-pulses
and we will implement some innovative characterization methods to fully characterize (spatially and temporally) such
pulses.
The XUV Optics group will benefit from the new platform “Couches Minces pour l’Optique X” that will be
installed in Palaiseau building at the end of 2014, including a new deposition machine specifically design for x-ray
multilayers (projet CeMOX, SESAME IdF 2012). One aim of this platform will be to develop new collaborations
and/or transfers with industrial partners.
Imaging Sytems and Physics of Images: perspectives
The research domains addressed in the previous years have provided opportunities for both basic scientific
contributions and industrial applications. They involve many interesting perspectives, and will continue to form the
main lines of the strategy of SPIM team in the future.
 Polarization imaging: we have made original theoretical and experimental contributions, and gained good
international visibility on this topics. The applications addressed so far were mainly related to defense, and our
objective is to investigate new approaches and new application domains (navigation, biomedical, industrial
control).
 Modelling and control for adaptive optics (AO): our team has developed and demonstrated innovative control
methods based on physical modelling of AO systems (3D turbulence, mirrors dynamics, …). Building on these
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achievements, our objective is to take an active part in the control design for future high-performance astronomical
instruments on VLTs or ELTs, and to develop industrial applications, e.g. in the domain of retinal imaging.
Joint design of imaging systems and image processing algorithms: the added value of our team in this very
competitive domain is to possess skills in optical design and in digital image processing. We want to take profit of
this position to investigate new methods of optical design, and innovative imaging architecture and modalities (e.g.
3D imaging).
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